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_BELFAST,

_

of Illinois, Sept. 10th.L. C. Bateman,
the Populist candidate for governor, is
very confident that very few Populists
will forsake him for Mr. Frank,
lie says
that he has the admiration every honest
man has for Mr. Winslow, who stood for
what he believed, but he can not admire
the position of Mr. Frank, who is in the
light and is catering to the free silver vote
for the sake of a “pull” in the event of
the election of Bryan and Sewall.
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Frye

in Belfast.

He Receives an Ovation and Makes a
Splendid
Speech. The Opera House Filled to Overflowing.
Senator Wni, P. Frye is assured of a
hearty
reception wherever he may go in his native
State, and his coming to Belfast is always

looked forward to with
pleasure. This is a
tribute to him both as a man and as a
public
speaker, and the size of his audience is only
limited by the capacity of the hall.
Last
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anything else I’d read Webster’s unabridged
dictionary. It would take a year and a half
such a bill through. Thus the creditor
would get a year and a half’s notice
that their debts would be paid them in silver,
instead of gold. O, the debtor class would
have a tine time of it! Ho you suppose any
creditor would wait a minute for his money.
He would set all the machinery of the law
in motion to collect his debts as soon as possible, before it would be legal to pay them iu
silver.
These are merely some of the points
touched upou by the speaker. We have not
space for a full report of a speech which was
full of telling paragraphs and was listened
to with the closest attention throughout.
In
Applause was frequent and hearty.
conclusion Mr. Frye said he had been requested to coniine himself to the tiuaucial
question, bu the should like at some other
time to address the people of Belfast on the
tariff. The people of Belfast would be delighted to hear him. The meeting adjourned with three ringing cheers for the Republican candidates.
to get
class

Political Points.
The sound money
In advance,§2.00a year:
Democrats’ State convention of Kentucky,
,.i the expiration of the
Tuesday eveniug the Belfast Opera House
held at Louisville Aug. 20th, was attended
was filled to
l or one square, one inch by
overflowing soon after the
nearly every leading Democrat in the doors were
"o lor one week, ami 2,“»
opened, the audience includState.
J. IL Hindman was elected chairinsertion. A fraction
ing a large number of ladies. Mr. Frye
man.
There was a call for ex-Congresslull one.
ir.iin
Breekenridge, who sat on the stage was greeted with applause as he enwith his wife.
He addressed the conven- tered the hall which continued
lu-Oay’s Journal.
until he
tion at length.
W. C. P. Breekenridge had taken his seat
upon the platform. Dr*
CAGE l.
and W. F. Broader were chosen as deleJ. M. Fletcher, chairman of the
an Injunction
Sen
city com"1 \Yahh> »'oi:ut>
gates in the Indianapolis convention.
mittee, called the meeting to order and asked
!ih!u>tlies. .The U.ur’s At a meeting of the Populist State execuA. U. Sibley, Esq., to preside.
ru.iif.. 1 Vrs<nut!..
Mr. Sibley
tive committee at Lexington, Kv.,
Aug.
■.<■ .uni Burnham
j
l>emo..Holer. .11:? t Vhs»-An
ldtli, \ committee was appointed to con- accepted the duty m a neat speech, in which
H
he
said
Home..
An
istorthat
this
to
the
was
•'!(■•«
Democrats and ask
intended as a business
voy greeting
them to withdraw Sewall.
They were in- meeting, and for that reason the sweet
structed to state that the Populists inmusic of the Belfast Band had been
Meeting of Waldo County Grange.
Speei !s An Cmxpect- tended to
dispensstand by Watson and that Sew"i: Silver.
ed with. He touched upon tile
opposing
all was odious to them, and that they will
Waldo County Pomona Grange held its
A
K 3.
platforms and the duty devolving upon the
P’attorm. Regimental make no concession.For nearly two
regular meeting Aug. 38th with Stockton
\ Paralw.es Business.
hours Wednesday night, Aug. 10th, the voters and then presented Mr. Frye to The
The Grauge was opened promptly
Grange.
\«.i 4.
audience.
This was the signal for loud and
Democratic State convention of Texas was
Bro.
at 10 o’clock by Worthy Mister Ginn.
e (iraniies .The Churches.
in a row over a proposition submitted by continued applause.
C. S. Grinin was appointed Lecturer; Bro.
Bry.tn (Jc-ncerninfx Yacht
Mr. Frye began his remarks by a reference
Reunions. .Safe to Bet on the Populist (campaign committee asking
Flora.
•..port
Papers and for 7 of the 17 electors for vice-president. to the evils which threaten the country in Blanchard, Steward; sister Libby,
At midnight the convention declined the the present contest, and which in his candid The address of welcome was given by Lillian
AGE 5.
opinion are greater than those involved in Staples, and was as follows:
| Populists’ request.Dwight M. Lowrev, the
civil war.
In 1892 we were happy, we
Wir.nepvirt Water Case a well known
Philadelphia lawyer, who were prosperous, we were blessed.
v.
Visiting Brothers and Sisters of Pomo.cdiiig 1 Sells. Enable to
Every
was permanent chairman of the late Demman who wanted work
got work. Every na Grange: With cordial hand grasp and
A OK t».
ocratic State convention, has sent a letter furnace fire was
burning, every forge iu the hearts warm with welcome our order greets
S' i...The
Wage Earner to State Chairman Carman, resigning as land was sounding, every spindle was sing.rv New? and
Notes..An a member of the
State central committee.
woolen mill was running full you and bids you make this hall your own
ing,
every
'. Wage Earners.. Points
time.
Every man who wanted to sell found for the time and help us till it with good
l’ojnilist. .Right About Mr. Lowrey in his letter, takes exceptions
<
somebody ready to buy.
mention The Tear Idea, ; to the Chicago platform and its candicheer and joyous ness.
The farmers were prosperous. Wage earnd ale Vessels,
j dates.The Troy Times publishes an in- ers were never better
Being grangers yourselves you cannot
fAUK 7.
paid since the world
terview with Hon. E. J. Phelps of Bur..Small Yachts...The
began, and that with a dollar of greater pur- doubt our hospitality, for who ever knew of
Vt..
United
States
minister
to chasing power than ever before known. Such
lington,
1 .'-a;-ton. I»r. .Mai Arthur's
an
inhospitable granger, or suffered for
nor Alt weld's (.Sold Clause.
*rieat Britain under President Cleveland’s
was the state of affairs in 1892.
AoE h.
first administration, in which he declares
The Democrats came into power and hearty welcome at a grange? Edward Everthat he shall support McKinley.Chair- changed the tariff law. That same year 500 ett Hale has said, ‘‘What our churches need
umy Correspondence..
births. .Marriages .1 *eaths.
State and National hanks closed their doors. is not only
man Bynum of the national Democratic
singing and praying but more
banners Now and Then..
Millions and millions of foreign held securihospitality.” Surely the grange is rich in
I executive committee, says in reference to ties were forced into our markets.
Money
! the reports that the Indianapolis conven- went to a
premium of 25 per cent., and it this blessed quality ami fortunately, too, for
tion would endorse McKinley : “The conit is the vita! spark that makes success of
was almost impossible to get money on the
OF THE WEEK.
tne oruer, xne
vention that meets on September 2 will be best security.
magnet max uraws memoers
to
its fold. How many of as become memIt
Democratic.
will adopt a Democratic
une-tniru oi our railroads went into the
ri>
Labor Coin misbers of xbe organization, accept its advanhands
of
receivers.
One-half
of
our
woolen
and
nominate
Democratic candiplatform
and never think of giving credit to the
has recently received redates.".After three hours and a half mills became as dead as Julius Caesar. This tages
good old order to whom so much is due?
-nt of three large tan- 1
of deliberation between the conference condition of affairs has continued. What is How few consider what a useful machine
the trouble? What has come over the coun>tate iii which be says: committees of
the People’s party, the
try? Mr. Bryan says the demonetization of the grange really is? It is a breaking up
\
i instructions to stop Democratic
and the Silver League,
party
silver in 1873 is the cause of it.
And in 1892 plow in discussions, a harrow to those on
'ir three tanneries for
the program, a seedsower of good influences,
at San Francisco, it was decided to fuse
we hail the banner year for prosperity in our
The free silver agitation on Presidential
of the mind, a reaper of good reelectors, the Democrats to history! Then this demonetization of silver a cultivator
a use
and is likely to have five for
a lender of hearts in strong cords of
sults,
in
1878
in
the air, doubled
actually leaped
Bryan and Sewall and the
ness that has survived
and dropped down on us in 1892! What brotherly and sisterly affection. It is no
Populists to have four for Byran and Wat- over
a statement from a man in public life!
ss:.*n of the past three
O, inanimate machine but a live one, with
son.
Johnson ('. Gore, one of the most
Mr.
don’t you forget more than you strong body, wise head, firm hand, warm
•he agents of the indus- influential
Bryan,
in
Populists
California, refused ever knew ? Don’t you forget that marvel- heart and large stomach. The County
a>
sent into the comto agree to the fusion.
He felt that he ous decade from 1880 to 181)0, a decade the Grange seems to be a sort of “Mother
mis cf manufacturers
could not conscientiously as a Populist,
Grange” to whom the subordinate turn for
most marvelous in the history <».' any nation
the next report.
The take a hand in
direction and encouragement. To
any proceedings that would on the earth, which led Mulhall cold-blood- council,
it
ai
all reach out for assistance.
work in Lewiston
If at an asgive Sewall live-ninths of the Populists’ ed, dispassionate English statistician that be sembly a fact
Now England fair is
meeting were to be. held and
to
call
it
n
attention
to
as
the
ost
marvelis,
vote of California.The New York Proeach grange in the county family was called
ous decade in the history of any nation?
Lie largest attended hibitionists have nominated
William M.
Mr. Bryan must have forgotten that in upon to report its condition, some could
Maine,
over 100,000
Smith of Poughkeepsie for governor.
stand confidently and say, “We are strong
1892
these
United
had
States
one-tiftb
of
all
Park during the Senator David i>. Hill
refuses to discuss the wealth of the world, and that over half and active. Behold how powerful! A shin:
was
perfect, the the published statement of Elliot F. Dun- "f it was made from 1878, when this crime of ing example for all to follow.” But others
■•xhii»its the best ever tortli tha: he (
falteringly say,“Mother Pomona,”we
Ilill) is about to declare for demonetization took place, to 1892. Mr. would
are weak.
Cur strength is gone. Our blood
Land.
Saturday, the Byran and Sewall.
Bryan must have forgotten that Great Brit- is
low—our
courage, too. We struggle to do,
iy<■ i.? id’ New England
ain, Germany and' France laid up from 1878
but. meet, with many failures. We know
v
to
1802 >80,110(1000. mo, while the United
the fair ollieials.
not what ails us, but tear our symptoms inIn !'. -ii
N" greater ovation was ever States laid up .S'W.Ooo.ooojKX), or >.S,000,000,]uesent were lh•binthan tin- three of them. Mr. Bryan dicate nervous prostration or rapid decline.
lass. : .Jenkins of Lawpaid to ain speaker in Saratoga than that 000 more
Recommend some remedy.” Ami t » such as
must have forgotten that, in 1878 .>ur agriculav oided to Lord Russell. lord chief jusnn : Porch of Milford :
these worthy Pomona gives notsarsaparilias
was •-2..'»oO,000,000,
tural
while in
.'•held. Mass. ; Noble id ti*oi England, when lit entered the 1892 it. product
or Celery Compound but a spark of her own
was >8,.3( 10,000,000.
■invention hall at Saratoga, Aug. 20th,
it of Haverhill. Webb -u
life-giving energy to impart electrical force
Mr. Bryan must have forgotten that from
t" the ailing ciiild ami restore its old-time
1878, to 1802 wt paid off >1,282.000,000 from
many oimis.At the to address the American liar Association.
And so this body is called upon to
t
vitality.
Tlie
was
in
Vt
;;i in j «i A
iatinii
interest Sim,long continued. He the national debt ami saved
applause
be physician as well as everything else from
«
•.
I
l.;hb\
p.»rt- was greeted hy an audience ot 4,70U. 1 000.000. Mr. Bryan must have forgotten that
.1
legislator to a maid-of-ail-work. And in
m 1800 mu- manufacturing product v\ as 011 iy
memher <m the general The crop outlook in the Canadian Northconsideration of the many demands made
! ’at.‘lien h.wcied the west is veiy dismal.
Careful estimates | half that of Great Britain, while in 1892 it upon it we must take no more Mine.
May
was twice greater.
i>
ii;g reei>rd held by place the total yield of the northwestern I lie must 1..m- forgotten that Mr Glad- the good results of this day be as abundant
A
gist, at Rigby, by wheat iields this war at only sixty per j stone once said in a pamphlet lie published. as the harvests soon to h< gathered. May
tins day be t
us all a “Bed Letter Day" of
•cut. of the crop of lst.»7_Tlie movement
aib in a fresh wind,
‘Our daughter beyond the seas may hy and
g.'t:;.
His quarters against American silver in Canada is on | by distance lier mother,' and that hr might enjoyment, and may you meet with us in the
future
and
again
again.
in
'02
that
she
had
have
written
distanced
>0 1 4. ;;g
4.
Joe the increase.A cablegram received
The response was by J. G. Harding.
mother, and (hat the mother was lost in
by the ; anner known ! from Santa Catharina. says: The Ameri- the
the dust raised from the wheels
u
the
It was voted to have, these addresses pubcan Ship Willie Rosenlield of Hath, ownwas driven by .lack
daughter's chariot of magnificent progress.
< «• i. John >.
lished with the regular report of the pro*
Tay- j ed hy Arthur Sew all A ( o., commanded by
Ur. Bryan has diagnosed tin* disease from I
i i" ft inner record was < aptain Dumpily, which sailed from New whirl, wr are suffering, and his rein *dy is feedings.
-•xhibitioii rnile at York Apiil 2:Id for 8an Francisco, has the free and unlimited < < linage of silv-r. If
1 be following Granges were reported:
\. of _ho::
1 and anfoundered four hundred miles olf the we take his medicine we shall soon he over
Northern Light by Sister York: Morning
Part of the crew were saved and our troubles. It will kill us;
I><‘dwell <.rauite | coast.
Light by Bro. Moore; Comet b\ Albert
The Democratic platform calls for free
:ave hi: men at work,
landed, but two boats containing fourand that lb to 1. The prope” ratio
Nickerson; Seven Star by Deputy J. G.
•hat will keep them teen persons are missing..Secretary coinage,
to 1.
is
about
What do they demand
Harding: Honesty by Sister Littlefield of
••asm..
Their pay roll Iloke smith is to retire from the cabinet That
cents'
worth
of
he
metal
fifty
stamped
hied to .<!,*.«XI.
The on or about Sept. 1st. his resignation hav- by the government one dollar, wit.a “In Prospect; Mystic by Sister Churchill; South
at; oat
about B0,O<X) j ing been tendered and accepted, and it is ! God we trust.”
That means in God we Branch by \V. H Ginn; Equity by J. Cuntrust for the balance, you kuow. (Laughter;.
eg one or more vessels expected that Assistant Secretary .John
ningham : Granite by Arthur Boyd ; Seaside
We may trust in God, but He will never
M. Reynolds of the interior department
"tone is shipped in a
by A. L. Mudgett; Ritchie by C. A Levannalbaven and other will be promoted to succeed him.The step in and makeif that 50-eent dollar worth seller:
we do put on it our Tn
Stockton by William Berry. A class
1*1) cents, even
at
and dressed and funeral of Prof. Frederick William NichoGod we trust.’
of ~b were instructed in the fifth degree.
i'b-iphia to be used in las Crouch, the well known composer
Mr. Bryan contends that the fiat if the
Remarks for the good of the order were
who died in Portland, took place Sunday
ing. now in process of
government will give the oG-cent dollar the
from his late residence in Baltimore. Rev.
value of 100 cents. The government does made by C. S. Griftin, W. M. Berry, A. Stinnot Hat anything.
All it says is that there son and A. L.
Robert II. Paineof Mount Calvary church,
Mudgett. The Grange then
shall be -‘>71 1-4 grains of pure silver in one of
took a recess for dinner. On calling to order
In the sound money read the Episcopal burial service at the our dollars. The
w hat the dolworld
says
at
the
in
Loudon
Park
house anti
grave
hi *n at Portland
lar is worth. The market says what it is in the afternoon the choir gave some music
Aug.
A double quartette rendered
electors at large were cemetery.
worth. Our dollar is not worth 100 cents and the topic, What is the matter with the
musical selections during the services and
by tiat. It is made by law legal tender for
Thompson, Brunswick, as tlie casket was lowered into the
it extravagance was discussed hy
grave debts, but that, does make it worth loo cents farmers,is
a
i. Thomaston.
1st disH. Murphy, J. Ellis, D. Dyer, J. G. Harding,
which
“Kathaleen
because no creditor is obliged to take it.
Mavourneen,'*
'-w-at. Portland: gd dis- sang
A. Stinson, H. Moore, C. S. Griftin, J. CunGod has given us the most magnilicent
brought tears to the eyes of the hundreds
keu, Richmond; id disvenerable musician.
country :n the world, but he won't make ">•» ningham ami Bro. Colcord. They were all
v.
liar Harbor; 4th dis- of friends of the
c ents' worth of silver worth a dollar, even if
of tlie opinion that there was not anything
>now, Bangor.
The folwe coin it and call it a dollar.
-s
to
( apt. Will Pinkham,
the matter with the farmers. The topic, If
Fish ani» Game.
You sell a million dollars’ worth of wheat
Indianapolis were
dolman, Thomaston; W. in sell. F. II. Smith, arrived at Boothbay to England. She pays you in gold. Under women are allowed to vote should they pay
gland; Giles O. Bailey, Aug. loth, with 100 bills, line large mack- free; coinage, however, she would not pay a
poll tax ? was discussed by Sisters Churchin gold.
She would take the half a milFoss, Auburn; Russell 1). erel, 00 bbls. fresh, 40 bbls. salt, taken olf you
ill, Blanchard. Dyer, Littlefield, Hubbard
lion of gold, buy silver bullion with it, come
tbrook; M. P. Milliken, Monliegan.
They sold for a good price. over here and have it coined into 1,000,000 and Bros. Harding, Ginn, Dyer aud
Ellingaid C. Jordan, Portland; .Special State Fish Committee, Hon.
silver dollars, and pay us with it. (Ap- wood of Kansas. The Sisters
thought that
iiowdoiaham; R. £. Per- (). B. Whitten of Portland, Judge W. T. plause.)
if they could have the privilege of voting
This free coinage proposition not only
Weeks, 1 lamariscotta; Emmons of Saco, and Judge <7eo. A.
York; Wm. H. Gardiner, Curran of Calais, were in Boothbay reopens the mint to all who may have bullion they would \>e willing to pay a poll tax.
here in America, but to all who may have it
alternates were as follows: cently for a few days looking up the lisliBro. Ellingwood said that in Kansas the
You may go down
in any part of the world.
a
Hath; John II. Belcher, ing business, gathering statistics and teswomen bad the right of suffrage in State
You
to Mexico and buy a 50-cent dinner.
to
the
the
J.
S.
to
Nutt, Saco;
True, timony
present
Legislature
elections and that the county in which he
pay for it with an American silver dollar
b. Coombs, Lisbon
the
laws
Vie
that
may
Falls; coming session,
and the Mexican will give you back a Mexi- lived was run last year bv a set of
ofCortland; G. s. II. Mo- amended and improved if proper for the can dollar in change, and there is actually ficers to the satisfaction of all. Helady
said it
rn' S. G.
Otis, Ilallowell; best interest of the industry.The more silver in his dollar than in yours. The
^earboro; J. F. Gerrity, Damariscotta Herald gives statistics of difference is that your coin is redeemable in was claimed that if women were allowed to
his is not.
vote that the best society would not attend
Wilson, Portland: Nathan the alewive fishery for the past ten years. gold and said
the Bland-Allison act would
Bland
.o.d.
Hon.
Harvey N. The banner year was 189:*, when 7700 bar- send silver to SI 2f* an ounce. How much the elections; blit it was- not so there. The
"ton was then introduced
This year there were
rels were taken.
did it go up ? Just seven points, and then finest ladies went to the elections and everyCol. 7740, but the ligures include only the
upw ards of one hour.
only enough to take a look around the hori- thing was orderly and quiet.
"of New York then delivand
number packed for other markets,
The Sherman act
Then it dropped.
zon.
The following literary entertainment was
•'i
address.
At the close many more than usual were sold for use raised silver 12 points. Then it. looked around
given: Soug, “Pride of the Ball,” by Ger"
a severe terms tin*
has been going down
and
of
Newcastle
and
towns
The
too,
in
the
dropped,
Altgelds,
vicinity.
trude Pendleton; reading, by Cassie. Davis;
•'ihers who come to this and Nobleboro each get a net amount of ever since.
r ranee tried the experiment oi
Keeping song by Maud and Gladis Randell: rec., by
.t> fabric,
to
unI
seeking
82,707.70 this year from the fishery, which
an
exact
She
and
silver
at
parity.
>
The gold
Bela i’ayson, who was encored and recited,
bug and pushing it along is about 8400 mure than last year.
made 145 changes m tin* grains of her gold
dose ol Col. Fellows’ greatest catches were made May 12th and coin and 24b in the
silver, and then she gave another piece; song by Melvin Clark, who
i!'d played and the audi- 14th, about 1.000 barrels each day_Sch.
Take our was encored and gave another song. The
it up ami went on a gold basis.
..Senator Frye addressIn i7'.>2we tried to put the
Emma F. Withered, ( apt. 8>ollie Rowe,
own experience.
Stockton Grange choir gave excellent music
lathers
looked
around
audience at Limestone, arrived at Boston, Aug. 24th, with 14,000 I two together. Our
throughout, the meeting. A vote of thanks
and fixed the ratiou 15 to 1. They made a
■»g. Aug. goth,
many com- fresh tinker mackerel, taken on Ceorges.
mistake of one cent, and two-eighths in unwas given Stockton Grange for entertainu
towns to hear the dis- The fish are good sized tinkers and are
and
as
a
result
went
gold
ment.
‘lo t. who delivered one of bringing 7 emits apiece.
The news that dervaluing gold, and did not circulate
out. of circulation
again
he- ever listened to.
The tinker mackerel have made their appear- until 1S:14. Then they tried it at lb to 1, but
The next meeting will be with Equity
aribou. Tuesday evening, ance on (reorges is hailed with joy by the they underestimated silver, and as a result Grange, Belfast,
Sept. 22nd, with the followaist i:,0o.
It is thought silver went, out of circulation, and remained
The crowd was fishermen and owners.
ing program: 1, opening exercises; 2, admeeting was held in tiie that the small lisli may be tamer than out until '7b, when we resumed specie pay- dress of welcome by Sadie Edgecomb; 3,
s *und
ment for the greenbacks of 'b2.
money Democrats, the large ones which so easily elude the
in 1855 our subsidiary coin was melted up response by W. P. Thompson; 4, report of
-ani/.ed the Honest Money seine.
because it was worth more as bullion than
»bof Bangor, witli ex-MayGranges; 5, conferring of fifth degree; <>,
We passed a law then making
as
coin.
»> president.
election of officers; 7, appointment of comKesolutions
dollars legal tender. These
an
be
Injunction.
Spanish-milled
May
ni
dollars in being carried became abraded and
giug every city and town
mittee; 8, noon recess; 9, music; 10, installato organize honest
money
Rockland, Me., Aug. 'J4. It is stated here worth less than our own. This caused our tion of officers; 11, question, Resolved, That
own dollars to be melted up, ami they went
inan
to
obtain
will
be
made
the
that
au
effort
rumor
in
New
ling
the Secretary of State out of circulation, driven out by an abraded the income tax is a just tax; aff., A. L.
'Mm Sewall has
withdrawn, junction restraining
from placing the name of M. P. Frank on the
Spanish dollar. Jefferson ordered the coin- Mudgett, neg., D. Dyer; 12, the remainder
is authorized to to
the
say
age of our dollars stopped on that account.
1
official ballot as Democratic candidate for
of the program by Equity Grange; 13, dos"it foundation.The NaIf the silverit.es win in the election what
Governor on the ground of the illegality of
an committee has
assigned the WaterviMe convention which nominated will they do? They cannot get a free coin- ing.
speakers for the Maine cam- him for Governor. W Howard Gardiner of age act through Congress next session, for it
Charles Emery Smith, Aug. Camden, a well known sound money Demo- lias 145 gold majority. Delays of all kinds
A Reminder.
''I'. 1st; Congressman Sereno crat, has consulted leading lawyers, who could be looked for. Jt took us four months
h'ini. N. Y., Aug. 31 to Sept, agree, with his views. He contends that the to repeal a clause of the Sherman act. Don’t
Bangor is perfecting plans for a statue of
’hi! M. Thurston of Nebraska. Portland convention adjourned sine die and 3 ou remember Allen, the populist, made a Hannibal Hamlin in West Market
Square
14
hours
assemble
not
long?
speech
that the same delegates could
1 t'tis
Gould, Jr., of Boston, at a later date and
There are in the Senate men who believe in that city. This is a reminder to Portland
legally transact business.
ongressman E. H. Grosve- Mr. Gardiner claims that the only way to the civil war was a lesser calamity than free jI that a statue of Wiliiam Pitt
Fessenden
pt. sthto Sept. 12th; Hon. have had Frank’s name legally placed on coinage would be. If a free coinage bill got
should adorn our streets. [Portland Sunday
;sf> <»f New
York. Sept. 8th and the ballot would have been by petition, into the Senate I’d take a contract to talk a
month myself. (Laughter.) If 1 couldn't do I Times.
'ugressman George Edmund Foss which was not done.
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Axel Hay ford of St. John, N. B.,
ing friends in Belfast.

in

was

Daniel H. Lane of Boston visited relatives
Isaac Hills of this city is manufactur- in Belfast last week.
ing a new dental wash called “Boro-Bornyl,”
Tyler H. Bird went to Rockland last Thursfor use in place of a tooth powder. It is
day for a short visit.
in
made
Dr. Hills’ laboratory from a preMiss Effie Clifford went to Bangor Saturscription by a Western wholesale drug
for a visit of two weeks.
house. It is meeting with a ready sale and day
Fred M. Bailey went to Bucksport last
the doctor is highly encouraged at the prom-,
Friday for a visit of a few days.
ising outlook.

What

no

The

races

ried out

even

people

b. g., II. L. Turner .1 1 1
Petronei, b. in.. U. H. Coombs.I 2 2
Sister Seer, i». in., C. B Wellington.
.2 » 4
Ella M., b. in.. E. C. West.
Time, 2 4.- 1-2, 2.::;* 1-2, 2.M4 1 t.
M

BI< Yt I.E

RACE.

E iw.

Porter, Freedom.1 1 1
Howard Bennett, Freedom .2 2 2
Forrest S. Lunt, Moutville.M
Time, 2.42 1-2, 2 Ml) 1-2, 2.lo.
Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo Fount v Registry of Deeds
for the weekending Aug. 2d, 1.S4U: Geo. G.
Butler, Stockton Springs to Melvin E. Coldo. ; land and buildings in Stockton

yesterday.

Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Woods of Orono were
m Belfast a few
days last week visiting relatives.

Adelbert Merrill
College.

lion. Geo. S. Weeks aud Geo. M.
ChapEsq., were in Belfast Tuesday on legal
business.
man*

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. M. Bickford of North
are visiting their
daughter,Mrs. C.
H. Maxtield.

Belgrade

Mrs. A. E. Moore of Boston returned home
a visit to her mother-in-law,
Mrs. A. K. P. Moore.

Alvin Blodgett and daughter Annie
spending the week with friends In
Vinalhaven,
Mrs.

May

Mrs. Amelia Elu$t of Jersey City, N. J.,
arrived Saturday morning to visit her sister,
Mrs. John Goyens.

Capt. and

Mrs. Frank Dyer visited friends
Belfast the past week, while his vessel

discharged

in

Mrs. Nathan Hill
Brock of Rot kland,

Bangor.

Mrs. Julia Hancock of East Boston visited
Mrs. Sewall Fletcher and Mrs. J. W. Pendleton the tirst of the week.

This, however,
a cross

is not a cross of
of Br—ass.
[Bath Times.

Mrs. Nettie Wheeler of Cambridgeport,
Mass., is visiting her foster parents, Captain
and Mrs. David H. Libby.

Mrs
and

H. Chamberlain’s.

C.

Mrs. Ruth Taber and son Fred arrived
Tuesday from Boston to attend the reunion
of the Herrick family.

Albert Peabody, wife and daughter <»f
Westbrook visited Mrs. P.'s sister, Mrs.
Peter F. Welch, last week.

Caro E. Carter and Miss Vena Welch
home Sunday from a visit, to

Mrs.

returned

Mrs. Angeline Allenwoud left by steamer
Monday to visit her sister, Mrs. Mary E.
Fearin of Manchester, N. H.
Mrs. George Sanborn of Lynn. Mass., returned home last Friday from a visit :

friends in Newport, R. I.
Charles H. Fleming of

Bridgeport,
Saturday, accompanied !-\
John Staph-:, ,n.

friend,

M

r.

Mr. ami M

friends in Belfast and Wald".
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in town

was
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T

s.

N,s
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lt.-lfcM. •!.»• gn,-Ms
Albert II. Spence, Jr »>f Meade A, Pa..
Mi and Mrs. (. I; Brackett.
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!.iTheologieal Seminary,
visiting
Geo. C. IR-ward <4 Montv :!*•• w as in tow
mate, Clifton Gray of this city.
Horatio

Mears

has

rented

mouth, Mass.,

his.

Park street to James A. Wise and
to

I

Sharon, Mass.,

in

few

a

in»use
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Carter,
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Park

Mildred of
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street.

arrived
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C. Seminar}.
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visit to Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Prentiss

A. K
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l.»

in
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parents. Mr

Mr. W
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Frank Wi! is

rs.

with their

Mass
w

his

<>i\

:n

John Howard and wife tad Miss Bonn
Jameson of R. kimd arriv.-d T :.s<la\ t
attemi the Herrick fan ily leunion.

weeks.

f Charlestown, Mas*..
Miss Agnes Bond
returned home Momla\ fr-an a v -:r i< Mis.
Poland

arc

is to attend the E. M.

move !

1

w

<m

i M:

•:

and

w

lot•• i-,

n
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H

A

Mj_.

W:
\
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an

: P
1
and Mrs. Orrin W "d or>
1" ugl t a fruit and
i;j.
nary h .’-mess.
are visiting Mrs. W"odbur\ s parents. Mr. j
Mr. and Mrs. (.-••
\\
}\
\>
f;, sfi n
and Mrs. E. Spear, in Cent:'- M<>ntv;.
will return home this v.
tr.-m
isit t»
Miss Helen Louise Eveletii and Mrs. Wm.
Mr. W. s parents. R.>\. (
\\
;n;i;
T. Marshall of Winterjiort w--re guests last
wife.
week of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. MeDnnald.
Misses Kale and Itch.
a
M.and
Eddie Henderson, who has had charge i*f Master Jotm (
s
us -c
iq
Mass
j
"lie "f Chamberlain's teams this season, left | are
-,
visiting their .tun-. M ss i,
a. Wigi
for his home in Mil > Saturday un-rnn.g.
gin.

Mr.

o

Mr. and Mrs. F. S
are

visiting

Pendleton's

in

Petnlletun "f New Y

Islesboro. the

a

k

guests of M:

parents. Mr. and Mrs 1-.

Mr. R. H. Barrett
visiting his fami.y

1

Pen-

C

summer

dleton.

Ralph

J. W. l\T!"\vlton will

n-t

as

assistant

s

iper-

j

Mr. C. A. Harriman of Bath and mother
made a flying trip to town Tuesday, fur the
noonday sail on steamer Wswuma. Mrs.
Harriman was formerly Miss Man Morrison, her parents living on the hill at Boothbay Centre, known as the Morrison place.
She is now living in Belfast, where she w ent
to live after marriage.
fBoothbay Register.
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o-

-,

ho

w

ot

guests

Harry Elkins ami fam.iy of 1..? t let.on. N
H., who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. A
I Dean, left for home M- i.day
Th.-\ t.rave
by carnage.
Chas. il«.gan, wife and tv
chi.cron
Bowel'.. Mrs. Priscilla B: kli.nl and Mrs
Kvir Pearl.oru of B\nn. visited friends
Belfast Tuesday.
Mi. and
Mrs.
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Kingston
John F. Kill was making his iast Kurope.n
tour lie met Mr. Towle and had a long el it
with him.
Mr. Towle mgan his radio.,'
career on the Biddeford »v Saco railroad .1
now holds a most responsible position 1 ;h*
capital of Ireland. 'Bangor Wing.
cess

the

n.eii w

foreign
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held the closest attention

i

a.,

s| ending the
Mr. and Mrs

an

H. Howes.

Hall,
spoke

Mr. Fish is 77
laud fora number of yfars.
years of age and a vtry smart old gentleman.
[Rockland Star.

It is

daughter,
visiting Mr.

Henry Staples.
Mrs. E/ra Reed, Miss Maud Reed and Miss
Georgia McNally of Burnham are visiting at

attending the soldiers’reunion. He is also
visiting his niece, Mrs. Charles Price, Granite street, and this is his lirst visit to Lock-

gold.

and
are

Mrs.

.,

N

are

Mr. and Mrs. H. U. McDonald of
Nashua,
N. H., are visiting Mrs. M.'s sister, Mrs.
John W. Sleeper.

Springs. Alice S. Hills, Belfast, to Wesley inteudelit of halls at tli* Sta
Fair at- 1 *wA. Heal, do.. land and buildings in Belfast.
iston next week, this neing his tenth ••on-,
Barak A. Hatch, Morriil, to Frank L. Hatch, secutive
year.
,
do.; land and buildings in Morrill. Timothy
Mr. ami Mrs. George Sayers ami daughL r
To
M
Delia
Dunton, Searsmont,
Buzzell, of Warwick, N. \ win have been geests of
do.; .and in Searsmont. Harrison Havford, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Imugan, left for home
Belfast, to Edward T. Wiley, do.; land in
last, Thursday.
Belfast.
Althea Mahoney, Nortliport, to
Mrs. W. E. Marsh returned home last w.-ek 1
Ada E. Smith, Belfast; land in Nortliport.
from a month s visit to friends m New Br msto
N.
K.
Webber,
Benj. Colson, Bangor,
wick. Her cousin, Miss l>emmi< k of St. •' dm.
Fairfield; land and buildings in Nortliport.
with lier.
returned
Ebenezer Cold), Searsmont, to H. E. Holmes,
A. B. Towne,
Robert Curtis has been at liome from W- stdo.; land in Searsmont.
Seattle, Wash., to Harriet A. Towne, do..; boro, Mass., for a vacation. His brother
land in Belfast. J. Q. A. Davidson, Belfast,
James returned with him Saturday for a
visit to their sister.
to Henry Davidson, do.: land and buildings
in Belfast.
A. lv. Fletcher, Monroe, to W.
Mrs. Florence French and daughter Floy
B. Goodwin, do.; land and buildings in
and Miss Hattie Weed arrived from WoreesMonroe. Charles W. Miles, Jersey City, N. ter, Mass., last Thursday to visit Milford
J., to Mary F. Miles, do.; laud and build- Weed and family.
ings m Nortliport. May H. Pendleton et
The Journal had a pleasant call last,
ais.. Lineolnville, to Koscoe Pendleton, et
Thursday from Miss E. M. Hall of Winter- \
als., do.; land and buildings in Lineolnville.
port, who is enoying her annual outing at |
(2 deeds.)
Northport Camp Ground.
His Cross—An Omen.
E. .J- Pitcher and family of South Weymouth, Mass., and Mrs. Win. C. Frederick (
It will require all the potency of 20 hind
of Roxbury. Mass., returned home last, week j
legs of rabbits captured at midnight in
graveyards f<>r Bryan to over-come this from a visit to relatives in Belfast.
omen:
James Fish of South Liberty is in the city

B
R
BRYAN
A

went to Orono Tuesday
tlie fall term of the Maine State

to attend

Mr. and Mrs. M. (.. Preniis-, am!

MINUTE CLASS.

Miss Al! So, b. m
<
p, Wellington. Ill
1 lector, c. g., F. Jaeksiu.> ] 2 1
Fred Miller, g., Harry G. L-o s.2 2 2. 2
Trank B.. r. g.. W. W. Bla/d.:> 1 1 4
S 1)., L. g.. L. E Thurston. 1 14 1
Jennie B in in.. F. W. Baker.•; dr
Time, 2.4.1 1-2, 2 42, 2 14, 2.4*4.

Mr. Horace Dean of Lawrence,
Mass., is
his brother, A. J. D.-an of this
city.
Earl Bur rill of Lynn,
Mass., returned
home Tuesday from a vacation in
Belfast.
Mrs. A. C. Paul of Fort Fairfield was a
guest of Mrs. E. A. D. Burriugton

visiting

Thursday from

in

a

Ralph Gilmore arrived from Gardiner
Monday evening for a short vacation

Edgcoinb.

was

Ponograph,

Miss Sarah Davis of
Providence, R. I., is
guest of Rev. and Mrs. G. G. Winslow.

Mrs. Howard Flanders of Lynn, Mass., arrived last Thursday to visit Mrs. Herbert W.

many more were
present than were expected. The rain '-oinmenced about noon and continued until
after 2 r. m. The 2 2.1 not having tilled was
not started. The summaries:
away.

Mrs. Sarah W. Mathews is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Joanna Pitcher of Bangor.
Mrs. N. M Hopkins of Chicago was a

past week.

Liberty Aug. 14th were carthough the showers kept many
As it

Tuesday morning

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brooks of Worcester,
Mass., visited Mrs. George W. Chapman the

at.

Barker ..f Salem,
in Belfast.

Mrs. Fred I.. Mitchell arrived from Boston
for a visit to friends.

a

covered.

Liberty.

Frank

visiting friends

are

visit to

M. P. Pendleton, l'. S. Consul at Pictou,
N. S., has been quite ill but is now fully re-

[Maine Populist.

Camp Cleaves yesterday.

Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. P. Field of Boston arrived last Friday for a visit to relatives in
Belfast.

The Belfast letter which we print in this
issue is a fair illustration of what we may
expect every time that any fusion with the
Democrats is attempted. They are a treacherous set and are utterly unreliable except
when an office is coming into their own
The Races at

Mass.,

Charles Jackson and wife of Richmond,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman M.
Wood.

Bryan.”

Lombard attended the State

P.

Emerson Hills has sold his farm to Wesley
Heal and has moved to Warren.

Me.,

There was a chance to elect the ticket if
the Democrats had been sincere. They were
not, and we are no worse off than if we had
gone it alone. There will be no county
ticket elected, as they, as usual,have broken
the faith. His name was presented for senator on our side. This office he did not want,
and then the proposition was made by the
Democrats if he would withdraw his name
for senator they would endorse him for representative, which office he did want. He
was nominated by the Populists,
rejected by
the Democrats, and now' the Republicans
get the whole. We are just as well satisfied.
Notify the people through your paper that
they need not fear of Populists voting for
any Democrat who breaks his faith.
Populist.
Belfast.

dough dish.

Col. G.
M aster at

Mrs. Lydia A. Hatch is visiting her sister,
Farnham, in East Dedham, Mass.

Belfast

guest

was a

Mrs. S. A. Bragdon of York is visiting
her brother, Dr. J. G. Brooks.

Mrs.

Treachery.

Mr. R. A. Edwards of Boston
T. B. PiuH»ore Tuesday.

Senator Frye was the guest while in Belfast of C. B. Hazeltine, Es<j.

guest at James F. Fernald's last week.

Populist Says on the Subjeet.
Editor Maine Populist: The Democrats
have refused to endorse our representative
to the legislature. This would be of little
moment if it did not affect the county ticket.
We labored bard to get four of our party
into the county offices by using the Democratic votes. They put the tools in our hands
and we concluded to use them. And in this
I think we should have been successful if it
had not been for the gold bug element in
their party. As it stands now the case is
this, “No Fletcher, no county ticket,” the
same as in the national case4‘No Watson,
a

of

Mrs. Eleanor Oreutt went to Rockland last
a visit of two weeks.

coats, vests, overalls, frocks, etc.
James F. Fernald is making a handsome
monument for the family of Isaac Hatch of
Morrill. It will be of marble and Hallowell
granite, and stand 10 feet high. The bottom
base is 4x4, and the three bases are of granite. The die is of marble and has polished
granite columns with carved caps and bases
at the corners. This is surmounted by a
granite cap and marble draped urn.
Democratic

Mrs. Isabella Sprague went to Hampden
for a short visit.

Tuesday

Thursday for

Mr. O. G. Critcliett left last Friday for
relatives in New Hampshire.

visit-

is

Miss Edith Pettingill is spending the week
with friends in Bangor.

William Catlin of Portland visited his sister, Mrs. Mark Wood, last week.

Henry O. Dodge has made a change in his
method of conducting the clothing manufacturing business. He has salesmen on
the road, who take orders from retail merchants, and lie makes whatever is ordered.
He buys the cloth, cuts it. in his shop on
Common street, and puts the sewing out to
women at their homes.
He makes trousers,

1

<

PERSONAL.

F. S. Walls, Esq., of Vinalhaven
the city last week.

Dr.

■

j

Industries.

Hutchins Bros, set a large granite monument at Bucksport last week for the family
of Silas Leach of Penobscot.

■

■
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i: n. ami sp. )■.»■ in the highthis tii\ni. Mr.
George Priest ami II. I. Woodcock an:.from Belfast. rl hey matle the trip
est terms of Mir distinguished ( oiigressm.ni
m the steam launch Novelty, which took a
Hon. Seth L. M :iliken
party from Belfast to Matinicus, landing j
Messrs. Priest and Woodcock here. After
j
on
for
Belfast
j
calling on friends they left
*i
Mr. Frank \V.
I'riiMiAM, Aug. L"J,
Mr. Priest, who formerly re- |
their w heels.
(ii'WHi, Iniernat :onal Supreme Lecturer,
sided in this city, is now located in Boston,
where for several years he has had a responaddressed a largo audu nee here Aug. ‘JOth,
sible position with a hardware house. [RockTown Hall he mg * •< unplete ;y !.'.!< d with pe<land Star, Aug. 22.
1

Woman’s

Relief

Corps

Home.

yesterday

At an adjourned meeting of the Woman’s
Relief Corps Home Association held at
Hotel North. Augusta, Friday, these officers
were elected for the ensuing year: President, Col. George B. Safford, Skow began;
Vice-President, Mrs. Grace E. Howe, Lewiston; Secretary, Mrs. Ella Jordan Nason,
Biddeford; Treasurer, Col. Henry R. Milple ho came live or s, x miles i< hear him.
lett; Executive Committee, Col. A. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon are visitHon. N. Murray presided and Mr. Goweus
Bangs, Augusta; Capt., J. W. Black, Searsport.
ing Mr. G.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
address was far ti e best he has yet delivered
This soldiers’ and family home is now an I
married in Burnham and was greeted \> i:h applause
established fact at Camp Benson, Newport, Gannon. The young people were
and its prospects for the future grow blight- Aug. ,12th at the home of the bride's parents throughout.
er day by
day. The present inmates and in Houlton and drove by carriage to Belfast,
those who have been accepted will fill the
The marriage was performed by Rev. l\ E. j
An
Historical Parallel.
house to its present capacity. Those presOweu in the presence of a few relatives and
ent at the meeting were Mrs. Ella Jordan
You in ay renumber that Hubert. K Lee
Nason, Brunswick ; George. B. Safford, Mrs. friends. The happy collide were the recipi- j
as Mr.
once invaded tlie “eiu my seountry,
Clara B. Leavitt, Charles F. Jones, SkowheMr.
Ganof
ents
valuable
ipauy
presents.
j Bryan calls it, and “the in my didn’t do a
gan ; Mrs. Grace E. Howe, Lewiston; J. W.
conextend
Belfast
[Atchison
tlung to him at Gettysburg.
Black, Searsport; A.
Bangs, Augusta: noil’s many friends in
and J. L. Merrick, Waterville.
Globe.
gratulations.

J

of wages.
Aud that is the conspiracy in
which the Populists are engaged.
Now Mr. Bryan tells us that he wants
to cheapen the dollar; that he wants to
increase the volume of money.
1 do not
believe that any man who ever lived could
quite understand a Populist’s notion of
of what money is, further than that he
believes it is a desirable thing to get, and
that lie is not very particular about the
means by which he can get his hands
on it.
Nothing is more common than the mistake that money and property are identical.
They are not. There may be a very
large volume of circulating medium, and
The issue of paper
very great poverty.
money simply is no more ail increase of
wealth than the issue by an individual of
his promissory note would show an increase of his property.
As a matter of
fact an increase in the coinage is no proof
of an increase in property, but may be a
strong proof of a decrease in wealth. It
is not the volume of money, but the acFOR
tivity of money chat counts.
The basis of sound trade is sound money
Sound
(applause), money which is intrinsically
valuable, money which, like the gold coinNational
age of this country, the Government cannot affect if it tried to.
I can take a tendollar gold piece, and I can defy ail the
Home
of
the
Governments
of this earth
power
to take five cents of value from it.
HavHon. Sourke Cockran’s Speech.
ing earned it by the sweat of my brow,
having earned it by the exercise of my
“People Cannot be Divided Into Parlies on Ques- brain,
having earned it by the exchange
tion or Common Honesty.”
“We Must Italse of
my commodities, I can go to the utterour Hands Against the Nominee or our
Party.” most ends of the earth, and wherever I
An Impassioned Philippic hy the Matchless
present it its value will be unquestioned
Orator of Tammany Hall.
and unchallenged.
That gold dollar this
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, meeting, the Democratic party, the honest
masses of this country, without distincfellow-Democrats all (Applause) -With the tion of
party divisions, demand shall be
inspiring strains of that national song ring- paid to the laborer when he earns it, and
ing ii. our ears, who can doubt tlie issue that no power on earth shall cheat him of
the sweat of his brow.
of this campaign*.' (Applause.)
It is perfectly clear that the purpose of
ot
all verbal disguise, it is an the
Stepped
Populists is to put up the prices of
issue of common honesty, an issue be- coin commodities.
Mr. Bryan’s language
is that he is going to improve the conditween the honest discharge and the disI do
honest repudiation of public and private tions of the people of this country.
not suppose lie claims be cun multiply the
obligations.
It is a question as to whether the pow- number of chairs upon this platform or
upon this floor, though he has shown his
ers of this Government shall be used to
protect honest industry or to tempt the capacity to empty them, if he is going
to work any change in the conditions of
citizen to dishonesty.
On this question honest men cannot men he must increase the material possesdiffer,
it is one of morals and of justice. sion of some part of the community. Now
It involves the existence of social order. if he got possession of the Government
to-morrow he could not create one single
It is the contest for civilization itself.
A Democratic convention may renounce thing of value by any exercise of governmental power in the world.
No power
the Demnciatic faith, but the
Democracy
remains faithful C > Democratic principles. ever yet exercised by tyrant or by constiDeiiinenitic leaders may betray a conven- tutional monarch can cause a barren field
tion to the Populists, but they cannot to become fruitful, can cause two blades
seduce the footsteps of Democratic voters oi grass to grow where one grew before,
can bring together the stones that comirom Tin- pathway of honor and of
justice.
A court bearing the mandate of a Demopose this building and raise them into a
cratic convention may in this hall open a stately temple dedicated to political discussion. N«>; it requires the labor of man,
canvass levelled against the foundations
and the labor of man alone to create
ot social <oder, and he beholds the DemoIt Mr. Bryan is going to enrich
wealth.
cratic iMisse-' eonl'r-Uiting him
organized
for tlie dotVne*.
somebody, the thing which he means to
r el 1 u
w-bemocrats, let us uot disguise bestow on him he must take from someWho is to he despoiled and
from oniselves the faet that we bear in body else.
this contest a serious and grave and sol- i who is to be enriched by the exercise of
tills
new
scheme
of Government?
enin burden of duty.
We must raise our
(A cry of “silver mine owners.”)
bands aeainst the nominee of our party,
and Me must do it to preserve the future
My friend, the silver mine owner will
of that party itself.
We must oppose the get cheated with the rest.
A Government never can be generous,
nominee ol the ( hicago convention, and
because if it be generous to oue it must
Me knoM- full well that the success of our
he oppressive to another.
But this finanopposition will mean oui own exclusion
from public life: but we will be consoled cial scheme contemplates an increase in
and grat died by the rellection that it will the price of certain commodities. We are
now pretty close to the
woodpile
prove that the American people cannot be coming
divided into parties on a question of simple behind which the African is concealed.
Now
if
in
this
world
or in tliiff
morals or of common honesty.
everything
We Mould look in vain through the country, including labor, be increased in
value
in
like
to-morrow
proportion, not
speech delivered here one Meek ago to
If
find a true statement of the issue involved one of us would be affected at all.
be increased 10 per cent, in
in this canvass.
Indeed, I believe it is everything
doubtful if the candidate himself quite value, we would pay 10 per cent, in addiunderstands the nature of the faith which tion for what we would buy, and get 10
lie professes.
I say this not in criticism per cent, more for what we would sell,
of liis ability, but in justice to bis moraii- and we would be exactly in the same place
we occupied before.
Therefore, it is fair
I believe that if he himself under.y.
•'■'‘‘M'd the inevitable consequences of the to assume that is not the lame and impotent
conclusion
which
this Populist revodoctrines which he preaches his own hands
lution contemplates.
What then is it? It
moi.M be the first to tear down the
plat- J is an increase
in the price of commodities
Jorm "ti which lie stands.
We all must I
If
remember that the lurid rhetoric which and allowing labor to shift for itself.
glowed as fiercely in the Western skies as the price of commodities be increased and
that sunlight which through the past week the price of labor be left stationary, why,
that means a cut down of the rate of
lore told the torrid heat oi the
ensuing day,
If instead of a dollar which con:md here upon this platform we find that wages.
sists
of a given quantity of gold equal to
same rhetoric as
mild, as insipid, as the
a
hundred
rents anywhere iu the world,
waters of a stagnant pool.
He is a candidate who was swept into the nomina- vith the purchasing power of a hundred
tion by a wave of popular enthusiasm, cents, the laborer is to be paid in dollars
awakened by appeals to prejudice and worth fifty ceuts each, why he can only j
half as much with a day’s wages as >
lie is a candidate who.
greed
declaring buy
he buys now.
that t-1 ss was a
revolutionary movement,
\> age earners. Mr. Bryan
no sooner found himseif face to face with
says, know
the American feeling than he realized that I that while a gold standard raises the purthis soil is not propitious to revolution. ! chasing power of the dollar it also makes
it more difficult to obtain possession of
that the people of th s
country will not
change the institutions which have stood ! that dollar. They know that employment
the tests and experiences of a ceuturv is less permanent, loss of work more probable and re-employment less certain.
If
tor institutions based
upon the
dreams of Populist agitators -that the! that means anything it means that a cheap
American nation will never consent to | dollar would give him more employment,
more frequent employment, more work
substitute for tlie republic, of
WashingJefferson and of Jackson, the re- and a chance to get re-employment after
ton,
public of an Altgeld, Tillman ora Bryan. he was discharged. If that means anyWhatever change may have come over thing it means tlftit if the laborer is willhis manner as a candidate, however much ing to have his wages cut down he will
more work.
But a diminution in the
the vehemence of his
eloquence may have get
been reduced, two things for which be rate of w ages does not increase the scope
of
•stands remains unaltered.
employment. The more abundant the
On this platthe higher the wages.
There
form lie defended the most
revolutionary product
plank of the Chicago ( (invention, in lan- cauuot be an abundant product unless
labor is extensively employed.
guage vehement, but not less earnest than
Mr. Bryan would have you believe that
that in which he supported their
adop< )n this
tion.
platform lie defended the prosperity is advanced by cheapening the
Populist program for overthrowing the rate of wages, but the fall in the rate of
integrity of the Supreme Court. If there wages always comes from a narrow' probe any fruit which lias
duction, and narrow production means
grown for the
benefit of all mankind out of the estab- there is little demand for labor in the
lishment of our republic it has been the market.
When, after the panic of 1873, the price
demonstration that it is possible by the
organization of an independent tribunal to of labor fell to 90 cents a day, it wras
safeguard the rights of every citizen, and harder to obtain labor than when the rate
protect those natural privileges against of labor was $2, and the difference beany invasion, from whatever source or tween the Populist w’ho seeks to cut down
the rate of wages and tfhe Democrat w'ho
however powerful
might be the antagon- seeks to
protect it is that the Democrat
izing elements.
believes that high wages and prosperity
1 lie very existence of that
power pre- are
synoumous, and the Populist wants to
supposes the existence of an independent
tribunal, yet we have this Populist con- cut the rate of w ages iu order that he may
vention, because a Populist measure was tempt the farmer to make war upon his
own workingmen.
condemned as
unconstitutional, proposing, nut to amend the Constitution in the
CHEATING ONE’S CREDITORS.
ordinal'}’' way prescribed by that instruMr.
leads in the van in saying
ment itself, but
proposing to pack the that it Bryan
is the creditor he is after. In order
court so that it will
pronounce those laws
that you should understand just how a
to he constitutional which the
Constituin the standard of value enables
tion itself condemns—a
proposal to make change
the
law instruments of lawless- men to cheat their creditors you have to
courts.of
consider the function which money plays
ness, t<* violate that sacred
compact be- in
tween the States on which the
measuring debts. If I had paid $10 for
of
security
10 yards of clotlj to be delivered to me
this nation rests, to
profane the temple
next
erected for its protection
week, and, in the interim, the Govby the hands of
should pass a law declaring that
false
j-riests. who, though sworn to de- ernment
hereafter the yard measure should consist
lend it, will be appointed to
it.
destroy
of 1$ inches, and that all existing conin the time to which I must confine
myselt to-night 1 can do
but examine tracts should be settled in that system of
nothing
Mint one question which Mr.
measure, 1 would he cheated out of half
Bryan him- the
cloth for which I had paid. If, on the
self declares to be the
isovershadowing
sue of this
campaign. 1 am a little puzzled other hand, I owed a cloth merchant for
10 yards of cloth, which he had delivered
when i read this
speech to decide just
to me, and which was payable next week,
wliat Air. Bryan himself
will be
imagines
and in the meantime the Government
the fruit of a change iu the
standard of
would change the standard of value and
value throughout this
country. Ido not be- cut down
the unit of coinage one-half,
lieve that any man can follow
with
wholly
then I would settle that debt for $5, and
the speech, because if lie dissents
from
the cloth merchant would have been
one set of
conclusions, he has got to read
but a few
paragraphs and lie will find an- cheated.
Now the Populist loves to say that the
other.
If Air. Bryan could show me that
by any means known to heaven or on earth creditor is a person who oppresses the
Western farmer: the creditors of this
wages could be increased, I will be
ready
to support
him, because I know of no test country are not the bankers; they are not
the so-called capitalists; they are the
of prosperity
absolutely infallible except
the rate of wages
laborers, and it is at the expense of labor
paid to laborers.
that this change is made.
The laborer is
THE WAGES OF EABOK.
always a creditor for at least one day’s
When we come to find how Air.
Bryan work. When any man can show me a
expects to inciease the wages of labor we laborer who has been
paid in advance for
find ourselves lost in a
a
maze of contradicday’s work, I will show him a laborer
tion.
No man can tefl how or where or who is a debtor.
The laborer is by the
"hen the wages of the
workingmen are very law of his being a creditor for at
to be increased; but
any one who ex- least one day’s work, and be is generally
amines the scheme can see
that the in- a creditor for a week’s work or two weeks’
evitable tendency—the inevitable
work.
conseEvery great industrial enterprise
quence—of a debasement in the standard has for its chief creditors its own laborof value must be a
reduction in the rate ers.
The heaviest account in every de-
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How

Populists are Misrepresenting His Statements, Republican Committee Sending Out the
Whole Speech,

FARMERS’ CASF,.

The pretence that the farmer of Nebraska is suffering under the weight of a
mortgage contracted under a metal which
has steadily increased in value is but a
Populistic metaphor. Two-thirds of the
farmers have no mortgage debts whatever.
I do not believe there is 5 per cent,
of them who owe a mortgage over three
years old, during which time there has
been no change iu the value of the metal.
This proposal of the Populists is au intent
to enlist the farmer in a conspiracy to reduce the wages paid his labor, that he
may have a larger proportion of his own
products, and they are willing to cut
down the wages of every man who works
iu cities, who toils at the bench, who digs
iu the mines, who manages the train, iu
the hope that they can rifle into power on
a wave of
cupidity and greed awakened in
the breast of the voter.
But, my friends, it is a triumphant vindication of American citizenship that this
attempt to enlist the farming and agricultural members of this community in this
conspiracy has failed, miserably, utterly,
absolutely. Every Western State which
iu 1890 and in 1892 fell into the hands of
me ropunsts went into the Farmers' Alliance, before their real purposes were
executed, were purified and the Populistic forces scattered out of existence
when the farmers of this country understood precisely that what the Populists
meant for his welfare was really for his
ruin.
The farmer, who, when this country
was in danger, shouldered his musket, to
set it aside when the last shot had been
tired on the Southern battlefield, whose
moderation prevented the political warI
riors
at Washington from pursuing a pol!
icy of discrimination and punishment in
the Southern States—that farmer who
made the policy of the North a policy of
conciliation, of forgiveness, of reunion,
whose hand it was that made ruins of her
cities and ashes of her homes, received
her once more and said, “Live in peace
and sin no more.”
That farmer to-day is
the mainstay of order and of property as
he was the mainstay of the Union.
There was at Chicago a Populistic delegation from States that were Democratic,
but it is a significant fact that every
Northern State in which there was a
chance of electing a Democratic Governor
or of choosipg Democratic
Electors, with
the exception of Missouri and Indiana,
j
stood boldly and firmly for the gold stand- I
ard at Chicago, ami they were submerged
by a wave of Populism from the South.
THE HEAL CONSPIRATORS.

My friends,- there has been a great
change in the Democratic organization of

the Southern States, The men who, from
a mistaken sense of
loyalty, followed their
States out of the Union, whose gallantry
in war, whose fortitude in defeat, won
the admiration of the civilized world, the
men whose virtues commanded the
support of Northern public opinion in the attempt to overthrow carpet hag governments in the Southern States, the men
who led their people through all the
troubled period of reconstruction back
into a full union with the sister States,
these men, like Hampton in South Carolina and Cattery iu Louisiana, have been
swept from power. A new set has got
into the saddle, a set of leaders of which
Tillman is the exponent, who boldly unfurled the sectional Hag at Chicago and
declared that this Populist movement
is a direct movement against the prosperity of the East.
Men of New York, toilers of America,
guardians of our homes, will you all want
your rate of wages to be affected (cries of
“never,” “never”) by any man who never
has paid wages at all it he could get out
of it? Will you submit to this conspiracy
between the professional farmers who cultivate the quarrels of their neighbors,
farmers who labor with their jaws, Populist agitators of the West and the unrecociled slaveholders of the South?
This is a conspiracy between professional farmers who want to pay low
wages
and the unreconciled slaveholders who
would like to pay no wages.
Here is the real root of this conspiracy.
Mr. Bryan did not create it.
No man can
create a movement like this.
The forces
that created it are active and have been
in
a
thousand different directions.
working
Mr. Bryan, representing this theory, is
but like a drop of water on the crest of
the wave, more conspicuous, but no more
important than the millions of drops that
form
its base.
I lie Populistic movement is the attempt of the professional
farmers, of these men who are unwilling
to share with the laborer, to appeal to their
greed. The Populist is an enemy of pub- i
lie order, he is an obstacle to progress. !
He is a conspirator against the peace and
prosperity of the industrial masses of the

j

j

j

country.
1 have said that the laborer is the obof this conspiracy, and he is.
But
let no man imagine that if they are successful the injury will all be borne by
that man who works with his hands.
lie
would be the first to suffer and the last to
recover from its effects.
But the shock
to civilization which would ensue from
a
such
breach of public and private faith
would be irreparable.
Its effect no man
could measure from an experience of the
human race.
We cannot tell to what degree it Would paralyze industry.
If I were asked to define civilization I
should say it was “industrial co-operation.” Everything that a man does for
his own benefit acts directly upon the interests of his neighbors. Mo man stands
alone in a civilized community.
His interests, his prospects, his fortunes are to
some extent shared
by his fellows. There
is not an ear of corn ripening in the Western field that does not affect the
price of
bread to you and to me. The farmer who
scatters seed upon the ground by that act
starts in motion the wheels of the
factory;
he sharpens the tools of the carpenter; he
stimulates the construction of railroads;
he causes the engineers to plan new
bridges, crossing currents, new tunnels
unuer rivers,
new canals
joiuing oceans
anil separat ng' continents.
If the farmer
did not work, if the miner did not dig ill
the subterranean gallery, every other department of industry would languish, for
men would not produce and create if
they
did not see in the industry and activity of
others a prospect of a demand for the
com no nifty which they produce, and so
every man in the world is bound closely
to the destiny and inteiests of his fellow-

ject

man.

the whole scheme of civilization is the confidence men have in each
other.
Confidence in their honesty, continence in their integrity, confidence in
their industry, confidence in their future.
If we want silver coinage to-morrow, if
we even debase our standard of value,
men say that stili you would
have the
same
property you have to-day, you
would still have the same soil, you would
still have the same continent, and it is
true.
But so did the Indian have the
same rivers that roll
past our cities and
turn the wheels of commerce as they pass.
So the mountains piled full of mineral
treasure 400 years ago.
The same atmosphere enwrapped this continent; the same
soil covered the fields; the same sun shone
in Heaven, and yet there was none but
the savage pursuing the pathway of war
through the trackless forests; and. the
river bore no single living thing except
the Indian in his canoe pursuing a pathThere was no indusway of destruction.
trial co-operation because the Indian was
a savage
and did not understand the
principles by which men aid each other
in taking from the bosom of the earth
the wealth which makes life bearable and
develops the intelligence which makes
civilization.
Anything that attacks that
basis of human confidence is a crime

Underlying

Blaine

wages account.

j
1

Iu the United States
Senate, February
i 7, 1878, Mr. James G. Blaine of Maine
delivered a speech
upon the hill then
pending to authorize the free coinage of
the standard silver dollar and to
l
restore
l !‘s le«'a! tender value. This speech is now
; being revamped by botli the silver men
j and the gold advocates in the pending
(perry DAVIS1.)
campaign, and portions of the speech are
used iu support of free silver coinage
Used Internally and Externally.
aud
of the gold standard.
Two Sizes, 25c. and 50c. bottles.
ill'. Biaiue handled the
from
the
subject
standpoint of a bimetallist, and therefore
j his remarks taken in part iu certain places
and without the qualification of the
sucagainst civilization and a blow against the
ceedinsr paragraphs can be construed in a
foundations of social order.
I meaning exactly opposite to the sentiment
THE POl’rLIST CRIME.
I expressed in another portion. After
Wherever you liud Populists assembled ing tribute to the value of silver in paythe
you will find discussions proceeding on monetary system of this
country and dethe theory that men are hostile to each ploring its
demonetization, he declares
other in their interests; that tiie condition against the
adoption of the single silver
|
of life is one of contest.
At Chicago Mr. I standard.
He then opposes just as
vigorBryan declared:
ously the single gold standard aud'ex“When you come before us and tell us that presses the desire that silver might be rewTe shall disturb
your business interests we monetized, but deprecates the effort of
reply that you have disturbed our business the United States to
attempt this task
interests.”
! alone and at the 10 to 1 ratio, and declares
that
A voice—-‘He was right.”
it
must
be
j
done by international
He was, my friend.
When a man loses ; action.
all sense lie lias a right to
i
Careful
those
that
reading of Mr. Blaine’s speech
defy
possess any. (laughter.) In a'convention ! shows that in the summary of bis conteuof extremists tile most extreme will al- tions he places himself
substantially iu
ways be selected for a leader. Your pros- j tlle position that is now taken by the Repects are not bad.
; publican party through the declarations
I merely desire to call the attention of I of the St. Louis
platform, which pledges
this gathering to the character of that i tile party, to endeavor to secure
interspeech, to the underlying spirit that per- national bimetallism, and which opposes
vades it, and then to ask the
workingmen independent free coinage of silver at 10
of this country, to ask the citizens of this to 1.
if
the
The free silver men have
Government
should be trustnation,
extensively
ed to ti e hands of men whose
conception circulated throughout the west-some quoof civilized society is one of warfare and tatious from that
speech of Mr. Maine.
of strife. We believe that tire
very essence ; This is done in the form of small handof civilization is mutual
bills
two
mutual
containing
interest,
paragraphs from the
forbearance, mutual co-operation. We j speech, as follows:
believe the world lias got past the time j
“I believe gold and silver coin to be the
when men’s hands are at each others’ ; money of the Constitution—indeed, the
throats.
We believe to-day that men money of the American
people anterior to
stand shoulder to shoulder
working to- ! tlie Constitution—which that great orfor
a
common purpose beneficial to I gauie law recognized as
gether
quite indepeudall.
(applause.) And we believe that 1 eut of its own existence. Xo power was
a
this attempt to assail wages, which means conferred on Congress to declare
that
au
attempt to attack the prosperity of all, ! either metal Should not he money. Cou“
will be resisted not by a class, but
by the | gress has, therefore, in my judgment, no
whole nation.
power to demonetize silver any more than
\\ hat labor has gained that shall it j to demonetize gold: no power to demonekeep. The wages that are paid to it to- | tize both.
day are at the lowest rate we will ever | “Few persons can be found, ] appreever
willingly accept. We look forward to a hend, who will maintain that Congress
further and further increase in the
pros- I possesses the power to demonetize botli
perity of workingmen, not merely bv an gold and silver or that Congress could he
as
as
increase in the daily wage, but by a fur- justified iu
prohibiting the coinage of
ther increase in the
and
yet in logic and legal construcpurchasing power of gold;
Men who tell us that the prices tion it would be difficult to show where
wages.
of farm products have fallen and that the and why the power of
Congress over silver
farmer for that reason is a sufferer, forget is greater than over
gold, greater than
that while the price of wages has risen off cither over the two.
if, therefore, silver
the farm the efficiency of labor has in- has been
demonetized, 1 am in favor of
creased; that tlie cost of production lias remonetizing it. If its coinage has been
been reduced through tlie aid of machin- prohibited L am iu favor of
ordering it to
ery, while tlie wages of tlie individual be resumed. If it lias been restricted 1 am
laborer may have risen.
iu favor of having it enlarged."
So a
While wages remain at their
exclaimed at!or i: ii.a.
This was tlie phrase from Mr. Maine's
>
present
rate I hope there will be a further and remarks which the free silver
tile first time.
A constant sufferer with -a
in,
people have
further and continuous decrease in the ! set up, alone and
laine back, she was relieved in ten minute-, attei
unqualified by subsecost of living.
There is no way in which quent expression, and have cast it broadthis ma-ie water,
1 can be admitted to a share' of God's ! side through the West as words from
the
bounty except through a fall in the juices lips of one of the greatest Kepublieans
of tlie necessities of life.
While we have who ever lived endorsing their position.
in existence a system of mutual
co-ojiera- It was expected to work well among the
tion which is but another name for civi- silver Kepublieans and
prove the clinchlized society, all men are admitted to a ing holt in the argument to fasten them to
share in every bounty which Providence the free silver ticket.
showers upon the earth.
1 lie Republican Congressional commitThe dweller in
tlie tenement house,
stoojiing over his tee was informed of the circulation of
bench, who never sees a field of waving these one-sided selections from Mr.
and is now completely cure'
More than that, s
corn, who has never inhaled the jierfume Blaine's speech and proceeded at once to
her friends about it. Our Home Treatment B
of grasses and of flowers, is
counteract
the
effect
made
tlie
yet
by causing the distriparticipator in all the bounties of Provi- bution of the whole speech with the qualiit, and contains much valuable matUn V
.•>
dence, in the purifying influence of tlie fying remarks.
lo cents in
sending
stamps to pav p >sta,r
atmosphere, in tlie ripening rays of tlie
Representative Tawney of Minnesota
Toni' dealer can -vt this
t".sun, when the product of the soil is made tells a story showing the effect of the mischeaper to him every day by the abund- representation in one case.
THE YPSILANT1 SPECIFIC CO.. F
ance of tlie harvest.
“Minnesota is a great Blaine State,
(Applause.) It is
from iiis share in this
bounty that the you know." said Mr. Tawney. “and any
wants
to
utterance
of that statement receives attenexclude
Populist
tlie American
To him we say. in tlie tion.
1 heard that a prominent. Republiworkingman.
name of
humanity, in the name of prog- can in my section was talking of voting
ress you shall neither
1 went to
jiress a crown of the Bryan and Sewall ticket.
thorns ujion the brow of labor, nor
jiress him and asked him what on earth he
a scourge upon liis back.
meant by such talk as th t."
(Applause.)
mi snail not roll turn of
‘Silver is all right,
he said, ‘and you
anyone advantage which he lias gained by long years fellows are \\ rong.
of study, of progress in tile skill of his
■■■■■——aw
‘Why do you think so;1' I asked.
craft and by the careful organization of
‘I am with Blaine on this question,
the members who work with him at the lie was for silver, and his opinion is
good
same bench.
You shall not obscure the enough for any Republican to follow.'
“With that the fellow dragged out of
golden prospects ot a further improvement in his condition
by a further cheap- Ids pocket one of these Democrats handening of tlie cost of living as well as by a bills and quoted Blaine to me, triumphautfurther depreciation of the dollar which ly. 1 told him he had been imposed
upon,
1 up o:
is paid to him.
and then produced the speech in full. lie
(Applause).
The man who raises his hand against quickly discerned the true position of
tlie progress of the
workingman raises Blaine and became furious with his
his hand against prosperity.
He seeks to Democratic misinformers.
restrict the volume of production.
‘If they will lie about one thing
He !
they
seeks to degrade tlie condition of the man I will lie about another, he said, and with
who is steadily improving himself and in 1 that he has taken the stump for tlie ReIlls own improvement is
accomplishing j publican platform, as stated by Blaine
tlie improvement of all
I'rices at
I>eliveie.:
mankind, but and reiterated by the St. Louis' convenWhan
i mi in |1 ,
this attempt will fail.
tion."
1 do not regret this
Chestnut
....
The
Coal,
S5.35
campaign.
S5.50
time has come when tlie people of this !
“
He—
[ o ufr like dis
Gloomy Outlook
Stowe
....
5.35
5 50
country will show their capacity for self- [ free-silver peezness She—“Vot apoml j,l
“
....
government, They will prove 'that men j He—“ Veil, ven a man fails for fel'ty vendts Efl9
5 ,0
5,25
''m der dollar he’ll only make dvemiv-tive.''
who have led tile world in tire
“
pathway j [Puck.
Furnace
....
5.10
5,25
of progress will be the jealous
guardians
of liberty and of order.
They are not to
PROMP I DK1.1 VKRY
he seduced by appeals to their
cupidity
CORRKCl WKIOH 1.
or moved
threats
of
by
injury. They
will forever guard and jealously
CAlihH I
guard
and trim the lamp of
enlightenment, of
progress.
They will ever relentlessly
press and crush under their heels tlie
darning torch of Populist discontent.
Populist agitation and Populist destruc1^7 Front
BI?, i5.">
Bellust.
Telt:
tion.
When this tide of agitation shall
have receded— this tide of Populist
agitation, this assault upon tlie common honand
esty
upon industry shall have been
abated forever, tlie foundations of this
will
remain undisturbed.
Republic
This I
Government will still shelter a people
indissolubly wedded to liberty and order, I
jealously forbidding any distinction of
tl'ist ree.'iwn!. a .•nip
burden or of privilege, conserving propfists' wat. rial- ..;! ,■ J.
erty, maintaining morality, resting for1" rein I.
i- !>Inna
ever upon the broad basis of American
stretchers, acad.-mv b.,.i;,i
patriotism and American intelligence.
lain pia.pK
ra-.-ls I'm
The Journal and S he Tribune.
tvtonehiim \arni-l
-a!
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A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for these
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Last year The Republican Journal Publishing Company hail a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by which the two papers were
furnished to new subscri hers at $2, and to
old subscribers paying in advance for S2.25.
Another contract has been made on even
more liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers
are now placed on an equal footing and all
who pay for The Journal one year in adThe New York Weekly
vance can have
Tribune without extra charge. Iu remitting it should be stated that the Tribune is
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the request is made. The New Y'ork Weekly
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
all the news of the world, while its different
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
make a most valuable paper to all. The
Tribune is very cheap at $1.00 per year,
which is its price. The Republican Journal
will be maintained at its present standard,
with special attention to local and State
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time,
An
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Young Man—“Ah! How do, Dick? Is your
sister at home?”
Little Dick—“Which sister? The homely 1
one what’s goin' to have all pa’s money, he- !
cause she’s likely to he an old maid, or the
pretty one what ain’t goin’ to have any- I
them.”
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“Several years ago, I caught a severe cold,
attended with a terrible cough that allowed
me no rest, either day or night.
The doctors, after working over me to the best of
their ability, pronounced my case hopeless,
and said they could do no more for me.
A friend, learning of my trouble, sent me
a bottle of Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, which I
began to take, and very soon I was greatly
relieved. By the time 1 had used the whole
bottle, I was completely cured. 1 have never
had much of a cough since that time, and I
firmly believe that Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
saved my life.”—W. II. Wakl>, 8 Quimby
Ave., Lowell, Mass.

Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral
HIGHEST
AWARDS AT WORLD S FAIR.
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Rest Night
by Doctors.

Ayer's Pills the Best Family Physic.
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Unexpected Revelation.

thiDg?”
Young Man—“I'm—er—both of
[New York Weekly.

Ward.

Hopeless Case.
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Slimmer Shirts,
Summer Neckwear,
Summer 'Underwear,
Boys' Shirt Waists,

..

Brown Stiff Hats,,,,
Straw Hats
At

-.

«

...
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\

Greatly

NOTICE.
Reduced Prices.

My wife.

M V K\ KLIZAllh >
left my bed .uni board vvitli•
tion. all persons an* hereby !•••
or trust heron my aireimt, 'as I
1 her eont no? inu after t tm :..
Libertv. Mai ne. An.' b. iso.

I P. [' "I
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FOR RENT

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me,
SUBSCRIBE

Fqr^i^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
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session oiveu immediately.
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The national instrument
has been in use,
slightly modified form, since long before Cortez’ time.
Any school boy, with
a natural “ear for
music” and a Yankee
knack with a
jack-knife, might make a
a marimba.
It is composed of
light strips
of wood, of
graduated lengths, from
which hollow canes or tubes of
wood are
suspended; the whole mounted upon rude
legs that resemble a sawhorse. It is played upon by three
performers at once, who
strike it with little
sticks, and the music
produced is very sweet and
like a

r

ttiaicwafa*
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Spaniards usually
n lturbide, (the name
now capering on
.Miington society, whose
proclaimed himself Emayd was presently exiled
but orthographical
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ach this ancient burg
in

the Dulce.

by half
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Minas stretch to the
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We landed at
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Aanerica,
..hug

handsome
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But such
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nnporCustom
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sleep,

leve-

Cus-

•fauity for ample pro-

that beset the travel-

diver.

These bare-

morning

and drum called

at

in
a

of

for in Guatemala every man is
soldier and may be pressed into the
a

seen

j
j

out

the notes of fife
the entire population

review,

service

as

soon as

he arrives at the

dignity

first pair of trousers.
The army, as
at Yzabal, is not a sight calculated

to “strike terror to the stoutest heart."
Twelve-year-old boys and grizzled oetogenanaus straggle along side
at the gait which suits him

by sid<*
best, all

each

ragand barefooted.
The fort
and barracks overlook the village from
the top of the same bill which upholds

ged, swarthy

11

im-t

in the

Early

Containing among ire ingredients the purest
of medicinal French brandy and the best of
imported ginger, it in vastly superior to the
often danger*‘us singers urged as substitutes.
Ask for SANFORD’S GINGER and look for
owl trade mark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Sole
Proprietors, Poston.

of

among the “deadly
imis been mightily re-

Though be
had assured ns that the casa was
ours,
the candles were
evidently his, for in the
bill was an extra charge of a dollar for
four half-burned dips.

this season, are nothing
to those protected by SANFORD'S GINGER.

place

a

side the free

mi

of
ler

piled

so

Chesterfieldian proprietor.

IMPURE water, unhealthy
climate, unwholesome food, malarial and epidemic influences,
weakness, nervousness, and loss

placid

tpital.
i wharf, for despite

like his own; and in the
comfortless inn we consumed the midnight tallow dip to the ruination of its

SANFORD'S GINGER

dm and passing cloud
uc hand the dark

<m.

in good tune for the inimitable story of Don Quixote de la
JIaneha,
which is always a part of our
luggage in
were

we

these lands

cluster of

a

front of it the

mils

that

Should Contain

broad: ami

as

m-shaded
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EVERY GRIP

beautiful

a

Tut shore

stringed instrument with the depth of a
drum, a minor wail running through its
brightest strains, like the thread of
tragedy in life’s “mingled web.” After

sheriff.

It is unsafe to express admiration for anything whatever iu these countries.
Do you say of a picture on the

the town hell, and also the pole called
by
jewel, a dress, the family carriage courtesy a lighthouse, to which a lantern
or the family baby, “It is beautiful,”—the is
suspended now and then when some-••use of then own
‘brief
instant rejoiner is, “It is yours, Senor.”
body remembers to light it. A walk in
.ici
business on queer
Many times my too ready tongue has the suburbs reveals many primitive homes
; her on no principles at
brought me into painful embarrassment set under palms, bananas and bread-fruit
consistent as unreasonon these lines.
You must wriggle out of trees.
Near the southern edge of the vilstretching the point of the situation as best
To say,
you can.
lage we came upon the remains of some
M limits of rigidity; and
“thanks, I would not deprive you of it,” ancient earthworks, or fortifications, rec!;ey happen to feel lazy is
equivalent to jumping from the frying tangular in shape, enclosing what must
r if won by a smile or
pau into the lire, for the more you demur, once have been a mission
garden. Among
i ;iar. will let anything
the more the article will be pressed upon
the tine old trees w as a
lion.
mango, its
Personally, we
giant^
you—though all the time nobody for a
magnificent trunk fully six feet in diame•mplain of, for they did moment imagines that
will
the
you
accept
ter, towering 100 feet, with massive
ear luggage—luckily for
proffered gift.
rounded dome of living green as perfect
i.i. typewriter, etc., the
The streets of Yzabal,—if the irregular
and symmetrical as the largest oak of our
a\e bankrupted the party;
spaces between houses set haphazard can forest seen
tr.iveler who has not
through a powerful magnifyhe called streets, are unpaved and uuing glass. A promiscuous collection of
ii
i11 the powers that
and
business
is
no
means
lighted,
by
and familiar, grows wild
slightest unwillingness brisk, outside the Custom House. There flowers, strange
in these quaint old gardens, planted origitumbled
by dirty is one church—Homan Catholic, of course,
usings
nally by hands that have long been dust.
u t sans ceremouie on the
and a school, in which we counted four
Around the outer edge of the ancient
levied according to
children, three dogs and a rooster. The breastworks had once been a moat which
of
i

■

officials,

as

unrea-

and burdened with

t'

wali.

When death’s hand is on your shoulder,
don’t stop !—don’t hesitate ! Shake it off!
When you begin to lose flesh and

vitality—

when you feel the ghostly fingers dragging
away your health and vigor, do not waste
time. Take prompt measures to regain your
life. Take Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery the most marvelously efficient
tonic and blood builder ever discovered.
—

It’s effect is almost immediate. Renewed
strength follows it just as surely as sunrise
follows night.
It makes sound, healthy,
solid flesh, and not flabby fat like cod liver
oil. It goes right to the root of the trouble
and cures the cause. It makes the digestive
organs do their proper work.
Helps to digest the food, and adds to it the purifying,
strengthening, vitalizing properties needed
by the impoverished blood and the overworked nerves. Do not let an unscrupulous
druggist impose on you with “something
It’s a matter of life and
just as good.”
death with you. Get what you ask for.
I have been afflicted with rheumatism and

the value

on

arti-

headache, heartburn. sour stomach, foul taste in the mouth, biliousness. pimples, and palpitation of the heart.
All or
any of these are good things not to have.
Constipation is promptly cured by Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets. One for mild cases, otherwise
two. Druggists sell them.
means
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days
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Nowaits gorgeous plumes.
days the Indians bring the skins from the
mountains in considerable numbers, their
to

wear

depending on the length of the tail
Happily, the female is very
plain as compared to her spouse, so she

value

feathers.

escapes the snare of the fowler and preAnother case of “the
serves the species.
Besides their
fatal curse of beauty.”
birds and pottery, the mountain Indians
bring down a good deal of gutta-percha
and sarsaparilla for shipment at Vzabal.
The

the last two years foreign companies have commenced operating them
with the best modern appliances, and exwithin

pect great things in the

ones

a large
say that the gravel beds cover
thickarea, are well defined and of good
These
ness and promise large dividends.

livers ami their tributaries-drain an extensive mountain country, ami have in

valuable

only stopped by

tions.
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ijt good

“wner, with the customary
politeness had said, “It is
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veins existing in their course; therefore,
it is but reasonable to suppose that somewhere in the almost unexplored upper
line of their flow, regular El Dorados of
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NEW AND^—
DESIRABLE GOODS.
Store to Let.

yet been done about developing them.
In the evening wo adjourned to the
plaza, by the light of the moon, to listen
on

the

marimba; given

for

the entertainment of “Las Americanas.”

young lsad\J:
postal card request will bring
you full particulars of how you can
earn a solid oak

It would have been very difficult for the
makers of the Chicago platform more
completely to have combined the worst
element of monetary disturbance and
wild-cat currency than are contained in
their free coinage of silver and JacksonThe prinian paper money declarations.
ciple of non-legal tender bank note curto
coin
held
subject
redempdaily
rency,
tion, which Jackson overthrew iu his
destruction of the Bank of the United
States, and which the Chicago platform
denounces, is the vital principle in sound
banking t he world over. It is the principle which makes the Bank of England,
the Bank of Scotland and the Bank of
Canada so pre-eminently superior to the
It is this
national banks of this country.
principle that enables the farmers in Manitoba to get the same money accommodations and at substantially the same rates
of interest as the manufacturers and merIt is,
chants iu the commercial centres.
iu short, the only principle which gives
elasticity with safety in paper currency
anywhere. Yet, though their prejudice
against capital and consequent hatred of
bankers and successful business men generally, these semi-socialistic fanatics have
denounced the fiscal principle which is
the very soul of sound banking, and the
cheap, elastic and safe currency which
the South and West so greatly need, and
have declared in favor of Government
legal tender fiat paper currency, the very
worst kind of money the world ever saw.
[From Gunton’s Magazine, X. Y.. for

August.
Killing an argument. Johnson—“Doan’t
understand why a silber dollar beaut jiss as
good a gole dollar, hey? Let me’lucidate.
Now, s’pose I borrowed a gole dollar of yo*
one day, an' paid yo* back wid fifty rents,
what would yo’ say?”
Jackson—“Golly!
I’d say I nebber expected any oh it back!”

[Puck.

by selling among
perhaps ten of
your
neighbors
the contents of
one ? o. oo

Combination
Box of The

No

Cripe

pieces,

Soaps.

You pay us after
you know by trial
that goods are all

represented.

Thousands
of
wise
housekeep-

ers

everywhere,

who know the adArfinage ui using gooa soap ana me
economy of buying it direct from our factory
without paying tribute to storekeepers, buy a
whole box for their own home use.
From Kittery to Caribou are hundreds of
girls and youths who have earned, by a very
little effort, one to a dozen of our premiums,
which they will possess all their lives long.

THE LARKIN SOAP MFG. CO., Buffalo, N. Y

..MARKET..

Hood’s

druggists. 25c. 0. T. Hood & Co.. l owed. Mass.
The only Pills to take w ith Hood's Sarsaparilla.

with

a

usual in
into the road and
is

with a very
looked
independent air and then walked down the
road and passed into the woods, crossing the
road.... Another accident with tire arms
only a short distance from where the little
Berry girl lost her life. This time it is the

that

was ever

this section.

1 T
will see the sensible men
Who :ome to the
druppists now and

./Ana r\erejyi>u

then.
In:earth of what will help them bear
5um,Tier’s depressing heat-ever filled with care,

txhilaratinp Moxit

'And these

Pickl'd Fish

and

j

same by calling on Mrs. FreePartridge-Lemuel Ames has lost
Both died within one week;
two cows.
no known cause is assigned.
They both
can

have the

man

Lobsters, Clams and Oysters, and all other ! were in the same pasture.
season.
Having one of the largest
refrigerators in the city, I am prepared to furnish j The Silver Talk Paralyzes Business.
peddlers and jobbers at market prices. All goods
The agitation for free silver coinage is
delivered at trains or steamers, or any part of the
city, free of charge. Orders by mail or express having a most disheartening effect upon
attended to at once, and promptly tilled at lowbusiness in different parts of the country. A
est market rates.
Liberal discount to boarding
New York company has postponed the erechouses and hotels. Ice cool milk always on hand.
tion of a number of large grain store-houses
JOHN STEPHENSON, who was with Mr. Knowl.
until this disturbing question is settled.
ners,

j

fish in their

j

jgir*Reiifember the Rlace,

FRED H. MATHEWS.
Market Opp,

National

Bank, Belfast.
!3teowl5

House for Sale.
located;
A story and a half house,
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood.

pleasantly

Or C. B.

are

Who have

the people

•'“{"H'dilwORTH.
Mtf

HALL, Main St., Belfast.

have closed down, throwing out of
thousands of operatives, because of
alarm at what the future may bring in the
shape of a debased currency. Curtailment,
\l not absolute cessation, is reported from
Mills

work

almost every

quarter.

Of

course

something

will be gained bv this arrest of enterprise in
the absorption of olu surplusages; accumulations of stock long on hand will be used
up and the way paved for healthy beginnings in the fall; but meantime the monetary uncertainty affects all, and most seriously the small traders and the working
classes. [Zion’s Herald.

happy though old.

Tobacco
ALWAYS

STANDARD

RESTORED Ifil
The <rreat remedy for r:erv<>:i> prostra ion
diseases <>f tin* Generative organs (.t *-it
N'-rvous IT 'S' ration. Fai in_-' Lo-g Man
M
Nightly Kini.-sioiis, Youthful i
cessive us*- r 'l’olmccn or Opium, w. i •..
tion and Insanity. Wit u .-very *5
guarantee to cure v refund the n
•*.■>.OO.
per box, <> box* s f
ASF-r

OKli AMI

>[OTT'S I'linilni,
FOB SALK BV li.
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Service, 1896.
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PENOBSCOT in Commission.
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Citypoint. *7
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Knox
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Commencing Monday, June 29, lsyo, -reamers
will leave Belfast
For Boston, via Northport, Camden and Rockland, daily except Sunday. Mondays a 3.3"
m., oilier days at f» r. m.
For Searsport, Thursdays and Sundays.
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor, daily,
except Monday, upon arrival of steamer troni
Boston, due Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 7.30 a. m., other days at 3.30 a. m.
RETURNING
From
From
5

Portland.
1 K
D.
,,

AM

12 25
4

Bu*t"“>{vV.U.

0"

411:

TO BELFAST.

n.«.,*i.

T M
00

1 E. I).
( w „.

Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5 i*. m.
Rockland, daily, except Monday, at from

From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
M< n lays at 12 noon, other days, except Sundays,
at 2 i*. m.
From Searsport, Mondays and Saturdays.
C. E. JOHNSON, Acting Agent, Beltasi.
CALVIN AUSTIN, GenTSupt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.
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Belfast, art Castine Bute.
Summer

Arrangement—In

Effect

July

1,

18S6
STEAMER t'ASTl.NE, (.u almve date
,ir—
wind and weather permitting, will
every week day in connection with 15. A 15. S.
Co., as follows:
Leave *West Brooksville at 0.30 a. m.; Castine,
7.00; Hughes Point, 7.45; Ryder’s Cove, 8.00;
Lime Kiln, 8.30; arriving at Belfast, 0.20.
run

^Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Leave Belfast at lo.oo a. m. for Ryder’s Cove
and Castine, where connections will he made with
steamer Cimbria for all landings from Islesboro
to Bar Harbor, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
With steamer Tremont Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.

Leave Castine 1.30 i*. m.. or on arrival of steamCimbria and Tremont from Bar Harbor to Belfast direct, where connections are made with
steamer’s for Boston.
Leave Belfast at 3 i\ m., for all landings on
Islesboro, Castine and Brooks\ ille.
Connections will be made at Castine with steamer C. i’. Connors to and from Penebscot every
week day.
Excursion tickets will be sold at 50 cents for
round trip to parties desiring a pleasant sail
around the Bay.
AGENTS: H. A. (ireer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.

lag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $fnOO
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
ia all routes, tor sale l»y V. L. ( kowi.i vwest
PAYSoN TIT K LB.
Vgent. Belfast.
Vice Pres, am' (.ci.'i Manager.
F. L. Booi jinv, t.en l Pas>. and Ti--k.u Agent.
Portland, .June 22, lbl'B.

Lovell
Diamond

Cycles.

50tf

Diamond
to

by the day or hour at my lai ding, north side of the steamooat wharf.

O. R. WEBSTER.
Belfast, May 21, 1890.—2ru21

a

■

Bicycles.
customers at $50 each.

one

year.

W.m.micd lor

These wheels may he

seen

at

the

Hcrvcy
J cwclry
C. H.

HONROE,
Manager.
Belfast, .July 2, 1896. 2btf

•*—9

m

FOR SALE.

c. W. SMALLIDGE, Manager.

Sail and Row Boats

tine >to« k of l>otl. lapattern f the l.ovell
ThD lot wiM In* oihoed

We lia\e on hand
dies and gents' isor.

er

To let

CASTORIA.

in

a

enjoyed their life a hundred-fold
Anynow have their faculties bright and Keen,*
ForJhey've always used and its benefits seen.
Age dispelling A\o\ie

She could

the doctor was sent for. He told them not
to be alarmed
until trouble came, and
the button stayed just a week before she
sneezed it out.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter and
visited first iier brother Isaac
j family
Staples of Brooks, then N. W. ami F. M.
Staples and families. After an absence
i of six years from her old home, Mrs.
I
! Porter
looks
and
the same
appears
Mary, but her eldest boy is nearly a man
grown. She left Monday for No. 3 Margin
street, Salem, Mass-Miss Inez Staples
lias an elegant flower garden_Some of the
20-acre field of Capt. Frank Marden was too
slim to mow this year for the first time
since it was cleared-C. O. Hatch and
Fred A. Lane, our nearest neighbors both
ways, have each an acre of corn ami both
claim the best, but I guess by husking-time
they will come out about alike_Arthur

af all kinds and that I am handling Fresh Cod
Haddock. Hake, Halibut, Salmon, Blue-Fish, Butter-Fish. Sword-Fish, Mackerel, Alewives, Gun-

customers.

beverage peasant and healthful,too

around

in

around
and town

village and city

That makes tired neoes feel as pood as new
Wonderful nerve food, Hoxit,

longer body and larger feet than
a dug of that size
He earn, out

Moore of Monroe, the meat cart man, bought
Having bought the market formerly conducted
by M. R. Knowltou, 1 wish to announce to the peo- some lambs of C. H. Littlefield recently.
ple of Belfast and vicinity that it will continue to j Lambs have gone down in price like everybe headquarters for
thing else-A shawl was found in the road
going through the Clark woods. The owner

Fresh, Salt

a

hurry/

we

prattle oil more talk than a two hundred
pound candidate for office and she was up
to everything that was
going on. Recently she got a button up her nose and

Telephone, 14-4.

and easy to operate, is true
of Hood's Pills, which are
up to date in every respect.
Safe, certain and sure. All

legs

one.

ton nine years, continues with me.
The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited, and no efforts will be spared to please

When you take Hood's Pills. The nig. old-fashioned, sugar-coated pills, w hich tear you all to
Easy to take
are not in it with Hood's.

With

ay

\a

ever /

...

Chautauqua
Desk Free,

as

supply

the

This time the cougar has been
seen by Luring Dickey on the Ib ulston
hiii,
Sears port. The color of the animal is a
dirty brownish gray, and it has rather short

girl. By the accidental discharge of a
pistol the ball eutered the little girl's stomach and but little hope is left for her, so the
report goes-Miss Frankie B. McCaslm of
Penobscot visited Miss Jennie Staples re.Mr. W. H. Porter, foreman of the
cently
Graves Elevator Co. of Boston, Mass., and
his wife, who formerly
was
Miss Mary
Staples, a well known resident of this section, and her four children, Chester, Herbert, Edgar and Eleanor are visiting here.
It is safe to say the little two-year-old girl
Eleanor is the brightest aim prettiest little

A

is

Prospect.

Holt

Plattorm.

wait for coming genera-

In the near by foot-hills several
veins have been discovered, of a
anthracite variety; but nothing has

to a concert

Chicago

Ana ttvs

mander Carver, General J. P. Caldy, Capt.
Moses French, Chas. E. Littlefield and S. C.
Small of Boston. A letter was read from
Department Commander Charles E. Wilson I
of California, who urged the comrades to
throw aside all partisanship in
averting the
panic with which the country is threatened
the
free
silver movement.
by

THAN COST

best

Thatpreat temperance tome A\oxit.

i

To

tastes

To all who are seeking health, strendthand restAnd sopivescf life a
happier view
Of everythinp honest,pood and true

^

The Second Maine Cavalry Association
held its annual re-union in Rockland, Aug.
ll'th, with 1(H) comrades present. The following officers were elected:
President,
Henry D. Moore, Philadelphia; vice presidents, Wm. J. Gillis, East Boston; C. S.
Crowell, Lewiston; J. L. Burns, Washington; historian, S. C. Small, Boston; secretary and treasurer, S. R. Smith, Augusta.
It was voted to hold the next reunion m
Waterville. A banquet and camp fire was
held in Grand Army Hall in the evening, at
which addresses were made by Mayor John
Lovejoy, Prest. Moore, Department Com-

FURNITURE

convenient!find,
hand
the
Keep always
genuine Kind,
Our famous original /Moxit
on

And here is the £>lass from which it

The annual re-union of the 17th Maine
was held in Portland,
There was a banquet at Long
Island, at which the following officers were
elected ior the ensuing year: President,
Capt. I. S. Faunce of Lewiston; vice presidents, Sergeant, George F. Small of South
Portland and Sergeant C. Warren Richardson of Portland; secretary and
treasurer,
George D. Soule of Portland; necrologist,
Captain George W. Merrill of Portland;
directors, Major William H. Green, John
Doughty and John O. Rice, all of Portland.
The Ladies’ Auxiliary elected these officers:
President, Mrs. L. H. Gammon: vice president, Mrs. George D. Soule; secretary, Mrs.
F. E. Doe; treasurer, Mrs. S. F. Marsh.

GREAT
CLOSING
OUT
SALE.

~

lo

Aug. 18th.

Larkin

here for the first time the Quetzal,

saw

with

•«Jiiisli America to learn that

than des-

Fannie Urigiiam Ward.

we

way,

the course of centuries cut and dragged
down their golden sands from quartz

acquainted
With the stately

himself

sable for household uses.

birds of

with

have been worked for many years in a
primitive way, with fair results, and

is

imagined

unbreakable, being not only light
streams, are extremely fertile and produce | and
very strong, but able to resist a high
every known fruit: its mountains are cov- !
degree of heat.
ered with all sorts of valuable timber

iie present population,
ling towns in our own
1

better he

The curious Calibash grows here
in everybody's door-yard and is indispen-

most

sell their pot-

to

can

cribed.

15 the bottie we put it in
Its not so small or not so slim
but DruOpibts and Grocers it

Regiment Association

j

department contains extensive beds
of gold placers, particularly along the
rivers Libertad and Quebradas.
They

'ours

gether

compelled
convey freight
strangely irregular growth, the very Calimodities of all sorts from the landing to j
ban of the vegetable kingdom, with lidtheir destination wiili no more to say about
dle-shaped leaves and awkward looking
it themselves than the donkey has elsebranches reminding one of scrawny arms
where which has been hired from its
with too much elbow. The speckled blosowner for the same purpose.
The Indians 1
soms break out like, warts on the trunk
receive three reals, (about 47 and one half
and larger limbs—a wise provision of
cents) per diem, and are required to carry
Providence, for the smaller branches
about 10U pounds; but 1 have often seen
would not be able to bear the weight of
them staggering along under 4 or 4 times j
the fruit if it grew like apples or pears.
that amount, 'they carry the load on their
It is wonderful how many purposes the
hacks, supported by a leather strap passed Calabash
The
may he made to serve.
across the forehead.
The only industries j
slim gourds, larger at one end than
long,
of the town are fishing and the building of
the other, are split in two and used for
boats and small schooners.
There are j
spoons and ladles; the spherical ones make
extensive
in
the
banana
j excellent
plantations
many
boxes; Hat ones are converted
neighborhood, anil their products form an j into
bowls,
trays and platters, and the
important item of export. The “depart- little oval ones make the daintiest
cups,
ment” of Yzabal has only three municiwhich you may often buy here beautifully
palities in its area of 1,500 square miles. decorated. Calabash
“crockery'1 is alIts great valleys, watered by numerous

none

ike long to see all of Yzaentral square surroundms built
of poles and

The
green and mid-rib of royal purple.
effect of thousands upon thousands of
these bright-foliage plants massed to-

com-

a box of bolts with
go on the wings, the inner breast a vivid
pounced upon with in- scarlet. It is truly a bird of freedom,
the two parts were not for it never survives captivity, even when

>

I

called,

and

nd

■m-

\

Comandantia,

to

are

perhaps slightly soured
boxes from England try.
were

from the

tilled up, bin extremely
This is entirely over-

moist.

grown with great beds of the most gorgeous Caladium I ever beheld—tlie body
of the leaf bright red. with a margin of

u

'■ii

nearly

now

rich and

This

The annual field day and reunion of the
l-10-29th Maine Regiment association was
held at the pretty cottage of the association
at Long Island, Portland harbor,
Aug. 13.
The roll call showed 111 members present,
nearly every one with wife and family. The
following officers were elected: President,
Woodbury K. Dana, Westbrook; vice presidents, John E. Willey, Boston, John Willard, Lisbon, Fred A. Hartshorn, Franklin,
Mass., Albert Littlefield, Stoneham and
Leroy H. Tobie, Portland; surgeon, Josiali
F. Day, Alfred; chaplain, Leonard G. Jordan, Philadelphia; secretary, John M.
Gould, Portland; executive committee,
Charles H. Frost, Charles R. Berry and Benjamin II. Ridlon all of Portland.

an

though somewhat while the whites are as usual Spaniards,
ases, simplifies matters with a
sprinkling of foreigners, (here
example, the duty on principally Germans, engaged in business,)
■:>. so high on our owu
ilie lower class are not Caribs, or negroes,
mere bagatelle, while
but Indians of mixed blood.
They seem
iron or other heavy a
fairly intelligent class, industrious and
its
in
ially
‘‘weight
peaceable, and very quiet as compared to

barks and the Oum
From whicn long life and c;ood health come.
Fhey are found in the woods and fields most fair,
^And are sought for and gathered with greatest ofcare.
from these we me -K0 our Moxit

The reunion of the Kith Maine at Lisbon
Falls closed Aug. 13th. The army officers
present, besides about 100 privates, were:
General C. W. Tilden of Hallowell, Lieutenant M. C.
Wadsworth and Lieutenant Gustavus Moore of Gardiner.
These
officers were elected: President, Dr. A. B.
Adaius of Wilton; first vice president, Lieutenant Frank Wiggin of Houlton, second
vice president, Henry A. Ewes of North
Vassalboro; secretary and treasurer, Sergeaut Luther Bradford of Woodfords; directors, Major A. R. Small, Oakland, Lieutenant. D. L. Warren, Portland, Warren C.
Waterhouse, Washington, I). C., Lieutenant
C. H. Parlin, Carrabel, Fla., Sergeant Bray
WiIldus, Boston.

ki nev trouble which bothered me so that I suffered untold pain." writes Mr. C. B. White, of
I was afraid I would
Grove, Geauga Co.. Ohio.
lose my mind. At times was almost entirely helpless. There hail not been a night for three years
that I could rest in any position.
Had tried almost everything but obtained no relief until I
tried the 'Golden Medical Discovery.’
I have
used three bottles of it and think I am well of
both diseases. I feel to-day as well as I ever did
in all my life.
I cannot saj’ too much for Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery."

Neglected constipation

fbese are the herbs the

The amnlal encampment of the First
Northern Maine regiment at Houlton closed
Thursday night, Aug. 13th. In the forenoon
Congressman Boutelle delivered an address.
He was followed by Capt. W. H. C. Bowen
of the Fifth United States
infantry, a Houlton boy, who was also warmly received
by
the old veterans. Hon. A. H. Powers was
called upon.
His words likewise called
forth cheers, especially when he warmly
praised Veteran Comrade Charles A. Boutelle. A great crowd was in attendance.
The reunion of the 11th Maine Regiment
association was held at Winn Aug. 11th and
12th. The history committee reported that
they had nearly completed the work on the
book and will have it ready about the last
of August. Officers were elected as follows:
President, Sewall Pettingall, Co. F, Wayne;
first vice president, George W. Eastman,
Co. F, Fort Fairfield; second vice president,
Benjamin J. Smith, Co. C, Caribou; secretary and treasurer, Thomas T. Tarber, Co.
G, Bangor; executive committee, Benjamin
J. Smith and George W. Eastman. It was
voted to hold the next reunion in Caribou,
in August, 1807.

■

in

*.the story of Moxie:

There was a re-union of the survivors of
the 32d Maine Regiment at Swett’s hotel
Portland, Aug. 18tli. The affair was well
attended and was given by Col. Thomas P.
Beals.

strange,

The river

into

point

Regimental Reunions-.

in

Milage ol I'entral America.
I’:nduci* and ( u*tom* ol Eastern
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Verj Desirable Real Estate.
story house and l<>r. No. 130 Main
story house and lot, No !l’h Main
street; also story and one-half house and lot, No
4 Cedar street. All the above property within

Large

street;

two

two

one two

minutes’ walk of Post Office. Enquire of
JAMES 1). TUCKER, Belfast. Me.,

TUCKER,
Xorthport Camp Ground.

Or MRS. OLIVE S.
lm34

Republican journal.
nil

CHARl.Kft A.

Hr* DAY MORNIMi BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
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WLBBDUY.

REPUBLICAN

Bcsf“™MAkTGEH

NOMINATIONS.

PRESIDENT,

FOR

WILLIAM McKINLEY of Ohio.

For Governor

FOR

Powers

Houlton.

Of

PRESIDENTIAL
For electors at

JOHN F. HILL of

of Missouri has taken
the Union veteran

as

print in full on the 2nd page the
great speech of Hon. Bourke Cockran in
Madison Square Garden, in reply to the
“Boy Orator.” Mr. Cockran had much
the largest audience and was listened to
with interest until the close, while Mr.
Bryan’s audience began to depart before
he had fairly entered upon his subject.
The Bryau meeting was lifeless, the Cockran
meeting was enthusiastic: and in point

GARRET A. HOBART of New Jersey
Llewellyn

stand

a

We

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

Hon.

Shelby

decided

Gen. Sickles on the money question.
He
•»
says:
“I shall not advocate a sound money
ticket if one is placed in the field.
The
issue is direct. Bryan represents unlimited silver, McKinley sound money.
To
vote for a Democratic sound money candidate means shooting from the brush, to
some extent aidiug Bryan’s forces.
All
sound money men should vote for McKinley. which 1 shall certainly do, and
free silver men should be rooted out of
.state as well as National control.”

BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 27, 1890.
PUBLISH ED E\ ;:RY

Gen. J. 0.
as

of interest, patriotism and common sense
the speech of Cockran would rate with
the speech of Bryan at least as 16 to 1.

ELECTORS.

large

Augusta.

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.

The

Republican county committee met
in Belfast Tuesday to select a candidate
for Register of Probate iu place of J. D.
Parker, deceased. J ustice to the public

First District..EDWIN PAYSON.
A. R. NICKERSON,
Second District.
....

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.
Fourth District...ALBERT H. SAWYER.
FOR

CONGRESSMEN

demanded

ia every way competent
for the place, aud justice to the
party
called for tlie selection of a true Republi-

First District...THOMAS B. REED.
Second District.NELSON DINGLEY. JR.
Third District.....SETH L. MILLIKEN.

can

Fourth District.CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

was

FOR

well
for the position and will command the hearty support of the Republi-

SHERIFF,
.Belfast.

cans

FOR J17DUE OF PRORATE.
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of all verbal

disguise, it is
an issue of common
honesty, an issue between the honest discharge and the dishonest repudiation of public and private
obligations.
“It is a question as to whether the

PRORATE,
II ARI ES P. ILA/ELTINE..Belfast.

Ei

of Waldo county.

“Stripped

!>'U REGISTER OF

(

both

qualified

Freedom.

..

fully meets
exceptionally

He is

requirements.

ull SENATOR,

A DON I RAM. ,1. HILLINGS

SAM CEL G. NORTON

Mr. Charles P. Ilazeltine of Belfast
chosen hyr the committee from a num-

|

!

to

protect honest industry

citizen to

to tempt the

or

dishonesty.

“i'n this question honest men cannot
differ. It is one of moralsand not of justice.
It involves the existence of social
i order,

ii

is the contest for civilization
I leu ike Cockran.

I itself."

The Commercial and Financial chronicle of New Volk recently published an
elaborate editorial
Free Mlvei

the “Influence of

on

Wages.''

on

of

.'some

the

News

of

tWie

Oranges.

There will be an Agricultural fair held at
Mystic Grange Hall, Belmont, Sept. 24th,
1896.

All

ticipate.

are invited to contribute and parThere will be a social dance in the

evening at which good music will be furnished.

Ohio, despatch says the Poles
McKinley. The polls will be for

A Canton.
for

arc

everything to lose, and absolutely
nothing to gain from the success of the

free silver

movement."

Tile Chronicle

This assertion

fully substantiates from
gainsaid.

data and statistics that cannot be

him also.
Geo.

Fred Williams does not consider
lM'v.ike Oockian's speech worth replvino'M;is from

to.

a

man

who parts his hair

tic middle!

in

This is

a

v

flock ran.
is

a

their pieces" that
make a suggestion.

we

good deal better to open up the

miil> of the ( nited States t<» the labor of
Americans than to open up the mints of
the T nited States to the silver of the
world.
Wm.

McKinley.

'I he Supreme Court

has decided

that

minstrel
as

molished the

prompted

not

hire

a

to

hall

the stage as in a
with their teacher

on

performance,

interlocutor.

are

Why

and have them appear

conspiracy between profes-

Wmai fanners who want to
pay low wanes
1
•**1
tli-e unreconciled slaveholder who
would like to pay no wages."
[Bourke

“It

So many of our people have expressed a
desire to hear the kindergartners “speak

Then after

they

had de-

Supreme Court, made 51
a dollar, revo-

worth of silver into

cents

lutionized tile monetary systems of the
civilized world, etc., etc., have them re-

spond

ipiestions from the floor. Mr.
Ferguson, who was present at the meto

morable

meeting

Brown's

at

North port, would be

an

corner,
interesting factor

in this part of the proceedings, and there
are others who would be
glad to partici-

Ihmgor Representative caucus called pate. If this j,;ogram should be carried
out the meeting would be in the
nature of
majority of the Republican city committee is the
legal caucus, and that the graduatingexercises, and when the younger memheis ot the
other is not entitled to
kindergarten come of
recognition. In
other words, the
age they might be able to vote intelligentrult
majority
ly.
u-

8v

1

s.

noisy and iunorant silver orator in
one of the
We are glad to recognize the
country towns was silenced the
enterprise
otliei day by the
following self-answering and fairness of one Boston daily—The
questions; “Suppose all the ore in God's Herald—in making a careful canvass of
A

eanli was coined into
money, what good
would it do you?
How are you going to
get any of it?

Waldo county and in presenting the situation here in truthful colors. The
assumptions of many of the city dailies
regarding

Waldo county

are

a

reflection

the

upon
houghts really weigh more than
intelligence and integrity of our people
'wohD.
1 he Republican
nominated
party
and have no foundation in fact.
There
a
conviction, with thirty-five years of ex- has been no silver craze
here.
On the
]

peiience iieiiind it. Tlie Democratic party
contrary the assured Republican majority
words, which cannot be in the county has been reinforced
by the
lepeated anywhere in tlie country without
accession of hundreds of
self-

nominated some

costing

the utterer
many votes.”

York Tribune.

honest,

[Xew respecting

Tlie United States Supreme Court still
uo doubt
ignorant of the
fact that its income tax decision lias been

Democrats who have refused
to follow their old party into the abyss of

repudiation, anarchy

and dishonor.

That
has been misdoubt to the Belfast cor-

exists, ami is

the situation in this

reversed

judged is due uo
respondence of the Bangor Commercial

the stump in Waldo
county
and at a meeting of tlie Bryan A Sewall
( lull in Belfast, in the latter case
by an
on

city

Yacht Racing.

NORTHPORT NEWS.

Editor of The Journal: In
your issue of the 20th iust, you stated “that
the Comet had a brush with the Glide and
that outside observers stated that the Comet,
though an old time yacht, had the best of it.
That Captain Fields Pendleton outran the
Glide with his yacht, the Etiie, and invited
Capt. Decrow to a trial on the wind without
thf.

The writer of the above communication
makes stronger claims in behalf of the Glide
than do her owners, if we are correctly in-

the Grange in Augusta, the
first week in December. The session will
last four days. Other matters of importance
were discussed by the committee which will
be given to the press. Those present at
Friday’s meeting were State Master Edward
Wiggin, Secretary F. H. Libby of East Auburn. L. O. Straw of New field, Ansel IIolway of Skowliegan and O. Gardiner of Rockland.

meeting

of

Albion patrons. On account of so many
the farmers being so busy cutting their
grain there were not so many present as
could have been wished.
After dinner,
which needs no description, for everyone
knows wliat a Grange dinner is like, the
the
of

meeting was called to order. The principal
topic for discourse was the cause of the
present depression in busiuess and why it
affected the farmer. We cannot give the
words, but think that was the idea.
Of course there were reverse
opinions set
exact

forth,

thinking overproduction to be
the causes, but we noticed the most of
them seemed to think protection was wlr&t
we most needed.
It was voted to have the
next meeting public in the
afternoon, and if
possible to get some one of our State officers
to speak to us.
It will be at Freedom, the
date to he announced later.
one

some

of

in

the

interest

of

nated JIi. Frank for Governor appears to
The delegates chosen for
the tiist State convention were to meet in

he well taken.
Portland

on

a

certain

day

and transact

certain specified business.
Having done
they adjourned sine die. It would
seem that that ended their
functions, and

tliis

that there is
quent

uo

warrant for their subse-

proceedings.

cur.

He then went on to show that
Japan
was competing
in the markets of the
woild with the United States, and that
Mexico and other silver countries were
more prosperous titan the United States.
[George Fred Williams.
This country would have
competing in tlfe markets
with

Bar silver has declined in price until tlie
silver in a dollar is worth
only 51 cents,
and at the same time there has been an
advance in genera! securities.
Tlie Boston Herald
'These are significant
says:
facts showing the drift of tilings. The
1

price of silver ought

to

furnish

a

lief that American seamen would not be affected by strikes in Ei rope were such to oc-

lowing.”

a

no

trouble iu

of the world

scale of wages similar to that in
There children employed in the

The schooner Columbine has been driven
ashore on the Labrador coast and will be a
total wreck. Thirty-six souls aboard of her
were only saved by the most
desperate exertions of the fishermen working near there,
who succeeded in getting them ashore with
the aid of improvised life rafts.
San

The sound
Francisco, Aug. 25.
Democratic league of California last
factories are paid o cents per day and night elected 13 of the 18 delegates to the
adults from 15 to 20 cents.
That is the Indianapolis convention to which this State
is entitled. The remaining delegates will
coudition to which the free trade aud free be named
by the Los Angeles sound rnouey
silver combine is endeavoring to
bring Democratic league club.

Japan.

American labor.

Under

the

McKinley

money

The Treasury gold

declined MonThe day’s withdrawals
reserve

The associate editor of the Portland ArP. W. McIntyre, has relinquished his
place on that paper, not rinding himself able
to support the men named at
Chicago nor
the platform upon which they were nominated.
Between now and election time every
reader in New England wants complete political news, and that is what he is sure to
obtain if he reads the Boston Journal regu..
larly. No paper in New England gives
such perfect reports of everything 'onneeted
with the political arena as is to he found in
Journal, and Republican and Democrat
alike go to its columns fur the latest information.
Thanks to the Journal's specia'
connections with the must important cities
of the South tml West, the uews of the nation is gathered ill the most complete manlier possible, a 11 i.l the
Washington lespntches

over a

well

everyone who kept their
ami motionless as a Quaker
meeting, and would all have probably gone
to sleep if an old man on the front seat had
not cried out, “He’s a traitor to his country,"
illustrated hi
which awakened the drowsy audience to a
realizing sense that there was one man in up of the bay

boat

or

vantage.
the

the boats, and that
performance
opinion is no more prejudiced than this of
our
correspondent. Capt. Pendleton is
abundantly able to take care of himself and
his boat, and no doubt will promptly respond to what appears to be a challenge
from the Glide.
That the “question of supremacy between
the yachts Glide and Edna was settled on
the 23d inst. in the most positive manner,”
of

is most positively not correct. The test on
that day only proved what the Edna’s owner has admitted from the first, that in a
light breeze lie would have no show whatever with the Glide.
When the boats started, the Edna to windward, there was a fair
breeze. The Edna out-pointed the Glide,
and the latter out-footed the Edna. Before
they had sailed far enough to determine
which would have had the best of it the
breeze died out and the Glide hail decidedly
the advantage.
As the yachts neared the
Bluff it breezed again, and our informant
says that the Edna was gaining, when the
Glide instead of continuing the race slacked
off sheet and ran for the Camp Ground. In
running

Regimental Reunions.

ards, Skowhegau.
The

annual

of the 1st Maine
held at Rockland Aug.

reunion
was

About 100 veterans were in attendA business meeting was held in the
forenoon. The necrologist reported 20 deaths
in the past year, the largest list in any
year
since the war. The election of officers resulted: President, Josiah P. Bradbury, Co.
M, Rockland; first vice president, Rev. E.
Iv. Drew, Co. S, Harrington; second vice

21st.

ance.

committee.

afternoon

was

the evening an
with excellent

The

passed in sight-seeing, and in
enjoyable campfire was held,
speeches.

Tlie eleventh annual reunion of the 2*>th
Maine Reg’uieutal Association will be held

at

Rockport, Sept. 10th,

or

if

the

j
|

loth is

stormy the next fair day. Business meeting
at the Opera House at 11 a. m. The program
for the afternoon will consist of music and
speaking. Campfire in the evening. The
people of Rockport have made ample arrangements for all, and hope to see every
comrade present. Provision has been made
for all who wish to remain over night. Those
who wish to do so should notify S. J. Treat,
The following railroad and
Rockport.
steamboat companies will sell one fare tickets for round trip from all stations and landings on their routes on days mentioned below, good to return until September 12tli:
Railroads—Maine Central to Belfast the 9th
and lOtli; Bangor & Aroostook to Bangor
the 8th and 9th; Boston & Maine to Rockland the 9th and 10th, at low rates. Boats—
Boston to Rock laud, Bangor to Rockland,
and from Bar Harbor to Rockland the 9tli;
Castine to Belfast the 8th, 9th and 10th.
Electric cars from Rockland to Rockport.

gauge act and the reciprocity treaties this counday to $102,649,269.
by which to measure the coniidence of the
at New York were $241,600.
try was competing in the markets of the
if
and
silverites, anything can,
by this test world and American labor was
How’s This !
receiving
their hopes have not been so low as now
the highest wages paid anywhere.
Now
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
since the campaign began.”
Mr. Williams would place American labor case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
Safe to Bet on the Other Side.
Tlie town was drummed Monday for an upon a par with that of Japan.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
audience for tlie Bryan A: Sewall club, and
Mayor Hanson of Belfast regrets the
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
At a Republican rally in Plymouth,
tlie result was an attendance of from
for the last 15 years, ami believe him perfect- apathy of the Democratic State committee
Mass., last Thursday night, Rev. Frank
but proposes to make things sizzle down in
ly honorable in all business transactions and Waldo
twenty to twenty-five persons. Tlie boy W. Gunsaulas of
He
county on his own account.
Chicago was the princi- financially able to carry out any obligations made doesn’t
orator who lias over-ruled a decision of
quite expect to compass the defeat
pal speaker and delivered a most interest- by their firm.
of Congressman Milliken, but thinks he
may
tlie United States Supreme Court turned
ing political discourse. We should be West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. be able to scare him some. Hanson has inhis batteries on The Journal, but lie will
Kixnan & Marvin, Wholesale Drug- dulged in a certain largeness of expression
Walding,
to
the
glad
give
speech in full, if possible.
id booming patent medicine anti other
specugists, Toledo, O.
probably appreciate it better when he Here are a few7 specimen paragraphs:
lative ventures until it has got to be a fixed
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
habit with him. Scale the Belfast sliouter’s
gets out of his primer and is able to folThe campaign has been most appropri- directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
low the gratuitous advice he is giving to
cent, and
political predictions about 7o
ately opened, and prosecuted since that the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all it would then be safe to bet on per
the opposite
the voters of Waldo county.
baleful day iu July when Tillman and AltMail.
side,
Im35
f Waterville
Druggists. Testimonials free.
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Steamer Sedgwick brought large parties i
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('rowel 1 of Boston: Mrs. E. A.
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Wentworth and Miss Blanche Heald of
Rock port, Me.: P. F. Babbidge and Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Faulkner of Keene, N. H., arc at
tin* North port Hotel.

Glasses

Messrs. L. M. Jackson, N. A. Kelley and
H. E. Coombs, with their families, of Atlantic, Mass.; S. M. Grover of Boston: Mrs. L.
M. Kellar and sou of Rockport, Me., are at

corporation.

us

♦

Minn.

the Woodbury cottage.
Among the recent arrivals at the Ocean
House are G. H. Reed of Portland; A. W.
Pottinger, D. T. Driseoll, G. K. Kellar and
A. E. Chapman, Boston; A. E. Crockett,
Rockland; J. Hall aud ladies, Bangor.
Fred Savery’s buckboard took the following party to Temple Heights Aug. 19th:
Miss Ida West, Miss Lilian Reynolds, Mrs.
J. C. Dutch, Rev. Mr. Holt, Mr. Adams,
Clias. Sawyer aud wife, Miss A. Stevens
and Mrs. F. Savory.
H. C. Carleton gave two excellent entertainments last week, but was obliged to
cancel his engagements this week on account of the necessary absence of some of
liis assistants.
A meeting preliminary to the annual meeting of the Campmeetiug Association was
held Tuesday and the following business
transacted, subject to the ratification of the
full annual meeting:
Trustees elected—T.
H. Wentworth, Bangor; C. F. Ginn, Belfast; J. R. Mears, Morrill; M. C. Hills, Belfast; H. B. Dunbar, Bangor; Geo. M. Warren, Castine. H. B. Dunbar of Bangor was
sleeted President ; Rev. J. M. Frost of Ban;or, Secretary ; C. F. Ginn of Belfast, Treasurer.
The directors were instructed to take
the necessary legal steps to form a village

let

and

•

in doing it too.

Mrs. A. K. Fletcher md family of North |
Monroe are at their cottage on Main street. !
They have as guests Miss Adelaide Sanborn J
of East Newport and Miss Marie Coombs
Mrs. P.

8
WIN

Any man who wear*, one nr
COX H ATS immediately be.
admiration- -not or himof everybody who seer

I jThT&jTw. Jones, | Plows

stopping with Mrs.
George and Gridin

The attendance at the meetings in the auditorium is fully up to the average and the
interest is good. The program is being carried out substantially as previously announced.

of

FOll

Fall
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PRICES,——_

BOSTON

>1 A SON It

streets.

J. F. Parklnirst and family returned to
their home in Bangor by steamer last Friday. Mr. Noyes and wife, who have been
stopping with t hem, went home Thursday by
carriage.

^

^

THE

AN UP-TO OA

! AND WE SUCCEED! Dwight

Mrs. N. T. Whitney of Newburgh, Mrs.
L. O. Rohertsou of Monroe and Miss Estelle
are

!

HOW?
systematically. earn
estly, vigorously, continually,

♦

W. A. Howard and C. E. Plaisted of Watertown, Mass.; Mrs. W. B. Smiley and
daughter of Waterville; A. U. Martin ane
Mr. Bowler of Bangor are at the Whitd
Rock.

♦♦♦

Help Our!
|Customers! !
♦
♦

Mrs. J. G. Aborn and Mrs. George A.
Black are spending the week in the cottage
at the corner of Main and George streets.

corner

•.

! We

♦

large police force is on duty this year,
under the charge of \V. H. Toot h iker of
Dixmout. The best of order prevails.

the

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*#♦ ♦ ♦

:

Mrs. E. E. Harding, Mrs
Amos Hatch
and Mrs. Lincoln Hatch of Dixmout are at
the Ferguson cottage on Bay street.

at

-*« V

^

are

tage.

Lowe

*

M\

Aii Otiiect of Afli

A warm shampoo with Ci'tictra Soail
followed by gentle applications of CitiCt'RA (ointment), the great skin cure, will
clear the scalp of crusts, scales, and
dandruff, allay itolling, sooth*- irritation,
stimulate the hair follicles, and pruditee
a clean, healthy sealp and luxuriant hair,
when all else fads

Simpson, J. Goddard and B. LittleWaterville are at the Partridge cot-

Williams of Boston

p

^►STYLES

J. W. Harding and wife are spending the
week at Mrs. J. W. Emery's cottage.

F. E. Post and family, Mrs. Frances
and sou Leon and Miss Alice Fiske of
land are at the Buckeye cottage.

.v

FALL

the

Dr. and Mrs. F. S. Chase of Bangor are at
Sail Soiu i cottage on Broadway.
C. H. Leavitt and son of Dixmont are
spending the week here in a tent.

E. P.
field of

*

r

BELFAST,

Mrs. Flora Mansur and son of Dixmont
living in a tent in the grove.

,T. M. Frost holds open air
Park daily at 1 o'clock,

fr

In-Mi i'lit fi

wln-sr soie in-

WITH

are

Buggies
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ing

Penobscot region.

A SHAMPOO

party of seven from Rockland took dinat the Ocean House Monday.

Lev.

Ch.sing:
f, •; ou'y

also oi

Capt. Emery and mother left for home last
Thursday.

in

u

■

Leon O. Brown has returned to Boston.

Mrs. A
L Brown and party of Belfast
at the “Theta Delta Chi" on Broadway.

X 'ai

THIS WEEK.

Clias. Libby of Waterville is at the Mars*
ton cottage.

ner

True Blood Purifier

hood’s Pills

NOKTHPOKT CAMP GROUND.
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*

voted to

young man labored hard, and we were glad
that his labor was rewarded by bringing
forth a mouse that somehow got mistaken
in the crowd, thinking perhaps, it was a sociable held by the ladies of the Good Templars society, and was on hand for crumbs
that fall upon the floor from the table, and
as he skipped by our feet he seemed to have
a very lively feeling that it was It! chances
to 1 that he would get killed before he
reached his hole in safety. But let us hope
he still survives, as we all do who attended
season at

itself

Sarsaparilla

TM.* One

Park, Port Km \. Marsh bay and
Capt. Ofis Ingraham standing mi the
Steps leading into tlm pilot bouse of the
\

j

A

At the annual reunion of the Seventh
Maine Battery Association at Long Island,
Portland harbor, Th rsday, the following
officers were elected: President, A. S. Chapman, Bethel; secretary, A. S. Twitchell,
Gorham, N. H.; treasurer, W. O. Carney,
Portland; executive committee, the president and secretary, W. O. Carney, Howard
Gould, Charles G. Kenney, David R. Pierce,
Somersworth, N. H.; Dr. Charles V. Rich-

Heavy Artillery

never
mentioned the name of Sewall or
Watson for second place, thinking perhaps,
the voters would take their choice ol the
two evils and vote for Watson, as Sewall
being a president of a bank he couldn’t have
the gall to rerommemt tnin to a Populist,
w ho hates a millionaire worse than the ilevii
hates holy water. The. meeting closed as it
began, in silence: not a ripple of applause
greeted the speaker at The beginning, in the
middle, or at the elose of his speech, It was
a
cold, unresponsive audience, and the

the tirst Demopopo rally of the
Cove.

t(

-The front page
contains nits of the entrance to Penobscot
river and Camden liarb-r.
Other illustrations are lta-1 tune cuts i-l the steamers
Penobscot and l ty of Bangor wharf at

the hall wide awake.
Soon after Mr.
Blanchard pronounced the benediction and

1

the other is taken at a disadWhat was said last week of the
Comet and Eftie was derived from a witness
one

The August number of the New England
Tourist, the otrieia! journal of the New England summer resort ass- ho : m
s
dev -ted
to Penobscot bay and river.
It is i*nt• i\

urgently urged every man to be sure and be
requiring windward work as at
the polls in November and east their vote
running, and not a short brush when ! fur William .J. Bryan for President, but

course

as

Cooiidge

show the exact siluatioii .»f aifairs in the national capital. A feature of
the Journal which is creating universal taik
throughout New England :s the senes ..f
bright political cartoons of “Bo/.." wh is
without an equal in this mirth .oar to-M.
Read the Boston Journal.
of

ers, therefore,
seats sat still

formed: and if that yacht has had any race
yet that under yachting rules would be coir
sidered a fair test of the competing craft we
have yet to hear of it. Such a race would be

and Periodicals.

gus,

ly failed

_____

other

Papers

The speakers uttervery tame affair.
to amuse or to enthuse their hear-

was a

l'

season.

was

he was a young man of an average intelligence, no more, no less, and making no pretentions whatever as such, which was fully
realized by his hearers to be a fact quite a
while before he finished. He spoke very
briefly upon the issues of the day, and hever
alluded to the free and unlimited coinage of
silver. It was a very stale speech, and the
only real information he imparted to the
audience was that there were only two Democratic newspapers in the State, the Belfast
Age and the Bangor Commercial, which
produced a tremendous grin upon the stolid
countenances of the Democrats.
Mr. A. L.
Blanchard of Unity followed in rather an
elaborate speech upon the banking system
of this country, how it was operated and
conducted by the Shylocks of Wall street,
N. V., and of Lombard street of Loudon.
It was a terribly humiliating picture lie
presented to the audience, hut he failed to
tell us how by the election of William J.
Bryan and the adoption of the free and unlimited coinage of silver we could relieve
us from the crushing grasp of the Shylocks
of Wall and Lombard streets.
All in all it

fair

Sax Francisco, Aug. 25. Andrew FuraDemocratic papers, and to
which the Herald correspondent refers as seth, secretary of the Pacific Coast Seamen’s
1 nion, says that the despatch from New president, Cyrus K. Bridges, Co. M, Penob“The impression has been sent
orator unlearned in tlie law but wise in follows:
\ ork printed yesterday
secretary and treasurer, Capt. Henry
stating that a gener- scot;
out that Mayor Hanson controls Belfast
E. Sellers, Co. D, Bangor: board of Direchis ow n conceit.
al strike of seamen throughout the world is
C. U. Crossuian, Co. D, Bangor;
tors,
as well as the rest of the
county. This is contemplated, is wholly untrue as regards HoraceMaj.
H. Howes, Co. K, North Dixmont;
The point raised as to the legality .if not
true, though he is a man of much American sailors. He is entirely ignorant Charles W. Phipps, Co. B, Dorchester, Mass.
the Waterville convention which nomiIt was voted to leave the place of the next
energy aud a considerable personal fol- of any such movemeu :. and expresses the bereunion with the executive
aud

The attendance

large, there being present about
sixty men, women and boys. Mr. F. A.
Dickey presided, and introduced Mr. C. E.
White of Belfast as the first speaker. He
spoke about twenty minutes, which he used
up mostly in denying the soft impeachment
of being an orator, telling the audience that

PLAY.

up to Belfast later the Edna gained
rapidly on the Glide. This we believe to be
an accurate statement of the
sailing on the
i
23d, and it certainly does not settle the
question of the supremacy of the boats.
The Churches.
Those who do not know the yachts should
Prayer meeting at the North church this, be informed that the Edna is fifteen years
Thursday, evening at 7 50. Topic: “Chris- old and only 30 feet, over all, while the Glide
tian Giving
Luke 14:12-14: 2 Cor. G: C-1.3. is a new boat of Defender model and 3i; feet
How affected by loyalty to Christ
How by over all. If she does not beat the Edna on
the objects to which we give? Wliat- is the every point of sailing she must
considertrue principle of giving? How should we ed a failure; but it yet remains to he seen
distribute our gifts ?
whether she can do it in a beat t-. windward
The usual order of services at the North in a stiff breeze.
We do not think that any ya. Msman
church will he resumed next Sunday. It is
of the name would claim “laurels”
worthy
that
the
expected
pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills,
will preach Sunday morning at 10.45. Sun- for heating smaller and old-time craft with
an up-to-date racer; but
they would rather
day school at 12 m. Consecration meeting
of the Christian Endeavor Society at 0.15 p. look for a test with something in their own
class, when a victory would be something
m. Topic: Getting the most out of the Bible.
to be proud of.
[Ed. Journal.
Deut. 0:1-9. Evening service at 7.15 p. m.
Services at the Baptist church next Sunday* Aug. 30, will be as follows: Preaching
morning and evening by the pastor. The
morning sermon will be upon “The Secret of
Optimism,” Ps. 4:0. In the evening the
evening the pastor will deliver a lecture on
“What and How Shall I Read?” This lecture will be of special interest to the
young.
All are cordially invited. At the morning
service the choir will sing, “Gently, Lord,
0 Gently Lead Us,” by Flotow, and “Callest Thou Thus, O Master?”
by Macy. In
the evening there will be a selection
by the
chorus and a duett by Miss Milliken and
Mrs. Pitcher.

■

The Demopopolists of the Cove opened the
campaign here last Friday evening by a rally
lower hall.

Merit

Peculiar to

Mrs. N. B. Smith, who was taken so suddenly ill last week, is now gaining slowly
aud it is hoped by her family and friends
that she may be spared to them still longer.
Dr. Eilingwood of Belfast is attending her,
and by his prompt and efficient aid she is
able to sit up, which is a great consolation
to her husband and son aud other members
of the family.

at Union
not very

Tlie following named guests were
registered at the Xorthport Hotel the
past week:
Paul F. Bahbidge and family, Mr. and Mrs
J. C. Faulkner, Keene, X. H.: H. M. Burgess and wife, Boston; W. O. Olemeut, Waterville; W. VV. Dodge and wife and Demi
Dodge, Dauiariseotta; Charles Dillingham,
Old Town; A, Burrill, l.vnn; E ,1. Brackett Is what
t<ive8 Hood's Sarsanararid 4 ladies, Portland ; L A.
Buzzed, Old
popularity, its constant
Town; G. S. Sampler, Albany, X. Y.: J. J.
Lewis and Frank Bean, Chicago; Dr. J. F.
sales, and enables it t
Norwood, Miss Minnie Shepherd, Rockport.
wonderful and unequu
F. D. Field, Jr., Brookline, Mass.; Mrs. C.
combination, proport
H. Allen and Mabel L. Allen, Dorchester I
used in Jjrej aril g Hoot
W. J. Peabody, Lowell; A. Nichols, Jamesare unknown t
town, X. \ .: F. G. Yctinc, Cambridge, Mass.
c! he
make Hood's Harsn
Mrs. Win. C. Thompson gave a party last
Thursday at her cottage on South Shore.
About forty guests were present. The rooms
and grounds were handsomely decorated,
under the supervision of Miss Bertha Smith It cures a wide ra:,.;*
:
of New- Y'ork, a guest of Mrs.
of its [ ower as a bl<>
Thompson
:
The grounds were brilliantly lighted
by
directly and posithv i;
Chinese lanterns, the ceilings of the rooms
and t lie blood reaches
decorated with oak leaves' and the walls
with evergreens, ferus aud golden-rod.
corner of the human «v„
Steamed clams, clam chowder, cake, coffee,
the nerves, musclts.
etc., were served after which a cobweb party
come under the benefit.
was held in the grove, each
lady anil gentleman who fouud
their thread's connected
being partners for the first, dauco. It was
one of the m st
enjoyable occasions of the
»

the farm of William Flanders’.

of

observer

j

Mr. Norman White accompanied by two
gentlemen friends from Cambridge, Mass.,
arrived last Saturday and are stopping at
Mrs. R. T. Herrick’s. Mr. White brought
down two more dogs that will be added to
his kennel that has just been completed on

on board was sailing before the
wind bound to Belfast.
The Eftie, with
wind abeam stood over across the bow of
the Glide on the port tack, and wore round
on the starboard tack.
Capt. Decrow never
paid any attention to the tactics of Capt.
Pendleton for the simple reason that he was
sailing for business, not pleasure, and with
such a party on board Capt. Decrow has
something else to think of than racing.
Should the Eftie attempt to cross the bow of
the Glide when Capt. Decrow is out without ladies on board, I think that Capt. Pen
d leton will find it a more difficult matter
than he imagines, aud will have just as
much to brag about as at preseut.
The Editor of The Journal will also learn
that boats of the Elbe’s rating are more legitimate game for the Glide than the small
fry lie quotes.
Since writing the above, the long mooted

[A.v

1

Russell Holt has had a relapse from his
illness of last spring and was taken home to
Boston by steamer City of Bangor Tuesday
night. He is in a critical condition.

gentlemen

question

Mr. Charles Driukwater of Malden, Mass.,
visiting his many friends here.

Mr. and Mrs. Forest Currier of Camden
spent Sunday as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Patterson.

those outside observers that The Journal
quotes will he obliged to change their opinion iu view of the fact that the captain of
Comet acknowledged his defeat. In regard
to the Eftie beating the Glide, what are the
facts? The Glide with a party of ladies and

The executive committee of the Maine
State Grange met in the judiciary room at
the State House, Augusta. Friday, with a
fair attendance
It was decided to hold the
next

is

response.”
Iu regard to the tirst item iu the paragraph, to the unprejudiced observer there
was only one
opinion, that the Comet was
fairly beaten on all points of sailing, and

supremacy between the yachts
Glide and Edna, was settled on the 2dd
inst, in the most positive manner. In a
friendly brush of about two hours duration
in windward work, the Glide beat the Edna
in the proportion of a bouthalf a mile in
three miles and another laurel has been added to the wreath of the Glides' victories.

facts embodied in the article have already
appeare ', in The Journal, and the sum

has

Concerning
To

the first meeting of Hillside Grange,
East Thorndike, after the postponement for
haying, Master Littlefield in a short speech
presented the Grange with a fine altar, constructed by him, with convenient attachments.
Past Master Webb made a short
speech of acceptance. The Grange expressed thanks by a rising vote. At the proceeding meeting ice cream and cake were served
and a good time was enjoyed generally by a
goodly number of members.
At

A Freedom correspondent writes: Thursday. Aug. 20th, was the appointed time for
and substance of it is embodied in the the Union
Grange to meet at Albion. The
Bill nhain. Sept 7.
following sentence: “That numerous class day was perfect. The showers of tin; previII 'ii.
K I
01
at .Jackson. Sept.
ous day had laid the dust and after a
of our population, and in fact
I’a let 11
pleasSi-pt. 8.
every man
11 '!'■<
1‘. .Mattocks of Portland will .speak
ant ride over the bills we arrived at the
or woman either who works for
or
hall,
wages,
in
!'!■•>
in. Sept. 7t!i; Palermo,
Sept. 8th; Belwhere
all
received a cordial welcome from
m<»nt. Sept nth.
receives a fixed stipend for his services,

The Republicans are for an honest dollar and the Democrats for a non est dollar.

!

pub-!

man

ber of candidates and lie

WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS.

DR

a

geld and Hogg of Texas leaped into the
tattered saddle of false Democracy and
headed this bewildered steed toward
lie anarchy and national disgrace.
The
real Democratic Party supposed that some
things were sacred and safe. The flag of
the Stars and Stripes 30 years before had
been reconstituted as the emblem of a
grand nation, undivided and indivisible at
least by rebellion; and it had floated above
the ruins of that doctrine of State,sovereignty which, it was supposed, was finally demolished when the assassin of Abraham Lincoln passed to judgment.
Yet at
this Chicago meeting we heard one Governor shriek about the
“Sovereign State,”
and another Governor, who has made
misgovernment a flue art in Illinois, assaulted the idea that national power under the law may protect itself when it is
threatened and outraged by a mob.
When Hogg of Texas cried out, “We
will not permit the Republican Party to
return to power,” it was accompanied by
the old rebel yell.
With that same yell it
was likewise proclaimed in I860 that Lincoln should never be permitted to execute the laws of a sovereign people—the
nation who had chosen him to he President. That veil in 1896 did not sound
any more harmonious with human civilization than it did in 1860.
It was even more barbaric, even more
ignorant, even more anarchic than it was
when it reverberated from Mission Ridge
or echoed over the red field of
Gettysburg.
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Office For Rent,
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Slock. Enquire of
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Fred Harford arrived home from Haverhill Monday,
suffering from a badly
sprained aukle, the result of a fall on the
deck of schooner Jonathan Cone.

our

I

I
5

I

again.

!

I
!

This is terrible; An organ grinder rusticating in Belfast renders a vocal accompaniment to his instrument.
Doubtless the burden of his refrain is, troubles they never

•
cup shoot by the Belfast
week on account of other en-

tile members.

come

and Mabel K. Mathews,

E.

Fletcher,

B.

and Mrs. F. W. Chase,
Hattie E. Rohgathering and picnic dinner

drunken sailor attempted to make
trouble in a Belfast restaurant the other
day
but found the woman in charge to be
fully
capable of defending her rights. He got a
blow straight from the shoulder and was
then taken in charge by an officer. As he
promised to join Ins vessel at once and behave himself in future when in town he was
let off.
A

made the following
illations:
Notary Public
has

ives

:«lge: Trial Justice, Samuel
:; >rt: Justices of the Peace
i»- xter \V. Bennett, Montville
Monroe.
exhibited here
y good audiences. The show
pared with many of the rai 1

>-.null's cirrus

Steamer Notes. The Eastport Sentinel
reports that the steamer Viking has been
sold to Capt. Adams and others of Deer
Island, ami will be put on the route between Deer Island, Eastport and St.
Stephen.
It is understood the price is ><‘»,000...
.Steamer Governor
Bodwell, which brought an excursion from Rockland to the
Camp Grbuml
landed a small party here Sunday
morning
and remained until ;»p. iu_Steamboat Inspectors Horace Atwood of Hampden and
Charles Staples of Portland were in Waldo

performers were all
re.spe-Tive parts. The band
the

satisfaction, and the circus
without a mistake by

cut off

Inula

-a.an

escape

narrow

serious

accident.
They
wthe Marsh hill on the
•vit 1 a large load *'f ioose
harness broke and
himseif aud ran towards

hen Tiie
ed

;u

ng

barn

a

county last week looking after the steamers
the ponds.
They visited Swan Lake and
Unity Pond Thursday.

on

Vine street.

on

foot of the hid,
the soft earth <m
:!n- roadside, and the velii-

in-ariy

the

to
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Band Coxa erts.

into

ported case of exchange
Thursday an exchange of

c

ist

d

with

here

even

follows:
Chilcothiau March,
Overture to Zatnpa,
Serenade. “Espagnoia,"
Selection from “Rusticaua,"
Medley, “All the Rage,"
March, “Ve Ancient Vets,"
as

more

A

young man came from
and bought a croquet
tppurtenances for a croquet
g rders for the stage driver to
ase home.
The stage driver
and took instead a package
is.

town

magazines
isliers. As
failure.

made

to

up

re-

Juan,
Bolero, Souvenir tie Cauiz,
Grand Selection from Trovatore,
March from Tauhauser,
Salvation Army Patrol,
Overture,

tu ket in nomination:

For

F. Erskine of Montville; for
-in. .v
William T. C Runuells of
:• Judge
Probate, Charles M.

Hiram

,\|"iitv

Files of

G.

F

<

d

drunks

iv

!‘\vo

men

1iays

puny with
rttcd. The
:s>-d

I.-- I’.di.
n

%\as

J The

men

jail

by
on

woman was

ali

men,
were

more

reasou-

go

e

Court to

a

fine of >lu

All the parties
first mentioned be-

paid.

men

Wagner
Orth

isHiN<;

fishing grounds in that, vicinity. They found
the di»g-iish disappearing and food fish becoming more plentiful as a consequence. ,J.
F. Sheldon caught the big hake and L. H.
Hart the big cod, and jointly they caught
the big fish <*f file trip.
The two were lushing side by side when Sheldon had a bite
which nearly pulled him overboard.
The
fish thrashed around and went downward,
'••mething like the silver boom in Waldo
county, but was dually brought to the surface and died, thus again resembling the
boom aforesaid. It was a skate of the larg-

showed

to

ti;

two

m

home which they
fight and it was
;ock her up
She was

t"

"inan
•'

Cue

a.

a

.!

sent to

were

ea.

taken

were

R. P. Chase
Mozart
Bossio
Verdi

lull's. The schooner Maria Webher fishing cruise Sunday
with J. F.
Sheldon's party.
They went
throughEggemoggiu Reach to Bine Hill Bay,
Bass Harbor and Isle au Haut, and fished in
a number of different localities.
They sailed around Isle au Haut and tried all the
I

Thorndike: for
Sherman of
h unty Treasurer, Hiram L.
Burnham.
K

:.oner.

o

Don

ster arrived from

Register <>l ProThorndike; for

i.-, for

Films of

F

■n

Reeves

quest program :
March, J. H. (tl.,

of Waldo county have

•itionists

wing

Mascgui
Beyer

To-morrow, Friday, evening, at 8 o’clock
baud will give another concert on
sehoolhouse common with the following re

as a

■

Hall
Herold
Mctra

the

croquet party

a

The Belfast Baud gave

impromptu concert at the common last
Friday evening, all request numbers. There
was a good attendance.
The program was

an

upsetting.

veii

rin

[Bangor Whig

and Miss

Little River last Thursday.

a

singly.

And they do not. The peregrinating organ
grinder must he reckoned as among the
least of our inflictions.

Mr. and Mrs.

Mr.

v

writers

low u.

The total catch of fish was not
was enough to satisfy the iishermen.Walter Arey returned last week
from a fishing trip to Isle au Haut in the
schooner Clara. He only had two days fishest size.

Ballots. City Clerk March
id *n; Hon. Nicholas Fessenden,
State, the official ballots for
ise in the coming State election.
.re similar in form to those in
irs ago. except that the square for
The top of each ticket is the full
vi.

iarge, but

■

ing

on

account of

fog

and

heavy weather,

but brought home about 800 pounds of bottom fish, with a few fresh ones caught the
morning he sailed for home.

popular humorous
the day.

Harbor Improvements. Sealed proposals for dredging at Lubec channel, Camden
harbor and Belfast Harbor were opened by
Lieut. Col. A. N. Damrell, U. S. Engineer,
at his office in Portland, Aug. 25th. The
work in Camden harbor consists of continuing the dredging of the middle ground, commencing at the lower end and working up

Im
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or

iMKHKELL\4
SOULE
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Sfracns*,
M. T.
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si tne moat

The Republican County Committee met
Tuesday afternoon and nominated Charles
P. Hazeltine of Belfast as candidate for

i'■

8end jour addreas, naming this
paper.
and we will aeud you free a book. •Mr*.
Popkina’ Thanksgiving.” by ono

Caribou,

iueeting of the school commit.1 next Monday evening.
Register of Probate in place of Jeremiah D.
n will make a run to WasliNew ballots for the
Parker, deceased.
i.^ting next Sunday, starting county will be printed.

•i.

A

■\

Imne.

n

Cleanliness and the best
of materials are first conl siderations in its manufacture, I
ft SoldevCTjwher.. Take no .ubatitut.., J
R A 10c. package makes two
large pies, n

grade

The next meeting of the Non-Partisan W.
C. T. Alliance will be held Friday, Sept. 4th,
at 3 o’clock, at which time the
delegates to

i-pedalliug right along.

twenty minutes.

in

some.

Waldo County jail. They report the jail
as in the best condition in which
they have
ever found it.

the State convention, to be held in
Sept. 28th to 130th, will be chosen.

tor use

Always fresh, delicious and whole-

to

i.-ked man was that,
kill the cyclist fat,
mt did him any wrong,

;

Keaay

Jail Inspectors Bailey and Gilman were iu
Belfast last week and made an official visit

ng bell,
the man who fell.
eked him down?
inest man in town.
ied The “cop?M
h-» saw him drop.

1

List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast Post Office for the weekending Aug.
Ladies: Miss I. M. Conant, Miss
22d,
Mamie E. Grimes, Mrs. Egbert Guernsey,
Mrs. C. A. Hazeltine, Mrs. Mollie F. Ireland, Mrs. Mary L. Lewis, Miss Jessie B.
Nash, Mrs. Frank Rossiter, Miss Ella Whitcomb. Geutlemen: S. A. Cook, J. Kiggin
Samuel H Neal, Mr. J’Abbe Roy J. C. D.

Swift at his house.

than the wheel.

ured both his tires,
lie saw the air was out,
s might and main,
s little nickel pump
d .t iu

Pierce & Smalley
rearranging the
steam piping in the l pper Grammar School
building. It has not yet been decided whether to put in a larger boiler or an extra furnace for the additional heat needed.
are

boys a treat after their own hearts
mince pie, fruit
cake, or a
fruit pudding. To have the
perfection of mince
pie or fruit pudding, order

Swift & Paul had at their store last Fri-

w .-re our
ss a

Beach.

—a

day cranberries of last year’s crop which
have been kept in good condition by Mr.

town
sires ;
piece of glass,

a man

Don’t give itTi
|/a thought—further
W
than to 1
order it from vour
7
grocer. \
*-,lve your husband and
1
the1

I'. A. Hoyt has re-lettered the front
the former Skoda laboratory for its
new occupants, the Dalton
Sarsaparilla Co.

:

Steamer Catherine came to tsorthport and
Belfast yesterday with a large excursion
in Eggemoggin
party from the landings

for to-day ?

of

of the deal:
counts,

>st more

Dessert

continue the business at the old stand.

will

art

mnts

Tuesday
street, by local talent.

iliiam M. Welch and Fred A. Patterson
have bought A. L. York’s lunch wagon and

diddle,
a.

Seaside Grange will give an entertainment
evening in their hail on Field

next

^

Harrison street.

pumpkin eater,
,nd couldn't keep her;
and smashed her hike,
stay at home at night.

im

painting the Hervey

During the past week six girls have been
received at the Girls’ Home and one has been
sent to a good home in the
country.

sou,

and away he

t,
,1 not heat
! him up in

'C

are

store.

the harbor, depth of ten feet to be attained
at mean low tide on the lower part of the
middle ground, aud live feet at mean low
tide on upper part; depth of cutting to range
from four to nine feet. Amount of dredging
about *30,000 cubic yards. The work in Belfast harbor consists in dredging the area in

All

increase of pension, special,was
granted Aug, 13th to Isaiah Ricker of

Liberty.

The reunion of the Cross and
Jackson
families will be held at the
Grange Hall in
Morrill, Thursday, Sept. 3d, If nut pleasant,
next fail day.
Picnic dinner.

in

largest

that has

The day
twenty tickets

left this city by rail this seafine. One hundred and
sold.

Miss Lillian L. Fernald
tripped at the
head of a liight of stairs and fell to the foot
at her home on
Bridge street, yesterday
morning. She received a severe injury to
hei left knee and ankle. No bones were
broken.
A transparency has been
put out at the
headquarters of the McKinley and Hobart
C lub, and Tuesday a
large campaign ting
was displayed
bearing the names of MeKiuley & Hobart, Llewellyn Powers and S. L.

Mil liken
The ease against John Cofiin of
Troy,
which has been pending iu Somerset
county
courts for two years

past,

was

settled iu this

•'ity Monday. Cofiin was sued for damages
bv running over a child iu the streets
of I?airfield, the plaintiff
recovering judgcaused

ment

for

>15(1.

The

case

was

settled by

a

mean

Simmons Reunion. The annual reunion
of the Simmons family was held Aug. 15th
at the home of Jedediah Simmous in Apple-

was

were

steamboat wharf,

ton. The forenoon wras very pleasantly
spent with old friends ami meeting new
The tables were set in the orchard,
ones.
and at mum all sat down to enjoy their well

tilled lunch baskets. About 123 were present. At 1 30 p. m. the business meeting was
called to order by tirst Vice President JedeSimmons, the president being absent.
followed singing “Shall We Meet Beyond the River,” and prayer by Mrs. Lulie
Ames l'fiord of Willimansett, Mass. The
following odicers were then chosen for the
ensuing year; President, Josiah Simmous,

diah

Then

1

Montvil’e: Vice Presidents, Nahum Simmons.
Merrill; Allen Simmous, Waldo;

Secretary,

Lizzie Taylor, Appleton; TreasRandall Simmons, Warren; Chaplain,
John Simmons, Belfast; Committee on
time
and
location, Randall Simmous.
urer,

or

about

inches

2

Commissioners held their
mi at the Court House last week
u-'d Saturday to the third Tuesuty

They audited the bills,
always small. Tiie bill
Uliu of West Rockport for serfor tlie Society for Prevention

'‘d.er.

term

>

are

Animals
was

not allowed. The
and the State Con-

was

sP'2.2o

Entries were made in liighfollows: Petition for alteration

-s.

■

as

near

Sargent's crossing,

prayer

iM'iition for alteration in Belfast
near J. F. Smith’s, prayer grantn
fur location of highway near
>i

granted: petition for
o
• of
highway in Knox, prayer
•tition for estimation of damages
1 »• -rt Water Co.’s takings, dam-

'•

s,

prayer

i.
A fuller report of this case
id elswhere in this paper. The
d he in the hands of the County
j
m a few
days.
<

v

each side.

The halls

are

29x8

feet, parlors,

The following committee from each church
has been appointed to solicit entertainment
for
of

delegates attending the State Convention

the W. C- T. 1

which will he held in this

all feel welcome.

It

voted to hold the
next reunion with Randall Simmons of
Warren on Aug. 18,181*7. If stormy, the first
fair day. [Secy.
was

city on Sept. 2b and 30 and Oct. 1: Mrs. H.
Winterport Water Case Decided.
Thorndike, Congregationalist; Mrs. S. G.
The County Commissioners at their AuBicknell, Baptist; Mrs. H. Pitcher, Methodist; Mrs. J. V. Cottrell, Universalist; Mrs. gust, term made their decision in the cas» s
of Chandler R. Merrill and others vs. the
A. E. Clark, Unitariau.
Winterport Water Co., for land taken for
A. G. Nelson of Islesboro is one of the
hardy tars <>f the class which has made use of said company in establishing a sysMaine famous for her seamen, aud lie is also tem of water works in
Winterport village.
a genius as a workman.
He lias brought to
To Chandler R. Merrill for that portion
this city to exhibit at City Hall
during the indicated on the
fair a very handsome full rigged model of
plan as the “storage basin"
tlie good bark Wakefield of Boston,
Capt. and containing 217,5M0 square feet and inHowes, of which he was lirst officer. He
tlie water in Lowe’s Brook, 8b00,
made the model in the first nine months of cluding
his watch below.
It is in a handsome case and for that portion lying eastvvardly of
with mirrors at the hack and side and by said land, in consideration of a
conveyance
taking the proper position the bark is re- from said Water Co. to said Chandler B.
tiected

many times that one seems to see
of vessels.
It will doubtless attract much attention during the fair.
[Ban-
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THERMOMETER

a

oven

door,

heat in the

oven

that
at

indicates
all

times.

Sold in all prominent cities and towns

throughout

New

England.

MADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.

ability.

10-Quart

a

fruit

On the death of his father he became
member of the firm of Geo. R. Paul & Co.,
gas pipers and fitters, taking his father's
place. About 18 years ago be came to Belfast as a member of the firm of Parker &
Otis and took charge of the stock farm on
the Searsport road. The firm

was

a

member

at

"

...

"

NEED Y°UR
^E
ARE TRYINO TO

,v

V

trade and
GET IT.

^CARLE &
^21 Main

the

time of his death of a Blue Lodge in
Exeter,
of Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter and
King
Solomon Council of Belfast, and
de

so

large fleet

Merrill

24

with feed for local dealers.

Mrs. Aboru is

student from E. M. C. Seminary, Bucksport, and is oue of Knox’s most
popular aud successful school teachers,
while the groom is one of our most industrious aud enterprising young men, aud
well known in this community for his sterling worth. The happy couple immediately
left for a short trip through Camden, Rockport, Rockland aud Thomaston. They have
a host of friends, who unite iu extending
congratulations and wish them a long, happy
and prosperous voyage through life.

JONES,

Street,

Belfast, Maine>

REDUCTION

IN « PRICE.

as

in

Tobey

Springfield, Mass.

Brief funeral services
were held at the house
Tuesday afternoon
by Rev. F. L. Paysou. Hugh de Payn

Commandery

sent a large aud beautiful emblematic flower piece, consisting of a cross
and crown; the Elm City Club and Corinthian Royal Arch Chapter each a wreath, ami
many friends sent other floral offerings.
Wednesday morning Palestine Commandery
escorted the body to the station to take the
train for Exeter for interment.

Mrs. Abbie H. Fames died at her home in
Belfast Aug. 20th after a long aud painful illness. She was a native of Belfast aud
was the widow of P'rank P. Eames, who was
accidently killed by machinery in a saw
mill several years ago. Mrs. Eames was
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ellis of Putnam,
Conn wheu she began to fail in health. In
March, last, a consultation of doctors resulted in the opinion that some malignant
disease <>f the stomach was the cause of her
East

A

Keating Strictly High Grade $100 Wheel for only $65.00.

CARLE & JONES,

Belfast, Maine.

Comfort

express it in her own words, a desire “to
be a whole-souled Christian." The many
kind friends who continually brought dowers
should know how they were appreciated
Exclaiming,“How beautiful, hew beautiful,'
she would fondly < areas them and ask for
in her hand and when too
some to hold
weak to hold them they were fastened where
she coukl still admire them. Flowers were
such a comfort to her that at midnight she
has asked for the pond lily that had dropped
from her hand. This seems to make the
beautiful floral offerings from friends the
more appropriate and the more fully appreciated by her children. The departed leaves

the difference heanyone
tween the twin-bar of clear, pure

those who have trouble with their
eyes and need glasses to call on him, McClintock block, High street_For room
papers and curtains call on Carle & Jones,
Main street. They also have jelly glasses,
fruit jars, glass sets, etc., at very low prices.
-J. H. & J. W. Jones, 00 Main street, Belfast, have everything in hardware, and
strive to buy goods so that they can sell
them to their customers at low prices....

PURE WARM AIR
in your home
..

I

Sunlight
Soap !

;

jI

and other laundry soaps, but you’ll
know the difference when you use
it because it cleanses with
Less Labor

Greater Comfort
Lever Bros., Ltd., Hudson Jt Harrison

Sts., N. Y.

an-

ETNA

..

..

hotair
GOAL FURNACE

E I lift

OR

..

Hot Air and

Hot

Water

Combination Heater
keep the air I’ure and Warm,
Economical, Durable and Ea-

"'id
is

to Run.
\\ e make seven
sizes
portable and brick set, and ve

Warrant every one.

Ask

for

us

particulars.

Wood &

Bishop Co., Bangor, Me.

to

;

SAMUEL ADAMS.

JEWELER TO THE PEOPLE.
NEW

son and three daughters, Dr. Geo. F.
Eames of Boston, Mrs. Chas. M. Ellis of
Putnam, Conn.; Mrs. Geo. A. Leavitt of
Belfast and Miss Cora A. Eames of Boston.
The funeral was held at her late home Sat-

STORE,

NEW GOODS.

one

about two years ago. Mrs. Smith was industrious, faithful and charitable in all the
walks of life. She was an earnest worker
in the W. C. T. U. and, so far as her means
and time would allow, never let an opportunity to do good pass unimproved. She
leaves a husband, one daughter, Mrs. Arthur
C. Whitney and two young sons, to mourn
The remains were taken to
their loss.

Swan’s Island Sunday in Capt. Smith's
schooner, the Fairy Forest, for interment.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Horton, of No. 123 Woodlawu avenue, Saratoga, will sympathize with them in the loss
of their daughter, Anina B., whose death occurred at 8.43 o’clock Sunday evening. She
had been ill since April with consumption.
Miss Horton was fifteen years of age and
was tile only child of her parents, who will
miss her keenly. She was a member <f the
First Baptist church and Sunday school and
had many warm friends among her associates
She began the first year studies in
tlie High school last year, but tailing health
compelled her t<> relinquish her school work.
Mrs. Horton was formerly Miss Fannie
Patterson of this city.
Dunbar (lied at bis home in Deer
Isle Aug. 20th, from the effects of a sunstroke in Bangor a few days before. He
was a native of Belfast, a sou of the late
Joshua Dunbar. The remains were brought
His age
to Belfast for interment Friday.
He leaves a wife.
was 31 years.

Unable

invites

The ground tenement in the brick house adjoining the homestead of Mrs. Emily Peirce
on High street is offered of rent.
Apply to
C. W. Frederick, attorney-Carle & Jones
announce a reduction iu price on bicycles,
and are offering a Keating strictly high
grade 3100 wheel for 305. Here is an opportunity for those who want a wheel, and no
oubt that nieaus a // who have not got on e

see

Health

and
DEMAND

Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

75

MAIN

Fair,
Lew-

iston,

to

Support By ran.

William Dech, the father of Populism iu
Nebraska, has announced that he will not
support Mr. Bryan. Iu an interview Mr.
Mr. Bryan
declares that
Dech states:
debtors have the right to choose the coin in
which payment shall be made, whether it is
what they borrowed or not. No
equal
honorable citizen or candidate or patriot or
friend of the common people will ever advocate any such principle or policy. It is the
rank teaehiug of a demagogue who will
sacrifice private and public honor and disgrace the entire nation to satisfy his greed
for office. Iu his Madison* Square Garden
effort Mr. Bryan reached the climax of lbs
public career. His meteoric ascension will
have an iguoble descent, as he deserves for
his desertion of every landmark, tradition
and principle sacred to American history
and experience and revered by the Amerito

can

people.

Lowest Prices.

Eleven 'Sears Experience.

formerly occupied by

\\

(’.

MAINE.

Marshall.

DIRIGO !

The
State

Specialty.

STREET, BELFAST,

Store

Maine

a

Aug.

See the crange Parade, Maine Military Parade.
Floral Parade, Bicycle Parade. Croat Fish Exhibit, /•’/
sion's M(i 1‘i'clons ] tas. njH
I lords, Flocks. Crops and
Products in quantity.
Hood's Celebrated derseys
-n
Ma hinery in
exhibition.) Balloon Ascension Daily.
tha,
operation. C7-enter exhibition «*/«•/
Tr"t.ti)i</, pacin'/, It a n n i h;/. ana 11 icy,-in /,’.».••
t
Excursion trains ami rates /nan
••«/ .c
after the races.
Exhibition entries close Aug. loth. Paces Aug.

31,
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TW I I’CIIKLL, Secretary, Augusta, >le.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L

A. KNOWL TON, President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

I.MMVIIH \L
DKPOSITM

Feb. 2M

IMM.

$3(5,353.(5!)

July 21, IMM.
$3!),lMI.2!)
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can
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his Commandery. In Mahis business, his work was correct, aud he was often referred to on questions of Masonic law or practice. He leaves
one son, Win. H. Parker of
Danville, 111.,
aud an only sister, Mrs. F. C4.
of

sonry,

a

At a
Glance

..

"

ly systematized. As a book-keeper or accountant, or in any clerical office he was
rapid, accurate and methodical. His work
was always well and
promptly done. He
was an ardent Freemason and had been
advanced to the thirty-second degree of the
He

"

....

dissolved and he took a needed rest for
awhile. He was elected Register of Probate
in 1892, and was a candidate for re-election
on the Republican ticket at the time
of his
death. Since taking the office he has introduced a new system of keeping the books
and arranging the papers, and had it perfect-

Kite.

Tin Tails,.10
Jars—Mason,Lightning and Smalley, CHEAT.

"
Trying Tans—"Acme,”
10
Lamp Chimneys,
,9
Toilet Taper, 7 packages for
.25
2-Quart Glass Titchers,
»
....
15
Glass Xappies,
10
Spoons, 12-inch,
Teaspoons, per dozen,
fi
Room Tapers,
....
7
Remnant Borders, per yard,
"
1
Curtains on Spring Rollers,
17"

subsequently

releasing all rights and privileges
Rev. R. G. Harbutt of
acquired by said company by said taking. 81. urday afternoon,
gor Whig.
To the heirs of Chandler R. Merrill, de- Searsport officiating.
Shipping Items. Sch. Nora came from ceased, for laud indicated upou the plan as a
Mrs. Deborah Smith died at her home on
Islesboro Thursday for the tools, etc., of part of the land of “Nancy Merrill and
Capt. H. A. Babbidge, who worked on the others," in consideration of a conveyance Bay View street last Saturday afternoon of
wharves and bridges here early in the sea- from said Water Co. to said heirs, releasing typhoid fever. Deceased was a native of
of Swan's Island. Her maiden name was
all rights and privileges acquired by said
son.... Sch. Win. E. Downes arrived last
by their taking, 81.
Stinson and she was the wife of Capt. James
Thursday and went into Carter’s dock for company
The corporation is to pay the costs.
The family moved to Belfast
L. Smith.
general repairs. She is to be opened and rea

styles of hats. Call and see the Wilcox
hats, new style-Geo. R. Poor, optician,

GLENWOOD

positions when a young man he went to
St. Louis, where he became cashier of a National Bank, which position lie tilled with

acottisn

:

J-l'y Glasses with Tin Tops,.. Cents.
Tumblers (not a common, cheap glass, but a
“
good one), :t
Glass Sets—Sugar, Creamer, Butter and
"
Spoonholder, 23

continued illness.
In tlie last of May, her
Warren, Allen Simmons, Waldo, Arthur sou, I>r. Geo. F. Eames of Bostou, decided to
(.has. H. Max field has been engaged as Simmons, Appleton; Committee on en- attempt her removal to the old homestead
Superintendent for the Belfast Light and tertainment, Robert Simmons and lady. in Belfast, where her daughter, Mrs. Geo. A.
Miles Simmons and wife, Warren. After
Power Go. for another year. Mr. Maxtield
Leavitt, now lives. This was successfully
has beeu in charge <>f the plant here one the business was transacted an li«>ur was
done, a stop <>f a few days being made in
with
music
and
recitations.
After
spent,
and
has greatly improved 't, iu many
year
Bostou for rest and a thorough examination
respects. The company and its patrons are songs by Albert Gushee and Bertha Sim- by Dr. H. O.
Marcy of Bostou. His valued
mons
of Appleton, Mr. Robert'Simmons of
to be congratulated that his sere ces are to
opinion agreed with previous opinions, and
Warren gave a pretty recitation, followed by
be continued.
was confirmed by the later
diagnoses of two
a recitation by Evie Taylor of
Appleton. A of Belfast's best physicians. It is
The Republican* rally to be held in Belquire as
nice duet was sung by Myrtie and
very
fast Opera House tomorrow, Friday, at, 1.50
remarkable as it is true, that during her ill*
Adella Hemeuway of Almon. Then came a
ness not one murmur escaped her
p. m. will be addressed by two of the ablest
lips. On
recitation by a little daughter of Randall
Tuesday, about a week before her death, she
speakers on the stump. Hon. Henry Cabot
Simmons of Warren, followed by a song by
expressed the wish that she might he able to
Lodge has a national reputation and Hon.
Ethel L’fford of Willimansett, Mass. The walk about and
J. Sloat Fassett is one of the soundest thinkhelp herself more, but imyoung people devoted most of their time to mediately said, “but I ought to he thankful
ers and most entertaining
speakers of New
bull and croquet. Mr. and Mrs. Jede- for there are so
base
\ ork State.
1 lit- hour of the
many others who are worse
meeting is set diab Simmons
kindly received the company oil." Her life was one of unselfish devotion
early to accommodate people of neighboring
and did everything in their power to make to her
family, of neighborly kindness and,
towns, especially those who come by rail.

Fish Facts. Sewall, Nathan E. and Ro10x15; libraries, 15x18; dining rooms, 14x18;
kitchens, 10x10. The front room on the sec- land C. Patterson aud William. M. Welch
ond door in the tower is a smoking room, returned last week from a
fishing trip in the
common to both families.
The location is Little Kate. They went to Matinicus aud
high aud presents a due view of the bay. Isle au Haut, but found fish scarce and the
Emery Cottrell is master builder.Tames ! fog thick and brought home only a small
T. Pottle is renovating for Win. H. Hall the j fare-Capt. Holbrook arrived last Thurs“Havener house” at the corner of Cedar aud day in sloop
Agnes witli a small fare of
j
Franklin streets. It has been raised 2 feet, corned fish. He
reports the dog-fish less
new sills and flooring put in, the foundation
\ troublesome than awhile ago, but still too
rebuilt, and general repairs made through- \ many for profitable fishing. He beached
out... Win. H. Beckwith is making exten- the
Agues while here for cleaning, etc....
sive repairs on his stable at the Head of the
Sloop H. McDonald was in port Monday
Tide..
Mr. Albert B. Otis is making alterawith a good fare of cod, hake, haddock and
tions aud improvements to his residence on
chicken halibut, taken off Isle au Haut_
North High street... Geo. T. Reed has made
T. J. Hopkins caught two sharks measuring
extensive improvements in the engiue room
4 1-2 feet each off Saturday Cove last week.
of his machine shop. He has rebuilt the -Bicknell &
Hopkins caught 15 mackerel
chimney to double its former size, put a new in their weir last Friday, and sold them at
front casting and new d re-brick to the boiler, the shore for 8 cents apiece.
relaid the brick work, and otherwise imNew Advertisements.
D. P. Palmer,
proved the plant.
Masonic Temple, has the fall and winter

Any One Can Cook with a

You Can Find

payment of ,>-5.

rated, and such repairs made as are found
Wedding Bells.
necessary-Sch. Miantouomah loaded baj
his will doubtless prevent voters
Aborn-Kenney.
A pretty but quiet wedBuilding and Repairs. The new double at Shales’ Saturday for Boston_Sob. Reag their ballots by marking outtook place Wednesday, Aug. 19th, at
ding
arrived
for
galia
Swan
Thursday with^orn
residence of I>r. J. C. Ham and Mr. A. T.
juare, as was sometimes done
Condon on North port avenue is well along & Sibley Co-Sch. Nevada was in port the home of Rev. T. R. Pentecost in Montsmailer squares were used. There
aud will be ready for the plasterers soon. Aug. 20th, from Rockland for Eastport with ville. The contracting parties were, Berkets on the ballot. Republican,
trand L. Aboru, aud Miss Annabel Kenney,
The house is in two tenements, exactly alike, lime. Sch. Emma M. Fox arrived Aug. 21st
Prohibition and People’s, all full
both of Knox. The bride was very handtwo stories, with central tower in front, a from Hoboken with coal for F. G. White_
at the Prohibitionists make no
dressed in white, beautifully trimsomely
Sch.
Alida
has
been
sold
to
window
on
each
side
in front aud one at
Bangor parties
c
for Representative to the Legis- bay
med with silk, lace and ribbon; large white
each end of the house. The house is 40x87 aud is to be commanded by Capt. Gray of
i< Beifast.
white gloves, and slippers.
feet on the door, and contains ten rooms on Brewer-Sch. Addie E. Snow arrived Aug. leghorn hat,
column,

he

CARLE & JONES’

cal

Hugh
Payn Commandery of Melrose, Mass. He
was Past Master of his
Lodge, Past High j
Priest of his
and Past Eminent
depth Commander ofChapter

low tide. Amount
of dredging about 52,000 cubic yards. The
bids were as follows: Moore & Wright,
lb 1-2 cents for Camden: 14 1-4 cents for Belfast. Hamilton & Sawyer, 14 3-4 cents,
Camden ; 13 3-8 cents for Belfast. Simon J.
Donovan, IT cents for Camden.

The Baptist Sunday school excursion to
Good Will Farm yesterday was cue of the
son.

front of Boston
feet at

of thirteen

sacred concert advertised for Belfast,
Opera House last Sunday evening was given
up, as some of the participants were suddenly called away.
The

Obituary.
Jeremiah D. Parker, Esq., died at his
boarding house. No. 2f> Church street, Sunday morning, from a complication of diseases.
Mr. Parker was born in Exeter, N.
H., and was educated in the public schools
of that towu. After serving in various cleri-

14, 1896.
5172,093.16.

These Jiyures are taken from oar steam statements
of the Currency, \l'ash inyton, on the alt tee dates.
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT pay..
ary 1st and duly 1st. Deposits during the tirs- three dnvs ot
of that month. This department .»il'*r.s much .//•■ if
imich as every deposit is a
t„ i„ //,
,,u i all d-n ,,.ts
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank bein^r the latest established B .ink in Wild c.
ments in Fire ami Butkiiar-Proof w >rk. :'i‘re o » f *.i ubank in this county.
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Belfast National Bank, ROOM PAPERS
Belfast,

Maine.

CURTAINS

CAPITAL, $150,000.
SURPLUS, $33,000
Open

from 9 to 12 A. M,

AT

From

CARLE & JONES',

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

SOLICITED.

151 LKASI', MA1NK
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The Widow and

Her

Son.

mother would
It

f J; was a beautiful moonlight evening as
Jdrs. Alden sat in her sitting room alone.
Memory

the

to

with the past; taking
early home, with the
she was a light hearted

ed to have

a power over him for evil.
We will go back to the time when Mrs.
Aldfen was seated alone in her sitting

loved ones, when
girl tree from care,
est

daughter

ohe was the youngof Mr. and Mrs. Alden of a

town in western Maine.

Her father

thinking of the past. She was
awaiting her son’s return from a dance.

room

was

Some time after

midnight she heard his
unsteady step going up to his room. Before retiring Mrs. Alden knelt down and
prayed to that One who has promised to

well-to-do fanner who had not mistaken his
calling. His farm looked as though
a

order

the

ruling organ with its owner.
His farm work was done in a proper
time.
His barn and out-buildings were
was

neatly kept,
entering

be

their

was

close observer after

a

dwelling

to

well ordered home.

four children
and

born

them—two

to

daughters.

two

taught to remember
days of tli* ir youth.

They

early

1

their Creator in the

morning

said at the breakfast table

“Mother,

am

selfish and inconsiderate to

of

one

the best of mothers.
How 1 loved you
before this awful habit fastened its chains
around me.
It is no use for me to think

and to honor God in

all their ways
Mr. Alden*s daily practice was to read from the “good old book*’

of overcoming this habit while remaining
about here.
With your consent I am going away; going out west where uncle

morning and evening, and to ask God’s
blessing and protection upon his family.
His

there

falling from my eyes, and 1 can see that
liquor has destroyed my finer feelings and

sons

were

The next

I heard you praying for me after 1 came
home, and I am beginning to see what
awful danger I am in.
The scales are

Mr. Alden*s companion would answer the description in
Proverbs of a good wife.
They had
a

nothing

the fatherless and the

until Johnnie broke the silence.

that it was

see

Father to

a

widow’s God.

and his stock well cared for.

One need not be

always sit up for his return.
long before his steps were un-

not

steady when he came home at a late hour.
Mr. Hamlin and Johnnie's associates seem-

busy

was

her back

was

after

reaching mature years Hubert and uncle James
are, and 1 am
early home and settled in the never
coming back until 1 am such a son
The daughters settled not far from
as you deserve.
Mrs. Alden’s heart w as

sons

left their
we^t.

their

native town.
The eldest married
a farmer
by the name of stevens. The
youngest married a carpenter whose name
Alden.

was

Mr. Alden was

a

filled with

did;

always ready to respect the rights of
He regulated his conduct by the
standard which he believed to be right:
and in performing his duty would sacriwas

personal interest.

said of him that he

manly

man.

soon

slave to strong drink.
As
his things were in readiness

as

a

Johnnie with his mother

w

ent to bid his

grandparents good bye. They thought
favorably of Johnnie’s going west to be

lu

life he professed to love the Master;
and Lis profession was adorned by a well
ordered lile.
"When Mr. James Alden
and Miss Lizzie Aldeu were united iu

with his uncles.
visit with lief parents,
and promising to return after Johnnie
started on his journey, Mrs. Alden and
After

thought to be a very
suitable match.
They were just suited
for each other.
Mrs. Alden began house
Levying soon after their marriage. They
were a happy couple.
Mr. Alden had
plenty of business, and Mrs. Alden was
always ready to help bear the burdens of
lile
As time passed by a little son was
was

making

a

her son returned home.

Two

days later
good bye and

Johnnie bade his mother
started for the West. He

was

past twenty

Mrs. Alden was brave and
years of age.
cheerful when she parted with her son;
she did not want him to think of her in
After making arrangements in her
home she went to reside with her parents.
They were beginning to feel the infirmi-

tears.

His
joyiuiiy welcomed 10 their home.
name was
John; lie was named for his
grandfather Alden. He was always called

Johnnie. He

lie

as

what it would be to have him remain at

early

marriage, it

talk

she felt God

home and be

It could well be

was a

son

was answering her prayShe knew it would be very hard for
her to part with him, but nothing to

others.

fice

to hear her

ers.

who

man

joy

ties of age and needed her company.
At
expiration of two weeks Mrs. Alden

the

Literary

News and Notes.

The State C. E. Convention.
Every indication concerning

the State
Endeavor convention at Skow1 .‘5, shows that it is to be by all
odds the most attractive ever arranged. The
provisional programme is not yet ready for
the press, but the executive
committee,
which is engaged in arranging the convention attractions, promises a splendid list of

McClure’s Magazine for September will
contain a short sea story of quite unusual
quality and interest, by a new writer,
Morgan Robertson, once a sailor before
the mast.
There will also be stories by
Mrs. Spofford and Clinton Ross.

Christian

hegan, Sept.

The Definition, Object, and Sphere of
Taxation will be treated by David A.
Wells in Appletons’ Popular
Science
Monthly for September. Many popular
errors as to the nature of taxation, some
centuries old, will be pointed out in this

speakers.
The following prominent Endeavor orators have already accepted invitations to address the convention: Win. Shaw, Boston,
treasurer of the United Society of C. E.;
Rev. J. T. Beckley, D. D., of Philadelphia;
Rev. Way land Hoyt, D. D.; Rev. Geo. D.
Lindsay of Portland; Rev. J. M. Frost, Bangor; Charlotte T. Sibley, Belfast. In addition, it is very probable that the following j
will address the convention, although they !

paper.
In

the

August

number

of

Current

Events, the monthly news-review pub-

lished in Hartford, Connecticut, the position of Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe on
woman suffrage is clearly defined,—Mrs.
Isabella Beecher Hooker, the famous
philanthropist and suffrage advocate,
telling of her sister’s relations with the
cause.
The other features of the magazine are as complete as usual.

the worst forms of female
all ovarian troubles, inflammation and ulceration, falling and
displacements of the womb, and consequent spinal weakness, and is peculiarly adapted to the change of life.
Every time it will cure Backache.
It has cured more cases of leucorrhoea by removing the cause, than any
remedy the world has ever known ; it
is almost infallible in such cases.
It
dissolves and expels tumors from the
uterus in an early stage of development, and checks any tendency to can
cerous humors.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Liver Pills work in unison with the
Compound, and are a sure cure for
constipation and sick headache. Mrs.
Pinkham’s Sanative Wash is of great
^alue for local application.

McClure’s Magazine for September will
contain the first report ever published of
Abraham Lincoln famous “Lost Speech,”
delivered at Bloomington, before the first
Republican Stare Convention held In
Illinois.
“I never witnessed such a scene
before or since,” says Joseph Medill,
editor of the Chicago Tribune,
who
was a
member of the convention and
writes an introduction to the report of tlie
speech describing the occasion.

George W. Smalley, the famous Ameri-

editor-author, has been granted a
months’ holiday by his paper, the
Londou Times, and lias gone abroad on a
special mission for The Ladies’ Home
Journal.
He has engaged to prepare a
short series of articles for that magazine,
and is gathering the material for them in
Europe. The work will necessitate his
spending part of the summer in England,
and the remainder in Germany.
can
two

a

was a

lie with them,

consolation to her to

She visited the sick and

helped
needy
everything done that could be done, but the sorrowing, fn doing good she found
skill
could
save
him.
He
earthly
was the time did not seem
long, it passed rap‘calm and resigned, lie knew in whom he
idly away. She heard from her son once
.trusted,
llis greatest anxiety was about in
two weeks and lie received kind and lovJoluinh
Strong drink was kept in the ing letters as often from liis mother. Mrs.
village and he feared that after his son Aiden often received
pleasing letters from
loci' he might do as other
boys were her brothers concerning her son: they
the

and carried sunshine to

no

boii

it

comfort to Mr. Alden to
>d\s promise that He would be

was a

blink
a

llie fatherless

iau.er to

were

families of their

and tne widow's

Johnnie.

Mr. Aiden lingered some
weeks,
calmly passed away. Mrs. Aiden’s
griei was too deep for tears at first; but
after tlie tears began to fail she tried
bald to say, thy will, (> (rod. be done. Her
loved one was laid to rest in the
village
She felt that

sibility

rested
ed to (djd for

on her,
strength

west.

great responand she daily praytrain her

boy

observing. Alter coining
village one day lie said,

remaining out
longer than usual

mother had heard from him she

Alden knew tlie

with them.

Johnnie

came

home

a

line

man.

He had

prospered beyond his mothers
lie soon bought a nice
expectations.
home near his grandfather’s and brought
quite a youthful bride to share it with him and

home from the

his mother.

“mother what
W eston act so sly when he
goes into the back room of Mr. Hamlin’s
store.’ He always has

prominent

makes Mr.

sides,

and

Mr. Alden bids fair to be

man
a

in the

place

where he

a

re-

faithful worker in the cause

of temperance.
His mother came out of
the “furnace” pure gold.
j. c. m.

something wrapped

in a paper. I guess it is a bottle.” Johnnie
did not know then what Mr. Hamlin
kept
in his back room.
Mrs. Aiden could

Stockton
The

have given a very
good reason why Mr.
W eston did not wish to be seen
entering
Mr. Hamlin s back room, because he did

Springs.

Wage-Earner

and

Free

Silver.

What then is the outlook for the wageearner under free silver?
He would have
to pay in silver from 50 to 100
per cent,

wish it to be known that he
patronizmore than he now
t<!
a man who was
pays in gold for pracengaged in criminal
business, a business that makes widows tically everything that he needs, while
at the same time he could feel no cerand orphans.
For some cause, not gener-'
ally known, Mr. Weston fancied that L.e tainty that his wages would be much, if
any higher in silver than they now are in
and his family belonged to the
“upper gold. Grant that after a long term of
ten." He thought he could drink his whis- years the equilibrium
might again be
key slyly and it need not be known out- restored he would even then have gained
would
simply have got back
side of bis family. After a person lias in- nothing—he
to his present position of
advantage; that
dulged in strong drink any length of time is, his wages would have been increased
it needs not a close observer to detect it. sufficiently in silver to make them
equal
In the
He did not seem ro realize what an ex- to the present amount in gold.
meantime he would have been obliged to
ample lie was setting before an only son. incur all the risks and losses
attending
Johnnie got along well with his studies the
carrying out of the free silver policy,
and was a great help to his mother and There is another particular in which free
silver would operate to the
wage-earner’s
company for her until he was about
If lie is of frugal liabits
disadvantage.
of
eighteen years
age; then a change he has saved up a few hundred dollars and
seemed to come over him.
His mind put the money iu a savings bank.
Under
was
carried away with dancing; lie free silver these accumulations will be reduced about one-half in their gold value,
attended all the dances in the
village, tlie depositor getting in return for what
as some of the
did.
It
distressed
boys
was worth 100 cents in goid at the time of
•iis mother, for she knew that
many boys deposit, a silver dollar worth only .3:!
cents.
What compensation does free silhad taken their first lessons in
strong ver hold out to
him for this loss? Abdrink at dances.
It was not long before
none.
solutely
Very
likely, too, he has a
Johnnie seemed to think it made a
young small life insurance policy taken out to
man seem
manly to carry a bottle in his make provision for his family in the conhip pocket. A report soon reached Mrs. tingency of his death. He has been paying the premiums on this policy for years,
Alden that her son was
frequenting Mr. always feeling that those dependent on him
Hamlin's “back room.”
She could not would be well taken care of, at least for
a time, through this little fund after he
believe it at hrst; but suon she was
obligNow he finds that
ed to.
How hard she tried to win him had passed away.
| the allowance is to be cut down one-half,
hack in the path of
right by cords of In this case, too, free silver offers him no
love.
It was a great source of sorrow to equivalent, for
his
loss.
[Financial
Mr. Alden’s parents; they tried hard to , Chronicle.
nut

j
|

j

have

a good influence over their
grandson.
Mrs. Alden had kind neighbors, and
they
felt that as God had taken Johnnie’s father

there

was a

duty

for them to do to try and
boy of his awful dan-

convince the orphan
ger.
When

Johnnie

was

out

nights,

his

___

Arnica

Salve.

The Best calve in the world for Cuts,
i Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or

money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
i For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

0

o

o

0

< ►

0

0

4

Sent charges prepaid to any address on re*
ceipt of price. Complete outfit, 81. We
> will guarantee to cure or refund money.
*

Home treatment book free to any address
on receipt of 10 cents in stamps for postage.

* ►

YIP-SIP CO., P. 0. Drawer 5331, Boston, Mass.

■

1

in obedience to the order of that freesilver body. Wage-earners will find in
them a remarkable argument addressed to
the employers of labor for the purpose of
warning them of the competition with the
manufactures of this country threatened
by the manufactures of Japan, and suggesting a way to meet it. In brief, Mr.
Teller commends and endorses the argument that as Japan has really decreased
wages by becoming a silver country, the
rivalry of her manufacturers is to be feared, and cannot be met unless our own
manufacturers also reduce wages by adopting the silver standard.
But we shall permit this extraordinary
document to speak for itself. After more
than twenty years of ineffectual effort to
maintain bimetallism, Japan went to a
silver basis in 1878, and at the present
time two silver yens (a yen being the
equivalent of our dollar) are equal in value
to one gold yen.
In the mean time wages
nave not advanced, so that their
purchasing power has been reduced by about onehalf.
Senator Teller’s paper quotes the
following telling statement from Sir
Edwin Arnold, who is speaking of the industrial skill and capacity of the Japanese:
“And when one realizes that this ability
and capacity can be obtained there for an

the

For Hot Weather!
A NEW IMPORTED

or

just

J

\

OASTOHIA.

in.

Blanche, Saunders,
powders.

A nice atomizer for

35c.

Vessels.

Abner Coburn, J P Butnarn, arrived at
Yokahama July 14 from New York.
A G Hopes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco July 21 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, arrived at New
York Aug 1 from Jloilo.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Singapore June

Hong Kong.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from
May 2b, from New York for

1G for

tevideo

MonSan

||

iTDIIC’C
V It has been in

Puritan,

A N

Blanchard,

arrived at

liiugo

Aug 7 from Philadelphia.
Reaper, G C Young, sailed from New York

July

2 for Aujer.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
York June 22 for Hong Kong.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
July 2 from Samaraug.
S D Carietou, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 2b for Shanghae; spoken May 2b,
iat 10 S, Ion b4 W.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelphia July b0 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, arrived at New
York July 2b from Hiogo.
Tillie E Starhuck, Ebeu Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu July 21 for New York.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, at New York for

San Francisco.
Wm H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, at
Shanghae July b for New York.
W J
Ketch, Sewali C Lancaster, sailed
from Vladivostok, Siberia, May 20 for Hong

pin worm
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Henry Norwell, Cushman,

positive
Constipation and
Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all the common
complaints of c h 1 d e u.
35c. at all Druggists.
.v

for

Aug 8 repairing.
Matanzas, arrived

DR.J.F.TKUE A: CO.,
Auburn, Me.

For Tape worms we have1
special treatment. Write
for pamphlet.

sailed

from

New V'ork June 20 for Brunswick, Ga.
lolani, McClure, at Honolulu Aug 1 fur
New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong June 2 for New York.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, at Boston

nse

aim uiitttiB.

New York.

at

Havana Aug 8 from

Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at'Adelaide, prior to July 20 from New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Hamburg May 28 for Rio Janeiro; passed

a

TRADE- MARK

Deal Jline 7.

The ART AMATEUR
Best and

Largest Practical Art Magazine.
only Art Periodical awarded a Medal at the

World’s Fair.
Iilfaluable to <i/l who wish to mala their tiring by
art or to make their homes beautiful

FOR
run Iflp
IUI

we

wiI1 86,1,1

any one g ^ p
lb.
mentioning this publi- A
cation a specimen copy, with superb III*'
color plates (for copying or f raming JL \J
and 8 supplementary pages of designs (regular
l,rice> 35c). Or we will send also
FOR Iflp
run
lUu. “Painting for
beginners
pages
MONTAGUE MARKS, *23 Union Square, N. Y.
to

f
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PILES !
|

(
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A

Flavor.

perfect Remedy

BOTTLIk

1

Clarified Sugar

lidid/y/e in

OF EVERY

PILES !

PILES !

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iy46

H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Port Tampa Aug 17 from Barbadoes.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 0 for Garoutolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at New York
Aug 10 from Port Spain.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griftiu, cleared
from Parrsboro, N S, July 2 for Buenos

A

<

)
for Constipa-

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms, Convulsions, Feverishness and Loss OF SLEEP.
Tac Simile

Signature

of

NEW YORK.

EXACT

Castoria i3 put r.p in rue-size b>
is not sold in bulk. 1 n allow a
vnu
anything ei. o <:i tl. plea or pis "just as good" and "will ansu.
See that you get C-A
pose."

COPT OF WRAPPER,

rfi OB ATE

NOTICES.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday
of August, A. D. 18JHL
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament of .NATH ANIEL HALL,
late of Moutville, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having been piesented for probate
Ordered, That uotke be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thevmav

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
OEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Rt ssei.l.O. Dvk'u. Register pro tern.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor
the Countv of Waldo, outlie second Tnesdav of
August. A. 1>.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of JOANNA <'t NNINO
HAM. late of Moutville, in said < oun; v of Wablo,
deceased, having been presented tor probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
interested bv causing a copy of This order to be
published three weeks successively m the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast" that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellas;',
within and for said Coun;y. on the see-md Tuesday of September next, at ten of the i.. k be lore
noon, and show cause it any they have, why the
same sh>mid not be proved, anpr ved am! allowed
(dill. L. JOHNS* IN. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
RVssk! O 1 ic ku. Register pro tern.

\

A

true

CEO i. JOHNSON, .hidue.
copy. Attest:
Hi sski.i O. Dvi:u. Itcuisicr pro tern.

In Court of Pi bate, held at Beln
In.
last, on the second
\
* la do
o!
h
ISP*-,. ( »T!S 1*. WII.SI »N. * i: a 11 a
nmN]
-an
O. SEVERANCE. niinu. *d
id, m
County, has inn presented hi- tldrd n,d iinai inallowance.
Count of guardianship ot -aid ward I■
h• r• >t b.
en. hire**
ordered. That u• 11.•.•
weeks -uece-si\ ely. ii, the Ib-pui>’ n.a
.loitrual,
n.s
in
in
said
t
liar
ad
Belfast,
prmtetl
eonui).
p.
interested inn) attend at a Probate
t. :•• he
held at Belfast on the second Tnesda) ot >cpt. n.
her uexr. and show cause, if any t In *. 1 i.i\ •■. why
the said account should not lie allowed.
CEO. E. h >HNS( >N. d dire.
A true Copy. Attest:
K1 sski.i. '1>\ kk. Register pro t- n
TT7ALDOSS.

■

In Court of Prohate, held at 1 b-.1X7 A EDO SS.
tV fast, on the second Tuesday ", Auuu.-i.
lKPtl. FREDERICK E. PAE.MER. Vdm ,:-ir.d.
with The will annexed on the estate oi ACRoRA
PIPER, late <d Monme, in said Count) deeeasrn,
un: or
ad
having presented his tirst ami final a<
ministration ot said estate tor allowance.
Ordered. That uotie** thereot be given. thr
weeks suecessively. in tin- Republic;*! Journal,
printed in Belfast, :n said county, that all persons
interested, mas arteml at a Probate < "i;rt. to be
n
held at Belfast, on the -c ml Tnesda) or S. ;
her next, and show iaiise.it am thev Lave, why
the said account should not be allowed.
CEo. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
Ri sski.i. O. Dyr.it, Register pn cm.
■

■

>-

W Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
New York April 18 for Anjer.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Aug (» from Bridgewater, N S.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
Charleston, S C, Aug 18 for New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Montevideo June HO from Baltimore.
Edward May, sailed from Boston July 5
for Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Boston Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Mollendo
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,) for Astoria.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Guat;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 88 W.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Brunswick, Ga, Aug 2 for Sapelo.

45 yrs. is purely vegetable, fll
I harmless and effectual.
Where uo worms are Vs
[ present itacts as a Tonic and corrects the con- I]
a dition of the mucous membrane of the stom- V|

The

j

Hi Carbonate Soda
flarm Seed

,■

BARKS.

I Hub OELIXIR

acu

I

Jipperruint

Francisco.
Daniel Barnes, G C Arpe, cleared from
New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
El Capitan, A L Carver, arrived at Shanghae about Aug <s from New York.
At a Probate * 'oiirt held at Ib-1 i';iv witniu and lor
Emily E Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
the County of Waldo, on the second Tnesda* >?
from New York June 20 for Shanghae.
Alfa list A. l>. 1 S'.Kh
Gov Rome, Nichols, sailed from Hung j
certain instrument, purporting to t.. tin- last
Kong June 21 for New York.
will and testament ot liANx »>. (
I 1 RNEH.
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Melbourne late of Palermo, in said Couni) <d Wab!o. deceasJuly (i for Marseilles via Hobart Tuwn,YDL. ed. ha1, inn been presented for probate.
Ordered. That notice be gi\en to all per-..us inHenry B Hyde, Pliineas Pendleton, sail- terested
by causing a eop\ ot this order to be
ed from New York June 27 for San Francisco.
-cess
published thret we* ks
P
R
at
b
Josephus,
Gilkey,
Shanghae July
lican .Journal, printed at Bellas:. that tiic\ m.*>
for New York.
at
a
ProbateCoun.ro
be he id
I b it.,-;,
appear
.>,d 'in.--.,
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived within and for said Count), on the
at New York Aug S from Manila.
day of September next, at ten of the 'dock be tore
causc.it an) the) have, why tin*
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from New noon, and show
r-d an I allowed
same should not be preed at
York July 21 for San Francisc ■.

Kong.

pains about the navel; heat and itching sensathe rectum and about the anus; eyes
heavy and dull; itching of the nose short, dry
cough ; grinding of the teeth ; starting during
slow
sleep;
fever; and often in children, convulsions. The best worm remedy mada is

P. O. ADDRESS,
vnppw.

La

tion in

II

Face!

are not the sort of a man I should like
for a father-in-l’ay ; but, then, you know, we
needn’t be chummy unless we want to.’’
[Household Words.

to

50 cents

II Hundreds of Children and adults have worms If
I \ but are treated for other diseases. Thesymp- \\
I toins are—indigestion, with a variable apI petite, foul tongue; offensive breath; hard |1
I and full
belly, with occasional gr.pings and I

feller,” said the man who
shingle, “that is the igu’rantest man in this hull township.”
“That’s a pretty hard thing to say.”
“He practically owned up ter it hisself,
though. We wus talkin’ things over in the
store the other night, an’ I’m
dumgasted ef
he didn’t come right out an’ own up tliet he
didn’t know exactly how this gover’ment
orter be run!”
[Washington Star.

Old Bramble—“Want to marry my daughter, do you? Let me say, sir, that you are
not exactly the sort of man I should like for
a son-in-law.”
Young gentleman—“Well,

come

Water

Adam

a

[Portland Express.

to

POOR «£ SON,

Populist.

About

quality

any 35

New* Odors * and * Atomizers

a

Right

POWDER,

SEDUISANTE,” only 25c.,

equal

Professor.

The New York World, commenting on the
performance at Watervi He last week, says:
“In Maine, at least, they seem to agree
with Col. Hill of Ohio, that when the Democratic party shifts position it is the duty of
every good Democrat ‘to turn so fast that
his pistol pocket will be in front.’
But there are many who do not so believe.

HEAD

TOILET ARTICLES

in

Deep

WRAPPER

V

Pain and Iiitiainuiatio'n, Heals and Protects the
Membrane from Colds, Restores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Is quickly absorbed. Lives relief at once. 50 cents at Drujicists or bv mail;
samples 1 <)<•. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.

ordered Hanson thrown
Frank nominated in his
stead. The whole combination will go
(low’ll in ruin ou the fourteenth day of
September. [Bateman in the Maine Populist.

whittling

a

S f&STS&COLD 'n

Arthur Sewall
down and M. P.

“There goes

*

CREAIV1 BALIVI

When will Mayor Hanson send that “delegation of.Belfast Populists” over to this
office? We want to receive them wTith all
the sweet serenity at ou:: command.

was

*

ELYS

!‘LA

of

8HIPS.

►

■

tiie nostrils.

cure

Not a

cured 1 *y

he

[Rockland Star.

Register

pleasant remedy which
is applied directly into

[Harper’s Weekly.
from

morning.

changes.
can

Pooler’s drug

store Sunday night a
mouse in attempting to cross a sheet of
fly
was
and
was found dead in the
paper
caught

DISEASE
and h the result of colds
and sudden climatic*
It

Rockland Tragedy.

A

LOCAL

There are some further rates of wages
exhibited in the Teller paper. From it we
learn that carpenters, plasterers, and
some others receive 20 cents a day; tailors
and dyers receive 24 cents; male servants
10 cents; laborers, ID cents; and women
weavers, 3 1-2 cents.
Tlie paper contains other statements,
some of them taken from the reports of
our own consular officers, while others
are from the letters of English and American newspaper correspondents.
They are
all intended to show’ that Japan threatens
our manufactures because by reason of
the adoption or acceptance of the silver
basis the labor cost of their products has
been reduced one-half.
The argument
is therefore fbat if this country will follow the example of Japan and become a
silver country, our manufacturers will be
able to compete with their Oriental rivals.
Otherwise there is danger that the cheap
product of Japan will injure our capitalists. The paper was evidently not intended for the reading of wage-earners.
Points

a

is

4

dlx.Se/irirr
JRoduUc Soils
druse Seed

__

leaders winked at each other and said to
themselves: “We have caught the bear.”
After the St. Louis convention there
wasn’t one who dared to wink and swear
that the bear hadn’t caught him.
Mr. Watson seems not only able to appreciate the situation, but to state it with admirable force and fervor.

*

*

are

Said Torn Watson in his speech to the
Populist convention in Atlanta:
After the Chicago convention the great

In

IS ON THE

Recipe of Old RrSAMl TL PITCldER
J'u/npkm Sml

The Bear Idea.

CATARRH

CATARRH

say.”

you
Bucklen’s

0

\

voice.
It was a joyful
average of s cents a day, against si ,">0 a day
meeting between mother and son, and an 1 upward in America, and 4 shillings and
upward in England, it is not hard to see that
grandfather and grandmother rejoiced there
is reason in what I

her for years
after he was left fatherless.
-Sometimes
she would send him to the
village to do
erra'nds. He was a trusty boy and
to

written

Mrs. Alden if Mr. Alden lived there. Mrs.

a
place where her boy delighted to be.
He was considerate for his motaer.
In
after years she would look back and think
was

never

feeling quite anxious, fearing he
might be sick. A few days later a young
man rode up to the door and inquired of

s
She spared no pains to
ways.
Lim at school.
When there was a
vacation in the school Mrs. Aiden with
Johnnie would visit her parents. That was

comfort lie

to

was

in

keep

a

n, blit they all took
getting along iinely.

As it had been

since Ins

wisdom

what

had

ow

was

He had
away five years.
how long lie thought of

a

to

lie

They

The years came and went, as years always come and go, and before Mrs. Aiden
was hardly aware of it her sun had been

tin.-n

cemetery,

much interested iu him.

o

possible delegates

as

nor Mineral

Not Nabcotic.

committee should also be notified if delegates intend visiting friends at Skowhegan,
naming the place where they will visit during the convention.
The grand closing meeting of the convention will be on Thursday
evening, the consecration meeting being conducted by Win.
Sliavv of Boston. There will be an excursion
to Good Will Farm Sept. 3d, in the forenoon
and in the afternoon there will he Junior
exercises by representatives of societies
from Skowhegan and Good Will Farm. Delegates should not plan to leave Skowhegan
before the 8 10 train Friday morning.
The State officers, the Skowhegan Eudeavorers and friends, are
putting forth every
effort to make it a great convention. Let
Maine Endeavorers do their share in preparing to attend in large numbers. The
Maine Central railroad has already promised
half rates from all points and it is expected
that other railroads and steamboat lines will j
grant the same concessions.

—

o

far

-OF---

and Rest.Contains neither

Opium.Morphine

requested
to plan to occupy rooms with
acquaintances
and notify the committee of their
plans. The

::PRIVATE DISEASES::
:: MEN AND WOMEN. ][

-•>

parents and it

So

SIGNATURE

I

and Bowls of

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulness

manner.

"I was troubled with kidney disease, greatly run. down and s< nervous that I could not
sleep. I heard of Baker’s Kidney Pills, and
procured one box which gave me immediate
relief. It is more than you recommend for
female troubles and weakness.”
Ellsworth Falls, Me,
Mrs. Sarah F. Joy.
Pills50c. at the druggist or mailed postpaid for
•t
Ian Maclaren’s new short story, the
price. Dr. R. C. Buker will give advice by letter
free. Write for our valuable book on backache.
last he will write until after his American
Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.
visit, has been secured by The Ladies’
Home Journal, for publication in the October and November issues.
It is called
“The Minister of St. Bede’s,” and is said
to be
in the brightest and cleverest 4
Painless,. Pleasant, 4 »
and Healing. Cures T
Maclarenesque vein. Besides its charm as <
in three to five days < >
a delightful romance, the story is said to
without danger' of 4 ►
4
stricture or the least *4
be notable for the admirable character *
unpleasant effect.
that the author has created for the chief
personage—the minister of St. Bede’s, as
the loyal lover of an humble Scotch lassie.

and was liis father's

that the one who was dearer than life to
her would soon pass
she had
away.

—

ting the Stomachs

Delegates should plan to reach Skowhegan
Monday, Atig. 81, in season for the reception
that evening. Skowhegan people are going
to entertain everybody in the best
possible

not Sleep—Run
Nervous
Female Troubles
and
Weakness. All these
Ailments succumb to
Buker’s Kidney Pills.

Down

AVege table Preparation for As
similating the Food and Regula

work.

Could

bright interesting child, received a letter from her son,
saying that
pride and his mother's he arrived safely in the town where his An
Interesting Document tor WageMr.
and
Mrs.
Alden were singers and
.i°y.
uncles resided and gave them a pleasant
Earners.
they soon found that Johnnie had a talent
surprise. They had business for him and
in that direction. He was
If
the
earners
have any doubt as
wagedelighted to sing were delighted to assist their widowed
to the indifference of the leaders of the
with “papa and mamma.1*
He attended sister's son.
They were men who did not silver movement to their interests, they
huoi and was quick to learn and bid
live for self alone.
Often they dried the should read Senate Document oil of the
fair to make a smart scholar.
first session of tbe Fifty-fourth Congress.
tears and
made the widow’s
orphan’s
This document consists of some letters
"U hen Johnnie was in his tenth
year his heart sing for joy.
Mrs. Aiden’s heart written
by a Mr. John P. Young to the
father's health began to fail, and it was
was filled with gratitude to God.
The San Francisco Chronicle and published in
not long before it was evident that his
words of tlie psalmist came to her mind, that paper on December 14, 1895, and
>tay was short on earth.
When the first
2, 1899. They were presented
“They that sow in tears shall reap in joy.” February
to the Senate by Mr. Teller, the chief of
alarming symptoms appeared Mrs. Alden Mrs. Aiden was a
comfort to her the
great
free-coinage party, and were printed
>eemcd benumbed, but she soon realized
was

cure

complaints,

The leading article in the American
Kitchen Magazine for August is an interesting write-up of “The Industrial Training School of Indianapolis.” The paper
is fully illustrated.
A large number of
receipts, just the kind every housewife
desires at this season, are given.
“The
Children’s Table” contains much of value
to mothers.
Several timely articles and
the usual departments make up a valuable number.

FAC-SIMILE

have not yet sent final acceptance. Pres.
Butler of Colby University; Rev. Leroy S.
Bean of Portland; Hon. L. L. Walton of
Skowhegan; Rev. E. R. Prudy of Portland :
Rev. C. S. Parker of Ashland; Rev. I)r.
Dunn of Waterville, and Mrs. Geo. W. Colej
man, the famous junior worker of Boston.
With this grand list of speakers the convention should easily lead all previous efforts
in this particular.
In addition there will be committee rallies and sessions devoted to the discussion
of the details of the Christian Endeavor

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Will

THAT TMr

vres.

Willard Mudgett, A (J Colcord, cleared
from Portland April 18 for Buenos Ayres;
spoken May 14, lat 23 N, Ion 3G W.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
Buenos Ayres July 30 from Portland.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, arrived
at Boston July 27 from Rosario.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived at
Bangor Aug 13 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from

Bath Aug 11 for Baltimore.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from
Norfolk Aug 19 for Burlington, N J.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at New
York Aug 18 from Bangor.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at
Gloucester Aug 13 from Perth Amboy.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Bangor
Aug G from New \rork.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at Port
Royal Aug C from Bostou.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Portland Aug 1G for Norfolk.
R W Hopkins, Hicliborn, cleared from
Norfolk May 14 for Cienfuegos.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at Searsport Aug 17 from Beverly.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Port Tampa
Aug 17 for Cartaret. N. J.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Aug 19 from Somes Sound.

In Court of pi.hate. hfM at Bel
VY
last, on tin* second
Tuesday >d August.
1 H'.m;. FRANKLIN BANKS. Adminimrah.r on Hi.
estate of WILLIAM 1>. DOE late of Belfast a
said County, deceased, having presented his first
said estate for alaccount of administration of
lowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof lie given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast,in said county, that all persona
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast, on the second. Tuesday of September next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not he allowed
(»EO. E. J< >11 NS< >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Rt ssei.l (i. Dvek, Register pro tom.

YTTAEDO SS.
In Court of 1
>>
fast
on tile
second Tue-!.
1S1MJ.
ANNA WOODMAN
\
the estate of MARCIA WoodW
mont. in said County, decease!,
a
her first and final account of
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice there- r
weeks successively, in the Re;
printed in Belfast, in -aid < i.iuim
interested may attend at a it-held at Belfast, on the second Tuber next, and slu-w cause, if anv
the said account should not l-e a i.
GKO. E ,1 OH n
A true c«.. y. Attest
Rt ssi:t.f c. Dv n. I;.
II* A EDO SS.—In « -urt ->t Pi.
M
fast, on the second T <•'
BEN.IA MIN 1
PKNDI.I
trator on the estate ->f PH INK Vlate *d Searsjtoit, in said Count-,
presented his tii st and linn! ..
tration ->( said estate for allow..:,Ordered, That notice there-•?
‘weeks sin i-c'.-ivc|y. it.
|;,-:
printed in Belfast, in s.uu .uiuiv
interested, may attend at a l‘r-’-na
held at Belfast, on the second'l
her next, and show cause, i! an
t he -ai<l a« count should not
GKt. >. E. .IdU Ns
A true copy. Anns:
Hi -si
r, 1 )vi:k, RISiME
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Like Driving Nail-

WALDO SS.

-In Court of Probate, held at Bel■"TALDOSS.
VY
fast, on the second Tuesday of August,
ISVH1. CHARLES BANKS. Executor on the estate of BENJAMIN HKidINS, late of Searsinoiit.
in said County, deceased, having presented his
said estate
second account of administration
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof ho given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
county, that all persons
printed in Belfast, in said
interested may attend at a Probate Court, t.* he
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday >i September next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the sail account should not he allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNS! >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
IK ssei.t. c. Dyer, Register pr :ui
TT7ALIH) SS -in Court of Prohate, held at BelYY
_’ist,
fast, i'M the second Tuesday
1 S’.Ml.
ROBERT S. KEENE. Admini-tratcr mi
the es ate of MAEHAERT i>. El El Ml;, late
Searsinoiit. in said Couniy, deceased, having presented his first account of adminisiralion <>t -aid
estate for allowance.
Ordered, Thar notice there! he given, three
weeks successively in the Republican .h.urnai.
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to he
held at Belfast, mi the second Tuesday ot September next, and show eause.il any they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ri ssell (1. Dyer, Register pro tern
< >

I he lirst bio
a

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that he has been duly appointed
taken upon himself the trust of Administraof the estate of
ABNER BAILEY, late of Monroe,

tor

in the County of Waldo, deceased, bv giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all per
sons who are indebted to said deceased's estate
to make immediate pajment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit tlie same for settlement to him.
FRANCIS,J. BAILEY.
subscriber

hereby gives public
THEtaken
concerned, that he has been duly
of

notice to
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Mumtfaclttruty

10 1> !J. Whi'elcr A Wilium IVwer M..
These machines have raised base kiwr
lil'tor, ami \ ran-nitter in In a•! <• I n.a. Im
arc the last pattern, w dli ail impim. .mu:
i.
s
bem he- 1
Ameriean Tool <
be
o
T'liese belmhes slimild be >e* li t
as they have all the improvements b»r tl e v
llnf
One \\ heeler A \\ ilv.n Aui"inal
ms am.1 mak
.Machine. This ma-'luin
hoies automatically and work- very
)ne \\ heeler <& \\
•<

•.

v

pattern

!n
On*- Double Stilehuic .Maehinc. alPres.- Machines, including Kail Koad Pi
The above machinery with the c\.-rp;
Double Stitch ami It. K. Pro-sare near!
some of them have not been used at an.

o

H. M. COOK. Newcastle
Or 16 Linden Place.

Brookline, .'lass.

"•

T’

all

appointed

and
Administraupon himself the trust
tor of the estate of
FRANK W. RICE, late of Stockton Springs,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
BENJAMIN F. RICE.

PARTICl LAP ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases
the
Office

in

Eye and Ear.

Belfast

National

Bank

Building

os

^

he

| rains sufficiently for those pools to gather
iu the hollows the hills are never
parched
4.
i by drought.
urici.e
It
is
much
the same with wealth.
<.i
The Journal: I i
The
.•ntion of my brother greater the amount and rapidity that it is
that, as farmers, we showered upon a nation, the greater the
getting money than number and larger the size of the puddles
grain, potatoes, stock and pools that it gathers into. But in
ot the farm; and tliis country estates are not entailed, and
dci to produce the if the second generation does not do so,
labor.
! the third almost certainly sees it disapmy times the dollar pear to be again scattered‘among the peoAnd this method lias its uses as well
matter how much ple.
as abuses.
Before pointing out some of
r how much wealth
their
Min, we are limited
uses, 1 wish to reiterate that the
touchstone of prosperity is the employcan obtain by these
| ment of
n<* other connection
labor, and whoever or whatever
«the nation and our | increases it, confers a benefit to the laboring community. In this way the millionov
within our physical ! aire is n benefit,
llis house, costing a
nt us from increasing j thousand times the amount of yours or
,my extent desired, it mine, may not shelter him the better nor
in undue use of logic to
yield more comfort, but the building of it
call for a thousand days work where
.it to improve our cou•essary to increase our yours or mine calls for but one, and the
same m its turmslnngs.
In the care takii markets at the pressed with every produc- ing of his buildings and grounds it may
it a consumer cau be j employ fifty persons or more while yours
for none.
:r is only a reasonable | and mine call
lie is both able
and willing to pay an exorbitant price
iii’i't* are too many farmfor a horse that meets bis fancy, that you
t too poor, consumers
nditions.
Without a or 1 may have raised, but could not afford
to retain at a hundredth part of the
usmners are our wage
price.
He may require a yacht built that calls
are to-day limited in
for
ten
thousand days work, that exceptTt* by their inability to I
ick of desire to* do so. ing for his wealth could never be given to
.*s
So you see that by reason of this
That the interests of labor.
•a
age earners are closely wealthy class a large demand for the emi-o whenever the wage
ployment of labor is created in a class of
mdaut employment at work that otherwise never would be
ner has little difficulty
given.
1 am not saying that millionaires are
at good prices.
t*st s of all classes,
to a unalloyed blessings. I only wish to show
that
nr. are affected by the
they are not unmixed evils. Nor do
1 wish it to be inferred that a more even
m people, as the sum
distribution
of wealth is not to be desired;
arks the limits of our
! us. if but ten millions and while millionaires may not be desirre employed at >i.'>0
able, a country where it is possible for
but a safe market for them to grow is desirable; for too much
\\>:th of productions rain is preferable to a drought, and where
\enty millions of people wealth does not exist, it is impossible for
it to gather in pools.
To equalize wealth
■. average of s*2 per day,
enables ns to buy forty in this* or any other country, or to make
productions daily. Our | it remain equal could it be done, is just as
forty millions of our impossible as it would be to make a heavy
>.'■ per day, and then i rainfall remain of equal depth over the
mid provide for the surface of the earth while that surface
’.idled millions worth remains in hills and hollows.
It you recollect, in IS'.i-j. one of the
in order to make it
up :l higher rate of great cries made against the Republican
I’i
i-Nsary for this gov- | party was that by their building up those
our markets from an j industries that employed our wage earners
produced by the pauper | and created a market for our farm pro: Asia, and it is need- ! ductions.
they were creating a favor! ed class that was getting rich out of the
iy that it is along these
labor
of
the toiling millions; and the
an party seeks a road to
a boring people of this I Democrats proposed to smash this favored
class
and
release
those toilers from their
get upon this plain we
I
•liouuli millionaires be- bondage.
1
i'wer
was
:
given that party to do so.
Ige berries. Million
but owing to the refractory disposition of
very slightly, and help i
s.
for they increase the their senate, they were only enabled to
*i
and the piTxlucts of | accomplish about one-half of what they
But they now come
\\ hat
it would be were I undertook to do.
forward under Bryan's lead, and promise
w ane earners.
j if
it that through the deagain given power that they will fully
lies our only road to j complete the job: that they will not stay
their
hands until every vestige of protee\
'ling that adds to the
oenelit to us—ir is the j lion is swept away. —until every shackle
has
I
been
striekcu from the cramped limbs
:
prosperity and a 11aiieiiet in the “divine i of labor, and they shall stand free,—free
cideuee** are fast giv- to contend even-handed with every pauv of cause and effect,
| per laborer of Europe, Asia and South
y-." when they are I America.
is
in the form of
My friends, the results from this paruiioid fevers, are too tial destruction of our industries you
water or hog pens to have experienced, and how much better
hie source: and so with off do you deem us to be than we should
the business world have been had those wicked corporations
"I I have heard prokept right on getting licit until this
tlie inscrutable things date’* 1 will leave each one to figure out
on
the ratio of benelits received for the
iu my judgment, can
The falling off in the last three years, and sum up what our
standing would be four years hence, after
wish to say that such the partially completed job of destruction
he avoided by knowing to our industries is fully accomplished,
and after what remnants of labor would
•y knowing their cause
directed in such a maii- be left to us is generously paid in fiftyone cent silver dollars.
einedy the evil,
You will observe that the two roads by
get on the true road to
must needs
take that which prosperity is sought widely dibuild up and maintain verge. Where the one seeks to tear down,
adnstry possible through- tlie other seeks to build up. The one, in
1 hat
its blind endeavor t<> tear down and desit may bring such a
that prices can be niain- tiny the wealthy' class, overlooks the fact
i’1 st
point possible. For that before it can accomplish its purpose,
e the
pi
greater the mar- they must utterly crush the life out of the
1"ii!d and maintain tliese poor: while the other, without expecting
Mi]>!oymeut of labor, we 1 to make every man rich, does seek to
make requisition on place opportunities within the reach of
alists and call many of all, so that by industry and prudence
orporations*’ into life. every one may raise himself to a moderate
one get unduly excited
competence. While the one appeals t >
four passions, your envy, and your greed,
awe have shown that
lmy are not only liarm- the other appeals to your reason, your in•iineed by some of our tegrity, and your honor.
n »s in vain in deny mat
\ei
men, as an excellent
uirongn me 1
ry rot, and only when j warp and woof of this free coinage of I
and in connection with silver scheme there runs a thread of disYou may detect it by the very |
:. mdon
and New Y<»rk, liouesty.
unexplained and indeli- subtilties and sophistries by which they
seek to disguise it.
it is fed by the hope
aif
‘boogars."
ably nnd m tracing of gettiug something for nothing, by the
of
interests of one class hope
getting something never earned—
by the hope that through the aid of the
uicrests of other classes,
«
way that things or sophistries used you may convince yourself that you can pay your neighbor fifty
st<»ry of the “House that
!
henever you kick either cents to-day in repayment for the one
hundred cents he loaned to you yesterday, |
them all some.
Cau it
'ulate. I think it has been and still remain an honest man.
: iiat t he
only way we have he possible that in these closing years of
the nineteenth century the very pith |
> selling the productions
■i i the
only road open to and marrow lias dried up and disappeared j
in
the old adage, “Honesty is the best
•‘•"tne more prosperous is
markets, and the most policy?”
Can it be that any great numbers of this
*»nly way, to better marching full employment to country,—a country vaunting itself as a
in all that is great, noble and pro
■rs at the highest
wages pattern
in order to do that we gressive—deliberately determine to be■ill the industries possible, queath to their descendants for all time a
becomes necessary to in- reputation as defaulters and repudiators,
lend a hand.
To induce without even the poor excuse of poverty?
■i the field it must
have God forbid!
I cannot do better in closing my article
uitees that it can make
doing. This is nothing than by qnoting the following paragraphs
nd i would require to in- taken from a speeoli delivered in the
United States Senate July 11, 1880, upon
new enterprises,
the question of the resumption of specie
r >ur lirst demands would
uon. y,
so that we
might payments, by the Hon. Charles Sumner of
dollar of to-day would re- Massachusetts, than whom no purer or
better statesman ever sat in the Halls of
>*
of to-morrow.
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grounds,

beautiful decorated bicycle parade in the
afternoon, line lloral parade Thursday.
1 hese are a few of the features. The exhibit
will be complete iu every department and
rbe.cream of Maine herds, docks, orchards,
fields, shops and homes will Vie seen. There
\n iii be
bicycle, races daily with large entries.
The trotting and pacing races will be filled
with the best liorses m the east,, while the

running

feature,

will call out. a
seorc or more of the best in New
England.
Canada and the Provinces. There will be
addresses by National Master Brigham and
"tiler noted speakers.
Hood’s celebrated
Jerseys will be seen throughout the fair,
not
in
tii«.ugh
competition. At City Hall
races,

a

new

Edison’s marvelous vitascope wiiPentertain
tlie audiences each evening. Nothing like it
was ever seen, while the hail will contain
the best exhibit of art and needle w< rk ever
shown. Maine trout in abundance will be
in the tanks at the grounds. No feature will
be neglected and with excursion rates and
trains from every section to return daily
after the races everybody should go to the
Maine State Fair.

We Guarantee it

is

quite firmly

a

AND
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believer

Belief

in

Mix

Robert Stuart MaeArtlmr

Hours.

South American Kii.»nky Cuke." This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of i;;s
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the
kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention of water and pain in passit
almost
If
want
ing
you
immediately.
ouiek relief and cure this is your remedy.
S< id by A A. Howes N
Druggists, Bel-

bladder,

fast, Me.

iy27

Gentleman (to beggar whom lie has lately
treated to a good suit of clothes)—-Why,
man, you are all in rags again! What have
yon dune with that outfit l gave you ? Beggar— Why, good sir, I couldn’t possibly g<
a-begging in that splendid suit.
You make no mistake when you buy Dalton's sarsaparilla and nerve tunic and
dai.ton’s family fills. Everybody says so
and “what everybody says must be true.”

Little Boy.

everybody thought 1
always
stay a baby. Little
Girl. Why ? Little Boy. ’Cause every time
any visitors come, they always hold up their
hands and say. “Why, how lie’s grown!”
was

I guess
going to

born

He—It's reported around that

we

are en-

gaged

She —Well, you know it’s a mistake.
He—Yes: l called to see if I couldn’t

tify

it

rec-

[Puck.
For Over

Fifty fears.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle
Its value is incalculable.
B< sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
lyrbi

All the

day. Foreign Correspondence, Agricultural
Reports, Short Stories complete in each
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate
descriptions, and a variety of items of household interest, makes
up AX
Market

IDEAL FAMILY

PAPER.

We furnish “The

Republican
Tribune” (both papers).

ONE YEAR

♦

4 !
4

♦

New York

on

pastal

a

City,

and

a

card, send it to Geo. W. Best
sample copy of fHE NEAT YORK WEEKLY

TRI3UNE will be'mailed to you.

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

4

^4

—

35c. a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.

4

Building,

address

J FRED

J

4

and

your name

Tribune

4
4

**

ADVANCE.

_

Write

J

Eliot, Me.
L. 1.
AtI have taken your
4
4 wood’s Bitt rs, and cm ix on mend
them very highly.
Mrs. S. C. Nason.
4

IN

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO,

5

She knows front experience

Weekly

Address all orders to

4

Bangor, Me.
—

Journal** and “New York

FOR ONLY $2.00,

CASH

|

She recommends

interest every Ameri-

of the

news

Department,

J

5

4
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Over

Thirteen

Millions

($13,000,000) Fire Insurance

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire I nsuran, k
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire In si rani «
NAtionai Fire Insurant e
Hartford, o w

StfckiaHT

JUESIRABLE

WRITTEN

RISKS

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident Insurance Co

Travelers Life

!

t

o.V

Assets.
Fife
;

RATES.

tornado INSURANCE WRITTEN FUR 5 1 KARS, at I«h rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.

on

bulldlnifs acceptable

INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.

REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
e**l'orre.spondenee solicited.

Botiv5mj
Ar«

t

fed
[Admit
cVt-

1

At\|TTme

COLUMBIA
HARTFORD
™

hi i Ntf-JkertfaNd-ljgi^

m

of Instruction.
Lowest rates of tuition.
Seat equipped rooms.Bank.etc.
from Sept.to July. For catalogue and

Highest grade

Open
riul

BICYCLES.

particulars--Address
V.A.Howard.Rockland,Malna.

I

am

agent for these well known

wheels,

can

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Governor Altgeld’s Gold Clause.
Splints, Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Public attention has lately been called,
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted
in what Governor Altgeld must regard as a
the most wonderful
Blemish
Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27

Its campaign news and discussions will
citizen.

can

t

I have recommended
Dear Sirs,
L. I ." Bitters for Dyspepsia,
4 your
4 and shall always do so,
♦
Mrs. Esther Perkins.

Dalesville, Quebec, Canada, to which
place his parents went from Scotland. He
prepared for college at the Canadian
Literary Institute at Woodstock, Ontario:
was graduated at the University of Rochester in 1S')7 and at the Rochester Theologi-

Seminary in INTO. As a scholar he
took high rank and was especially distinguished for oratorical power. His theological training was received in the
Rochester Theological Seminary, in which
institution he won distinction as a thinker and a writer.
During his theological
course he supplied different pulpits and
became well known as an effective sermonizer.
He accepted the unanimous
<‘all of the Calvary Baptist Church which
was extended to him on February 25, 1870.
Immediately upon bis graduation from
the seminary lie came to Calvary Church
and began his official services, and from
that time until the present he has labored
without cessation.
The degree of doctor
of divinity was conferred upon him by
the University of Rochester in 1880.
For
nearly twenty-six years Dr. MacArthur
has tilled his present position.

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.

£

4
4

Ks.

was

THE NEIV AORK UEEKLA TRIBLTNE is not
only the leading
paper of the country, but is PRE-EMINENTLY A

Republican

J

♦

ELECTED, AND THE

PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.

^

—

BE

will, as always, be found in the thickest of the fight, battling vigorously for SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, which will brin<-

MICH?

”

fie Sells “LT

A NEW

NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

refreshing

Mattawamkeag, Me.
L. l'.“ Bitters
I have sold
Sirs,
4 for twenty years. They are the most 4
4 salable bitters we have in the store.
Y
Geo. \\. Smith.
+

Xow Jie is just as emphatic in Ids attack on repudiation, and justices his position by saying:—
“If a man can’t take his politics into
it a man canGreat sales prove the great merit of Hood’s his religion they are bad.
Sarsaparilla, and great merit enables it to not take his ballot into his prayers he had
better let the ballot go.”
accomplish wonderful cures,
“Public school teachers have to pay
“Mary, did any one call while I was out?’’
“Yes, Mr. Snooks.’ “Snooks—Snooks? I political leaders,” was one of the epigrams
that
he hurled from the pulpit at that
don’t know anybody of that name.’* “Probtime.
ably not, mum ; lie called to see me.’’
Then lie lias spoken freely iu favor of
To prevent the hardening of the subcutaneous tissues of the scalp and t.lie oblitera- the American Protective Association.
“The Bryan campaign,” he said last
tion of the hair follicles, which cause baldness, use Hall’s Hair Renewer.
Sunday, “is operated on lungs, lunacy
and larceny.”
Hostess—Oh. I think some people are so
These words have been quoted ten
disagreeable: Don’t you bate people who'
thousand
times since then.
can sing and won’t:
Old Grouchy—No, not
so much as I do those who can't sing and
To-day he will say, “He serves the
win:
pariv best who serves the country most.”

Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
relieved ill six hours by the “New Great

IS TO
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3 ARE ALREADY WELL UNDER WAY.

President of the United States

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
to
an
parts oi tne ooay.
development
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

in the motto that if you are wrong you
can’t be too conservative, and if you are
right you can’t be too radical. His very
conspicuous record during the more than
a
quarter of a century he has beeu iu
charge of Calvary Baptist Church shows
this fact.
And he is a man who always
believes lie is right and speaks and acts on
his convictions.
He created quite a stir in city political
circles when he made an attack on Tammany for the gross mismanagement of the
public schools. About the same time he
openly denounced the flying of the Irish
flag from the City Hall and attacked
Mayor Grace for his non-enforcement of
the Sunday laws.
BALLOT

BATTLE
OF NOVEMBER

sleep.

|

connection.

GREAT

marriage.

Restores the
nervous
/y" entire
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.1
Cures Insomnia and

KALAMAZOO.

Telephone
:

THE

manhood and reall obsta-

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL C0.(

in

PREPARATIONS FOR

Restores perfect
health, vigor and

restores

5 10

city

Great RESTORER

moves
cles to

5.35

5,35

satisfactory
weight, quality anil delivery.
jVJJa"TV‘1
-special attention given to deliv ery outside
limits.

i

THE

yy

5.00

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

*

e® d

NERVE* LIFE
7

.

CUMBERLAND COAL

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

ity.”

JL>r. MacArtlmr

Dump Carts,.

Prices at Wharf

O,o

CASTOR IA

1

|

Pills

■

T

F. C. WHITE.

self wide attention by the series of Sunthat he is now delivering on
What he has said in
morals in politics.

day sermons

|

|

1

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

Baptist Preacher Is Attracting Ueneral Atten.
lion by Bis literances.

relation to the religious side of the present
has been quoted throughout the
campaign
Six bottlca.g2.Q0, I. s. JOHNSON a
I
CO., Boston, Mass.*
length of the laud, and he is in receipt of
Liver Pill Made.”
every section,
j all sorts of letters from
I ranging in sentiment from the highest
.eulogy to threats that he will be silenced
by force if lie does not voluntarily cease
Positively cure biliousness and sick
headat be
his political preaching.
TI"--' ex„eUllhup“iuf|
nom the blood.
b!omr”ri,l?in,,S“I am glad when what I believe to be
Delicate women find relief from
^mphlet
freS
righteous receives approval, and I care
ISS SoHXSOV**roP1&V.,,ve
*lJVJHNbON
CO., 22Gustom
House St.,Boston.
nothing for idle threats from anonymous
sources,” said the Doctor when 1 met him
Small Yachts.
in his cosey study in the beautiful church
in Fifty-seventh street over which he
There is no getting away from the
T have undertaken these serfact presides.
that the smaller racing yachts
to-day are the mons on the moral element that enters
popular ones, not only with the majority of our politics from a patriotic motive.
yachtsmen, but with that overflowing class Though 1 am an adopted citizen of the
Republic, I love her institutions, and canof sportsmen who from lack of
capital or not
help raising my voice against any attime may not own a
racing boat, hut whose
tempt to lower her dignity or bring disinterest in the sport never grows less. And
Last year, in my trip
grace upon her.
the New York Yacht Club’s need of
the around the world, I carried the silk flag
hour is recognition of this sentiment of the of our
country which was presented to
smaller classes. The N. Yr. Y. C. is viewed
me, and always displayed it in my room.
as a club for
“big yacht’’ owners only, and I cannot see
that flag disgraced by even a
so far as the
policy of the club is concerned,
of repudiation, by lowering
that light is the proper one. But
it is a suggestion
well-known fact, borne of experience, hitter the standard of our currency, without a
at times, that the
recruiting-held should most emphatic protest.
uever he slighted, no matter what the
sport
HIS PLACE AT HOME.
or how powerful the
organization. Big racing yachts require unusual wealth to build,
“My summer plans, laid long ago, inunusual expense and leisure to handle cluded a short trip abroard, and I had in
throughout the season. Even though a man tended to sail last Wednesday, but when
has the capital—if he is a yachtsman—he I read the
Chicago platform I felt my
will, in the majority of cases, greatly prefer
was at home, to work patriotically
the smaller craft to which he need'not de- place
and
religiously for national honor. Cowvote so much time and money, and out of
which he is certain to get more personal en- ardice may have influenced me, for, to
joyment. There is more sport handling a tell the exact truth, J was ashamed to go
30-footer than a 00, for instance. One need abroad at this time and be continually
only watch the thirties at the starting-line called upon to apologize for my country.
for convincing evidence, or talk with one of After the next
election, and when another
their owners or sailing-masters for full cor- summer
comes, I can make the tour with
roboration. fHarper’s Weekly.
a high
head, and unfurl my flag with a
The Maine State Fair at Lewiston. feeling of patriotic pride.
“1 tell you, it is important at this time
The Maine State Fair is to he one round that every patriotic American should lift
of attractions this year and Aug, lit, Sept. 1, up his voice iu favor of honor and honesty
of the American public.
The nation is
2, 3 and t, should he reserved for a vacation on trial
before the world.
The question
ami a visit to Lewiston.
The magnificent is, shall we be
repudiators or keep our
Grange parade on Tuesday, military day, financial old igatii ins?
If I can deepen
Wednesday, when the Governor and staff the feeling of patriotism 1 should do so.
1 propose to try to the best of my abilwill review the troops on the fair

Sfc ftSKr fig

make connection with Congress.
Those free coinage of
Do not say, as an apology, that all should
True as this may
mill'll noise about “Gold ; have the same currency
it is a cheat when used to cover dishonor.
be,
Ramus” “Millionaires j
*
*
*
A just equality is sought by level'•••rations," but they are
instead of leveling down. In this way
ing
hoy may frighten some, the up
national credit will he maintained s«i
Rut here is a connection \ that it will be a source of
wealth, prosperity
to? in> one can deny but j and renown.
”'
mi
will throw the busiasked the
“Getting along pretty well
I call your attention to three things in
doubt and confusion,
bunco man.
"ids whether their then- which all others center:
“O, yes,” replied the counterfeiter. “I’m
The first- is the Public Faith.
ce false or true.
making lots of money. And you?”
This
The second is the Public Faith.
“I’m doiug pretty well.
I'm a grocer,
m1 \
and want of eonfi-1
The third is the Public Faith.
I'm selling
you know—sort of green grocer
•'i most all business, and
Let these be sacredly preserved, and there green goods. [Philadelphia North Amerid at the polls, will very is nothing of power or fame which can be
can.
Ask any man wanting. All things will pay tribute to you.
years.
Ma t for
loans, on no mat- even from the uttermost parts of asthein sea.
the
All the sheaves will stand about,
m. and he will tell you
dream of
and make obeisance to
"nt
possibility of such an your sheaf.Joseph,
all
conGood
people,especially
if very difficult to place
cerned in business, whether commerce,
he tells you the truth,
banking or labor—our own compatriots or
For Infants and Children.
i "inted out to you how, iu
the people of other lands—will honor and
this questiou is connected uphold the nation which against ail temptaThe fac1: rest
is ra
step by step—sliow- tion keeps its word.
simile
Otis D. Wilson.
•w
it makes connection
every
signature
18i*G.
Searsmout,
of
wrapper.
mv pocket.
Did you ever
man to point out deliniteTwo Lives Saved.
‘"w the free
Boston Woman.
Oil, I do so love the
coinage of silMrs. Phoebe Thomas of Junction City, fields on our New England farms!
'leht you unless it was to
New
she had con- I York Girl.
Why ? Bostou Woman. Be'Ring your debts? Can you 111., was told by her doctors
for
no
was
and
that
there
hope
so
cultivated.
! cause they are
direct road it is to take to sumption
her, hut two bottles of Dr. King’s New Dis>eket?
I have listened in
Why Is It,
covery completely cured her ami she says it
how.
saved her life. Mr. Thos. Eggers, 130 Florida if catarrh is a blood disease, as some claim,
-"tation of the eartli needs St.., San Francisco, suffered from a dreadful that physicians frequently advise change of
wuuhi seem to be the better cold, approaching consumption, tried with- air and climate to those suffering? Catarrh
“•
is a climatic affec.iou, and nothing hut a
rain fall so gently that out result everything else then bought one
and in
local remedy or a change of climate will
liollow would absorb bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery
naturallv
He is
two weeks was cured.
cure it.
Ely’s Cream Balm is so efficient as
seldom does so. When the thankful.
It is such results, of which rliese
to do away with the necessity of leaving
!'i »st
it runs are
abundantly
that prove the wonderful effihome aud friends, causing instant, relief and
samples,
^ into the
hollows and there cacy of this medicine in coughs and colds. is a real cure for catarrh.
1 s
and pools, but they soon Free trial bottles at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
! be earth, and what is not Drug Store.
Regular sizes 50c. and SI.
CASTORIA.
earth finds its.way to the
The faesea, whereby thesun’s rays
«»
simile
HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver IPs,
e7M7
signature
recharged for another Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
wrapper.
* the
S(
earth.
But when it
A pleasant laxative. Ail Druggists.
<•

The

Political Views.

the Xew York Herald.]
The Rev. Robert S. MacArtliur, of the
Calvary Baptist Church, is calling to him-

*£}"£.?

treatment six or eight months I was
to
trv >°ur Liniment, and
by continuing to ““
use
it for three mouths I
H. D. E.
Hftchws, Frvebnrg, Me.

Dr. MacArthur’s

[From

of vital activity in

preventing and curi
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j

and
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when you

can

I

branches.

keep

colors

in

amt

a

T*

step into

1
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—
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Belfast, Maine.

J
ami get,

all

sundrio

brazing frame-, and vulcanizing
supply of C AUDI'S llii'l..
(lie 1890 Hartford JJiryele lias been reduced to the
following prices:
Patterns Nos. 1 and 2, from $80 to $65.
Patterns Nos. 3 and -1. from $60 to $50.
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6. from $50 to $-15
nil's none in all tlieir

Through the li«»t summer months with
old, uncomfortable

have

Hi-ycie

enamel.

a

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.,

Water-Rad!
Cool and easy

as an

old shoe.

Messenger^

JOBBERS

Notice.

the Sheriff of Waldo County
of Maine, Waldo County ss.
Belfast, Aug. 20, A. 1>. 1896.

Office of
Si ate

)

;

)

This is to give notice that on the 20th day of
August, A D. 1896, a Warrant in Insolvency was
issued by Geo. E. Johnson, Judge of the Court of
Insolvency for said county of Waldo, against the
estate of' DANIEL BACHELOR of Palermo, in
said county, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
on petition of said Debtor, which petition was
tiled on the 20th day of August, A. 1). 1896,
to which date interest on claims is to be computed that the payment of any debt to or by
said Debtor, ai d the transfer and delivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law; that a
meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of
his estate will be held at a Court of Insolvency to
be hidden at the Probate Otlice in said Belfast, on
the ninth day of September, A. I>. 1896, at two
o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under iiiv hand the date first above writSA MI LL G. NORTON
ten.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
2 won
for said County of Waldo.

very inconsiderate way, to the fact that
he insists upon a gold clause in the leases
of all offices in the Unity Building.
This
building is owned by a stock company,
of which Governor Altgeld is the president and chief stockholder.
His private
secretary has recently tried to explain the
matter in a letter addressed to a too inquisitive correspondent. The defence is,
first, that the Governor does not personally attend to the making of leases; second,
that the leases used are executed upon a
blank form regularly sold by stationers in
Chicago; third, that the Governor has
probably never read the form from begin
Ding to end: and. fourth, that the buildMe.ssieutfer’.s Notice.
ing was erected with borrowed money, for j
which bonds were issued, and that the
>FI K K »K Till'. SHKKIFF <H WAl.lH* ('■•! > I V, 1
ST A T K 'I MaINF, \\ A 1.1M * < »> NT Y SS.
wicked capitalists who bought them in- !
j
1 >1.1.1 AST, Allg. 12. A. 1). 1800.
)
sisted that rents should be secured by a
This i.- to give notice that on li e 12th-lay of
gold clause. And now, when Altgeld, August,
800. a V.'arrant in In^lvemy was
A. I)
the champion of “stricken silver,” is
issued by (ieo. 1\. .Johnson, .Judge of ‘Tie Court of
forced to these logical shifts in explanaInsolvencv for said County of W aldo, against the
?stai“
of SA.\DK1IS()\ I 11A1,1, of Stockton
tion of his hard-money leases, Altgeld,
springs, in said County, adjudged to be an Insol
the friend of the laboring-man, is made vent
Debtor, which petition was filed on the 12th
the subject of a think attack from the ila\ ot August. A. D. 1800. to which dale interest
that the pay mem of
is to he coim uted
painters employed at the Kankakee In- ufelaims
uiy lehr to or by said Debtor, and the transfer
sane Asylum.
They claim that they have mil delivery of any property by him are forhidthat a meeting of the Creditors of
been forced to work ten hours a day at
len by law
the rate of twenty cents per hour, while said Debtor to prove their debts and clmose one
>r mote assignees of his estate will he held at a
the fState law provides for an eight-hour 1'oiirt ot Insolvency to be liolden at the J’robate
day, and the union scale of wages for Dttiee in said Belfast, on the ninth day ot SeptemA. D, 1800, at to o’clock in the afternoon.
painters is thirty-two and one-half cents ber.
(liven under niv hand the date first above writThis complaint was drawn up ten.
per hour.
SA M CEl. G. NORTON.
in the shape of a letter to the Governor,
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
2\v3f>
of
Waldo.
for
said
County
to
have
but its only result seems
been
that the men who signed it w’ere “laid
off,” on the plea that “the painting fund
was exhausted,” while insult was added
to injury by setting some of the insane
patients to do the work. A few more explanations seem now to be in order.
1 shall be at my office in Memorial building
[Harper’s Weekly.
jvery day from 10 a. m. t<> 12 m., and 2 to 4 r. m.,
intil August 15. All persons who wish to avail
Old People.
:hemsel\es of the discount of four ptr cent, on
Old people who require medicine to regu- iheir taxes must pay by August 15. 1890.
late the bowels ami kidneys will find the
H. F. MASON, Collector.
true remedy in Electric Bitters. This mediBelfast, July 30. 1890.
cine does not
stimulate and contains no
whiskey nor other intoxicant, but acts as a
It acts mildly on the
tonic aud alterative.
stomach and bowels, adding strength and
giving tone to the organs, thereby aiding
nature in the performance of the functions.
A 2o horse power engine ami boiler,
Electric Bitters is an excellent appetizer
find
in
them
and aids digestion. Old people
good condition.
just
exactly what they need. Price fifty cents
H. A. MILLS,
and SI per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson's City
3w32
Lincolnville, Me.
Drug Store.

SALE.

OF

Stevens

CRAIN,

Erskine,

&

Manufacturer

anJ

Dealer in

FEED.
SEEDS and

GROCERIES.
Importers ol

Harnesses,
robes,
BLANKETS,

Salt.

HALTERS,
w s

,

Dealers in the finest

y*.

quality of

*

Anthracite and

W0RDER3 PROMPTLY FILLED.

If

Custom
ALSi» SI';

buckboard

‘

FINE LINK OF

33,35,37 Front St.. Belfast, He.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

y*.

TRUNKS,
BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC., ETC.

.

~

LtOalSs

Blacksmith

«

Harnesses.

KSv Ml

I'

>

F. A, Robbins,

*

Carriage

*

Trimmer

Harness

My buckboard will make regular : rips between
Hellas! and Northport Camp Ground during ilie
summer as follows
Leave < 'ustom House Square,
lie 1 fast, at 10.U0 a. m.; 2.00 ami • ;.:«) i- m. Leave
Northport Hotel at 11
m., I and :» e. m.
Haggage taken. Order slate at A. r>. Chase's
aml City Drug Store.
Ten cent team at cars and boats to all parts of
the city.
35tf

repairing in all iis branches and
carriage trimming done promptly t"

order at the
All persons li.»\
late tinn ar-- iv

The Nose and Throat,

most

(Near Corner

of

Fairfield

BOSTON,

Nu .">!) M li

Aetna! business

Street, I5*lfast Me

by mail and

common

carrier

:\r

BUSINESS
and
SHORTHAND

St.)

appointment only

>

c. E. STEVENS,

Portland and Augusta, Me.

MASS,

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours bv
Oct., 1895.—lyr45*

rates.

ing

Newbury St.,

No.

reasonable

un^eft!«• i :if-.units w :i the
•; i,.
n*s,md
n h
n,»
undersigned at ttie old stand
Hif

hmmuicri.a /.v.

c. h. c

To Tax Payers.

FOR

Sl’C'UKSSOR ro

F. L. SHAW, Principal,

PORTLAND.

3»n:?>

nmtm City Bonds.
The

person holding Thomaston city
bond No. 30 will learn of something to
their advantage by communicating with
A. A.

HOWES,

& Co.,

Belfast,

Ye.

A

very desirable front office ’in Johnson

Block.

Enquire

of
POOR & SON, Belfast.

SbARSPORT

LOCALS.

B. Billings of Lynn
week.

Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Patch of South Brooks
visited at A. Stinson’s last week.

in town last

Miss Annie Mae Seavey has arrived from
Boston and is stopping at G. C. Seavey’s.

Dr. E. Hopkins is attending the fair at
Bangor tl is week.

ClilTord and Clinton Faskettof Somerville,
Mass., are in town visiting at C. O. Fernald’s.

William McDougail has returned to his
home at Auburn, N. V.

and Mrs. .J B. Dow of Camhridgeport,
Mass., arrived Sunday and are visiting his
brother, Mr. Wilson N. Dow.

E.

was

Mrs. Amos D. Carver and
day for Brooklyn, N. Y.

son

Mr.

left Thurs-

C. O. Fernahl and wife will start for the
west this week and will take m the National
Eucampineut on the way.

Hon. John S. Sherman of New York will
in Searsport, Sept. d.

speak

C. C. Hamilton and wife
their cottage at Saudypoint.

are

Mrs. M. D. Nickerson and daugther Myra
of New Haven, Conn., are in town, the
guests of Capt. and Mrs. Geo. A. Flowers.

occupying

Fred Scribner of this town lias several
second-hand bicycles for sale and any one
wishing to buy would do well to give him a
call.

Daniel M. Nichols of New York is visiting
his sister, Miss Lucretia Nichols.
Mrs William H. Blanchard and Grace E.
Field returned to Boston last week.

A large delegation from Granite Grange
attended W'aldo County Pomona Grange at
Stockton Springs Aug. 18th and reported a
very pleasant time.

Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Carver spent last
week at Sorrento and Bar Harbor.

Geo. W. Webster and family and Mr. Sanborn and family, who have been occupying
Suunyside cottage for the past three weeks,
have returned to their home in Chelsea,
Mass.

Clifford P. Nichols left Tuesday to attend
the E. M. C. Seminary at Bucksport.
George and Elmer Hammon returned to
Boston by steamer City of Bangor Saturday.
C.

P. herguson and wife are in Portland,
ut Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Nickerson.

Quite a number of our people are attending theCainpineetingat Northport this week.

Edw. H Kavanagli of the tirm of Kavandealers in monuments at 12b
Charles street, Boston, with his friend Mr.
Jos. Fanning of Boston and Miss Sadie
Harris of Swanville were in town last week,
the guests of Mr. aud Mrs. F. H. Cleaves.

agh'Bros.,

the guests

!

G. A. Bowen and L. W. Wentworth are
painting the Masonic and Odd Fellows

building.
Sell. Olive T. Whittier, Capt. F. P. Whit
tier, has sailed from Portland lor Trinity
Bay, Mai cinque.
Porter and Rich have been engaged to lay
the foundation for the soldiers' monument
and began work tins week.
Jolm M. Norris and wife are visiting
friends at \inalha\en before returning iu
their home iu Milford, Mass.
.Mrs. J. X. Fowler of Ilockport
and Mrs. Xellie Cleveland of Boston made a
short visit to friends in town last week.
Mr. and

On the voyage of sch. bailie I’On from
Salem to this place last week a Norwegian
sailor fell overboard anti was drowned.

<

COUNTY

CORRESPONDENCE.

Waldo.

Frank Bartlett cut his leg quite
a pocket knife_J. C. Littlefield lost one of his *>xen last week with

badly

with

...

what seemed like colic-E. L. Harding
and 1>. A. Clary have gone to Castiue to attend school_Ross Littlefield, who has
been at home on a \ acation, has returned to
Taunton.... Schools will begin Aug '.1st_
Sixteen rainy days to one fair one is a little
bail for

harvesting grain.

Thorndike.

R. S. Higgins, who has
been spending a week in Troy, returned
home Sunday-Rev. David Braekett will
preach at the Centre church Sunday, Aug.
bOth, at 2 p. m-Miss Ivy Rollins of Troy
was in town Sunday, the guest of Mrs. V. N.
Mrs.

Higgins-Miss Bessie Higgins visited Mrs.
Capt. Geo. W. Hichborn left Saturday for S. C. Files Friday-Mrs. Leouard of
HampNew York, to take command again of his
den, who has been visiting her daughter,
schooner, the It. W. Hopkins, loading for Mrs. Fred
Cole, returned home last week.
South America.
-Ed. Cole is at Northport for a few days.
The Cadets were much gratified that Hon. .Miss Carrie
Ferguson visited Mrs.
S. L. Milliken should go out of his way to Charles White recently.... Mrs. Cora Cole
personally congratulate them on their fine was the guest of Mrs. Fred Cornforth one
appearance and military tactics.
day last week_Miss Evelyn Higgins, and
Among the arrivals the past week are H. Master Lewis Philbrick spent several days
H. Grant, \Y. P. Putnam, James Ford, Har- in Pittsfield last week, the guests of Mrs.
ry Hand all, Chas. A. Lynch, Harry Dow, Silas Sprague.
Miss Lizzie McGrav, Jennette Stephenson,
Belmont. Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Trefethen
and Miss E. A. Rand of Boston, and Mrs. A.
George Sherman,
Past Grand Master E. H. Kavanagh of P. Carveraudson Lesterof Brookline, Mass.,
Massachusetts, who visited Sears’ Lodge, I. were in town Thursday visiting Mrs. CarO. O. F., last Friday evening, was very much ver's mother, Mrs. Helen A. Jordan-Miss
pleased with his reception and made some Inez E. Allen wood and brother Frank, ac"
very complimentary remarks on the work compauied by their friend Mrs, Alice May
Bernis of Koxbury, Mass., were in Liu col ndone by the lodge.
ville Thursday visiting their cousin, Mrs.
Supervisor Kunnells in his report last
March called attention to the unsafe con- Sadie Knight-Mrs. Augusta Joy and son
of Milford, Mass., who have been
dition of the school house in Union Dis- Irving
her brother, Mr. Edward Wagner,
trict.
There are several cracks on the visiting
returned home Monday... Mrs. Angeline
north side of the building, and the foundaAllen wood left Monday for a mouth’s visit
tion is caving in, caused no doubt by the
to her sister, Mrs. Mary E. Ferren, who
water from the conductors running down
by lives in Manchester, N. H-Schools in
the eliar wall and freezing.
Wouldn’t it No's.
1,2, 2 and 4, began Monday with the
he well to look into the matter before it
gets following teachers: No.
1, Mrs Nettie B.
worse?
Parents
who send
any
there ought to be interested.

children

The. birthday party of the
Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E. <hurch,
Sears)"at, given iiiur*aia\ evening, Aug.
Lawn

Party.

»•> Mrs.

-•'t;

sueces.".

Win. M «•( i i i very,

wan

a

great

Ibis dear lady opened her grounds

elegant home, so ample and weil appointed for such purposes, to over four lmu.
dred gm-sts, inc luding adherents of the sevand

churches iu town and invited friends
and visitors from abroad. The social cheer
eral

"as

enlivened

by

the

following

program:

Piano trio, Misses L. L. Eernald, Hannah
Colcord and Mrs. C. A. Colcord; vocal
>oi". Uapt. C. A. Colcord; recitation, Mr
Thibodeau; piano duett, Miss L. L.
Fernahl and Mrs. C. A. Colcord; vocal
solo,
Miss Laura M. Carver;
recitation, Miss L. L.
Fernahl; male quartett, A. M. Kane, Phiward and George Porter and
Capt. C. A.
Colcord. The guests were then served with
hountilui refreshments, the cheer of the
evening went on, and at its close all wished
for many recurrences of the same in years
t(
come.
Mrs. McGilvery retains the via *'{ her youth i 1 a remarkable
Asa

Marriuer: No. 2, Miss Grace Pendleton of
Miss Gertrude Grey of SurBelfast; No.
ry, and No. 4, Miss Mira Jackson of Morrill.
School in No.
was postponed a week on
account of the illness of the teacher, Miss

j

Lura B. Bennett, of Montville.

Fekky. Mrs. Thomas Davenport ami son Harold are stopping a few
weeks at Capt. W. I) Harrimau's....Miss
Ethel Bidley is visiting relatives in Bangor.
Miss Alice Ginn is teaching the Mountain S'diool.
This is Miss Ginn’s second
term at that place... .Several from this
place
attended the Grange picnic held at Samlypoiut last Thursday. All reported a good
time... .Mrs. Jessie Babbage of Long Island
visited her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. J.
S Harriinan, last week....Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Lane, and little daughter Hilda of
Brooks, visited at Capt. W. D. Harrimau’s
last,
bunuay.Miss Georgia Peirce and
Miss Lila Clark of Camden are
visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Heagan_Mrs. Arthur
Grindle came dow n from Bangor and spent
I’joiSi'EcT

....

week-(|||te

j

at his unde’s, Mr. E. W. Grindle’s.
George Grindle and wife of Brooksdegree, ville are visiting at E. W. Grinding_Mr.
and the lawn party of this evening recalled J. A. Brewster of Camden
spent Sunday at
to memory the hesj
itality of lier lamented Mr. Thomas Heagan’s-Capt. L. R. Walls
husband and the cheer of former vears, is loading stone in schooner Lizzie Lee at E.
K'»ng may she remain to enjoy the many L. Warren’s quarry for Boston_B. C.
frien is that gather about her.
[Com.
Avery came up from Blue Hiil and spent
with his family.
Searsport has been treated to financial Sunday

Sunday

beside him. He addressed those j (resan hour and a half on the issues of
the day, and it was noticeable that hardly a
person left the hall. On the night following
came the renowned Mayor Hanson, who after

seats
ent

for

coarse—too

coarse

NORTH

for

a

Searsport audience.

SKARSPORT ITEMS.

Payson

Sandy point. Dr. Bean, wife and mother,
who have been at Mrs. Jewett Ginn’s several weeks, have returned to Natick, Mass.
-Mrs Annie Goff and Mis-Lizzie French
of Bedford, N. H., are visiting Mrs. Dolly
Black and daughters-Frank French has

E.
town

S. Upham of Saugus, Mass.,
last week making calls.

fred Black-Walter Rice has returned to
Providence, R. I-Mr. Albert Rhoades of
Boston is spending his vacation here... .Mrs.
Alwilda Meade of Natick, Mass., has been
visiting her relatives here and at the Narrows_Mr. G. W. Kimball and family of
have been here several weeks,
have returned to their home....Mr. and
Mrs. Levi Staples are at home from NorthA large party from here visited Mt.
port.
Waldo last week-The many friends of
Mrs. Cora Daggett Plummer extend their
sympathy to her in the death of her husband, Mr. O. H. Plummer, which occurred
in Stoughton, Mass., Aug. ldth-Mr. and

Pittsfield, who

...

Helen Drew and son are visiting W. T. C.
Bunnells at Searsport village.
was

in

Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Dodge of Belfast visited
at Geo. C. Seavey’s last week.

Mrs. Alston Ellis
of a little daughter,
W. L. Mathews and daughter Bessie
| born Aug. 11th.
arrived from Olamon last week.
Mrs.

last spring, has given unbounded satisfaction
the guests. Those who have been there
several summers say the hotel was never so
well managed as at present. It accommodates over one hundred guests and has been
full-Mr. E. B. Eddy, who has taught several terms on the Island, began the High
School in the Hall near the Baptist church
last Monday. He studied at Castine and
to

Liberty.

being informally introduced proceeded to
give one of his characteristic harangues,
returned to Manchester, N. H., after two
whereon he depicted John Sherman as a
weeks’ vacation here-Mr. Frank French
greater traitor than Judas Iscariot, slurred
and friends of Boston are here for a visit_
the name of the renowned great general by
Miss Emma L. Partridge of Lowell, Mass.,
calling him Old Grant and spoke Tom is here for a few weeks.... Edward
Libby
Reed as big-headed Tom. The Journal also
of Chicago lately visited his aunt, Mrs. Alcame in for its share of
abuse.
When be
reached that portion of his discourse in
which he announced he had been in the
patent medicine business and prescribed for
the itch, a large number of the lady portion
of bis audience commenced leaving the hall.
It was the opinion of man.y present that the
general tenor of bis remarks was extremely

charge

Mr.

Mr. and Mr3. Byron, who have
been spending the summer at J. J. Walker’s,
Blanchard, who gave a re-hash of the old have returned to their home in St. Louis....
greenback arguments ol 1878. But “White” I. C. Grittis has returned to Boston_Miss
became disgusted with the ^uiet of the au- Burkett, who lias been hoarding for several
dience of forty present, and Blanchard
got weeks at Mrs. Hattie Clough’s, will spend a
“rattled” and assigned as a reason that he few' weeks with friends in Camden before
was not used to
talking to a walking audi- returning to her home in Somerville, Mass.
eu« e.
Next to appear was one of Maine’s -Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brown of
Elizabeth,
big four Congressman, Hon. S. L. Milliken, N. J., are visiting at Capt. R. S. Ayer’s_
who was met at the entrance of our
village Mr. E. J. Cunningham of Staten Island, N.
by a large delegation of citizens, irrespec- Y., w’as in town last week_Mrs. Etta
tive of party, who
accompanied him to Union Low’ell of Auburn and Mrs. Ada Bachelder
Hall. The column was ymler escort of
the of Bridgewater, Mass., daughters of W. C.
Searsport cadets, with drum and fife, and ap- Crockett of Montville, have been visiting
peared like the old-fashioned war rallies of friends in town the past
week_Howe, the
INd-ii, when the country was threatened by photographer, has arrived in tow’n_Ed.
the same leaders who marshalled their
Sanford says that the corn and beans are so
forces of the opposition at Chicago last
July. tall and stout in his garden that when his
On the way a halt was made uuder the Mc- folks send him into it
they put a bell on him
Kinley & Hobart campaign flag, just given in order that they may find him if begets
to the breeze, which was ^lustily cheered. I lost, which is almost sure to be the case_
Arrived at the hall
a
ovaperfect
j Alden Johnson of Boston is visiting his
tion was given our Congressman by the ; father, M. M. Johnson... .“Where are we
large audience present, and after an ! af.”’ A few years ago a man from Louisiana
exhibition drill by the Cadets, Mr. Mil- bought a place at South Montville, and now
liken was escorted to the stage, a num- a man from Chicago has
bought the Henry
ber of om prominent Republicans occupying
farm oil Bulan Hill.
discussion galore the past week. The first
Tu appear was the “Steer
team,” White and

are

the birth
rejoicing
Junita Lillian Ellis,
in

South Montville.
Prof.
E.
Judson
Waldo Centre. Mrs. Addie Walker has
Hatch of Sabattus, Me., gave a very inter- been visiting friends in Troy-Mrs. Estey
esting Bible reading at the church Sunday, ; of Boston is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Matt
Aug. 16th....Mrs. Nesmith and her two | Wilson-Mrs. M. E. Luce and family are
daughters and Edw. J. Cunningham, Esq., spending the week at Northport at the East
of New York are visiting their sister, Mrs. ! Bucksport cottage_Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Leonard Cooper-John W. Prescott start- Freeman have been visiting Mrs. Freeman’s
ed for Bangor Monday. He took with him parents at Thorndike Station.
four bushels of farm produce to exhibit at
Brooks.
Several of our young people
the fair... .The annual reunion of the South went
to Castine Monday to attend the NorMontville High School of 78 and 79 will be
mal School there.
Among them are Ina
held at the Grange Hall Saturday afternoon
Forbes, Grace E. Dow and Bert Payson_
and evening, Aug. 29th. Picnic supper at 6
Tuesday, Sept. 1st, East Lynne will be playp. in. Parents and friends are cordially in- ed here
under the auspices of the Knights
vited.
of Pythias, by the Ada Grey Comedy ComUnity. Mr. aud Mrs. Nash of Montville pany-Mrs. Benjamin Hussey has gone
were the guests of Chas. Bartlett last week.
to Gatchell’s Corner, Vassal boro, for a
-Mrs. Mary Watson is on the sick list_ short visit-M. J. Dow, Esq., went to
Mr. Ruel Berry and family spent last week Castine last Monday on business_Miss
at Windermere Park_Mr. T. B. Cook is Edith L. Forbes, who graduated at the M.
in town....Mr. H. C. Chandler is suffering C. I. at Pittsfield last June, will teach this
badly with hay fever_Charles Rolfe, Lind- fall.
ly Clark and Harold Cook spent last wreek
Palermo. Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin attendat Moose lake camping out_The Ladies’ ed the Hatch
family reunion at Centre
Sewing Circle met Aug. 20tli with Mrs. A. Montville last Wednesday aud tarried a few
Clark. A goodly number were present and days with her
parents-Mrs. Alice Bowler
all report a very pleasant time. The next and Mrs.
Maria Marden went to Nobleboro
Circle meets with Miss Kate Conner, Sept.
Thursday to attend the Advent campmeet2d-Dr. W. G. Fuller was in town Saturing-Mrs, Emma Carr and son Frank of
day and Sunday calling on friends-Mr. Albion were in town last week and called
and Mrs W. A. Bartlett, parents of the upon some of their old neighbors.... Mis.
William Osgood has been very sick for sevyoung man who was shot, and who were
stopping at the Park, have returned to their eral weeks, but is now improving... .John
home in Orono. They were accompanied by Cain was suddenly taken sick last week
Mr. and Mrs. Mercer of Kansas City, par- with heart trouble, but is now
improving.
.Miss Edna Cain of Belfast is visiting her
ents of the young Mrs. Bartlett, who will
make a short visit in Orono before returning uncle, John Cain at North Palermo.
to their home... .Mrs. Lamson of Union was
Troy. Some malicious dog killed a very
the guest, of Mrs. H. B. Rice last week_
valuable Southdown buck for B. F. HardRev. E. S. Burr ill and wife went to Northing this week. Mr. H. found him in the pasport Monday to attend campmeeting and ture terribly* bitten aud mangled. There
will be absent all the week... .They are very
are too many worthless
dogs running at
busy just now at the corn factory getting
large, and the dog law ought to be more
ready for canning.
stringently enforced-Mrs. J. Simpson of
Prospect Village.
The Prospect reWinterport is the guest of her sister, Mrs. S.
union, held at French's beach, Aug. 20th, A. Norton-Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ferguson
was largely attended.
After partaking of a of
Lawrence, Mass., are visiting their
bountiful dinner we repaired to the hall and
brothers, Mell and Veil Ferguson_Miss
the afternoon was given to speech-making, Carrie
Weymouth has gone to North port to
singing, etc., etc., after which officers were attend the Methodist camp meeting... .Prof.
elected for 1890 and 1897 as follows: Capt. Louis MeXenney of Bedford,
Mass., is the
A. A. Ginn, President : Mrs. M. E. C. Libby,
guest of B. F. Harding.Mrs. Inez M.
Secretary; Mrs. Henrietta Ginn, Treasurer; Harding aud Mrs. Abbie Fernald have
Capt. Lewis M. Partridge, William Smith of been soliciting funds to furnish a room in
Stockton, Harrison Ginn, L. W. Ginn of the Veterans’ building at Windermere Park.
Prospect, and David Smith of Winterport, They bought the furniture of the Day Co. at
Committee of Arrangements. It was voted Brooks.
to have our next reunion and picnic in AuCentre Lincolnville. J. W. Lamb and
gust, 1897. ..Mrs. O. S. Erskine and son Hardaughter, Miss Annie W., of Hartford,
of
Frankfurt are the guests of Mr. and
ry
Conn., are visiting relatives in town... .Mr.
Mrs. Charles H. Littlefield for a week.
and Mrs. Francis Haynes of Sudbury, Mass.,
While here Mrs. Erskine will call on her
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Joel Lamb_
many friends. She and Mrs. L. will visit Mr.
William F. Brackett, a respected citizen,
their relatives in Morrill and Belfast the
died Aug. 20th, after a long sickness. The
first week in September, attending the Cross
funeral services were held at the house, Rev.
and Jackson reunion in Morrill Sept. 3d_
V. P. Wardwell of Camden officiating....
Miss Lena Sprowl of Winterport is visiting
Misses Edna E. Lamb, Gussie K. Mathews
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin
and Minnie E. Fernald left Monday for
Grant.Our school began last Monday,
Castine, where they will attend the Eastern
Miss Flora Haley, teacher_Hon. S. L. MilState Normal School_Mrs. C. II. Dolliken of Belfast will address the people here
beare, son and two daughters, who have
at the schoolhouse this, Thursday, evening. been
stopping at 'Willow Farm, have reCome one and come all-Nathaniel Littleturned to their home in South Boston, Mass.,
field is attending the State fair in Bangor -On account of rain the Harvest
Annual
this week, taking with him his herd of Jer- was
postponed until Wednesday, Sept 2d.
seys,
-Master George Carleton of Hyde Park,
Islesboro. Capt, Stephen Fairfield died Mass., is visiting at F. H. Rankin's.
Aug. 20th, aged 81 years. He followed the
Winterport. Mr. ami Mrs. Oscar Pushee
sea iu his younger days and was master of a
and Miss Marie Pushee of Boston are visitnumber of coasting vessels. He had been
Mrs. Milliken and Nettie Grant_Mr.
for many years a deacon of the Baptist ing
Sewall Moody and family of New'York are
church, and was a much respected citizen.
his mother, Mrs. Rebecca Moody....
The funeral took place Aug. 22 at the Bap- visiting
Hutchinson and wife of Bangor stoptist church. Rev. Geo, E. Tufts conducted Capt.
ped at the Commercial House last week....
the services, and was assisted by Rev. F.
Mr. It. T. Sanborn of Bangor was in town
Purvis of North Haven, who preached
! Monday-Misses Maud Brackett and Etta
here in 1800 and 1801....The Island must
Hodgkins of Pittsfield are guests of Mrs.
have its share of
the
summer visit- j
Joshua Thayer.... Mr. Noah Dearborn of
|
and cottages have
ors, for the hotels
Bangor visited his sister, Mrs. E. B. Lord,
had all they could accommodate, and
last week....Mr. Raymond Duutou is exstill they come....The young people of the j
home from New York for a visit this
!
town gave a musical, dramatic and literary peeted
a number of our people are
j
entertainment at the Town Hall last Friday
t-lie Campmeeting at Northport...
eveiling. The program was very finely ren- j attending
Mrs. Mary Walker died Friday, Aug. 21st, at
dered by home talent and the hall was packher home, after an illness of about two
ed to its utmost capacity. Everyone seemed
weeks. She leaves one daughter, Miss Ada,
to enjoy the entertainment. The proceeds
who has the sympathy of the community in
will be for the benefit of the Free Will Bapthis her sad affliction_Mr. Timothy Feltist church-The fair at Dark Harbor last
lows went to Bristol, N. H., Tuesday.
week was a pronounced success.
It was in
Monroe.
Mr. George Palmer has been
aid of the Orphau’s Home at Rockland, an
institution under the control of the Episco- quite sick the past week. He was threatenpal church. Over three hundred dollars ed with fever, but is better now_Hon.
were realized....Mr. Brown, the
proprietor Harold Sewall and Ellery Bowden, Esq.,
will bold a Republican rally at Town Hall,
of the Islesborough Inn, who took

this, Thursday, evening-Mr. Daniel Manhad a yearling colt killed in the pasture
by a cow kicking it... .The family of Nelson

sur

and Frank Burden have taken a cottage at
Swan Lake, where they will spend a week.
....The family of Thomas Dorr wiil spend

days at the Etna Camp Ground, where
they have a cottage-It should have read
Mrs. Albert Durham, instead of Mr., who is

ten

She is
from Corinth, Maine_Large num- suffering from an abscess on her leg.
bers of summer boarders are in the homes of I still quite sick.. .Mrs. Laura Coffin is visitthe Islesboro people. They speak in high ingrelatives in Portland and Boston_Miss
terms of the place as an ideal location for an Laura Curtis has returned from a trip of
outing. Most of them in the southern part several weeks to Seal Harbor and other
of the island attend the Baptist church and places-Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Palmer expect
their help in the social meetings is greatly to start this week for the Soldiers’ National
Encampment at St. Paul. Jefferson Nealenjoyed.
ly and Mrs. F. W. Ritchie will also join the
Swanvillk. Last Friday Dr. J. S. Cole
Mr. N. was a soldier and has a
party.
and daughter Florence gave an excursion
brother there whom he will visit.
Mrs.
the
lake
with
a
fish-chowder supper in Ritchie will travel to see the
up
country. She
Carter’s grove and a lawn party at their will
also be the guest of Mr. Walter Neallv,
home in the evening, to celebrate the doctor’s who was her
nearest neighbor when he lived
50th and daughter's 20th birthday.
The ex- in Maine.
cursion on the lake was delightful and the
Morrill. Mrs. Anna,Houston of Pittschowde." all that could be desired. Each
Mrs. P. E. Luce and two children of
member of the party was presented with a field,
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. John DollotT of
tiny souvenir bearing on one side “Swan
Belfast were guests of Mrs. A. P. Fogg the
Lake, Aug. 21, 18M” on the other the numfirst of last week....Mr. Oscar Storer, Atbers 50-20-.HO—fifty and twenty
being the
and Counsellor at Law, 53 State
ages of the Dr. and his daughter, respective- torney
stieet,
Boston,
Mass., returned to Boston
and
it
was
found
that
of
one
ly,
the guests,
last Tuesday after a week’s visit to his paAlbert Fortier, was 30 on the same day.
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer. His sister,
The sun set and gave place to the
rising Mrs.
Wesley Wiggin of llubbardston, Mass.,
nioon just as the steamer
swung from her
and son, are visiting in town... .Mrs. Nellie
mooring at the grove, making the trip down
the lake oue of unusual beauty and long to Randall and little son are visiting her pab« remembered.
When the party arrived at rents. Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Cross_We had
the pleasure of greeting Miss Georgia Pratt
the doctor’s residence they found the
spaof Belfast at church last Sunday... .Quite a
cious lawn aglow with numerous Japanese
number of our villagers are at their society
lanterns.
Mrs. A. M. Nickerson
comes

1

presented

the Dr. with a nice clock in behalf of the
party. Then ice cream, cake and water-

served, followed by music. Miss
a tine voice, well trained, sang
several selections which all enjoyed very
melon

were

Cole, who

has

much. Tee entire party have to thank the
Dr. and his daughter for a very happy after"
and evening... Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Damm returned from a visit to Hampden
last week....A. T. Nickerson left Tuesday
for Bucksport where he will attend school.
-Mrs. E. C. Marden and daughter Ruth
have gone to Centre Conway, N. H., to visit
her mother, Mrs. Pittman-A. C. Nickerson went to Bowdoinliam to attend the meeting of the 19th Maine Veteran Association
and from thence to the National Encampment at St. Paul-The members of the
Clements family held their reunion at the
Town
Hall Aug. 20th_Mrs. Black of
Stockton Springs is boarding with Mrs.
mery F. Nickerson-The L. A. S. will
Maet at F. M. Stevens’ this, Thursday, afternoon-The W. C. T. U. wdll meet with
Mrs. Abigail Nickerson Aug. 28th-Prof.
F. H. Nickerson and wife have returned to
Massachusetts.
noon

cottage

at Northport Camp Ground this
week-1. 1). White, and family are attending the Advent campmeeting in Washington-A new boy at Alvin Kuowlton’s is a
late event-Mr. Barak Hatch is poorly and
under the doctor’s care....Mrs. L. R. Elder
is visiting in Rockland-Morrill had a
rather exciting town meeting last Monday.
The meeting was called to see if the town
would instruct their S. S. committee “to re-

establish the school in No. 1 for the fall and
winter terms,” the committee having voted
to suspend it for the fall term ; also to see if

Highest of all

in

the town would build a schoolhouse in No.
5.
The town voted to instruct the committee

as

ling

j

requested and'passed the articles cala new schoolhouse.
The suspended

Can Eczema Be Cured ? YES!

for

school was one of those very small ones
which are making so much trouble in towns
all over the State. The committee had voted
put in an “upper grade school" for the
more
advanced scholars in town, which
would leave some six or seven small scholars in the
suspended school to be carried
about 1 1-2 miles to a good school with a
first class teacher.

to

Yachts

^DALTON’S*
Sarsaprilla

Boats.

and

Nerve

and

Ionic

CURES ECZEMA,

Mr. and Mrs. \V. C. Thompson and friends
sailed Friday in the missionary sloop Alert,
Capt. Allen, for Bar Harbor.

Mrs. Reuben Brainard of Northport, He.,
How She Was Cured.

Willard E. Page has bought the steamboat hull which O. R. Webster built two
years ago, and is to refit it for a sailboat.
The yacht race at Rockland Saturday did
materialize. Only one boat, the Snarleyow, made her appearance, aud she sailed
over the inside course and was
given the
n't

1

XoRTHPOHT, Mk., .Tunc
Oenti.kmkx:—Words cannot express tlie benetit J have rev
taking Dalton’s Sarsaparilla and Nerve Tonic. I have I,.-,
of Eczema in its worst form.
My body was entirely vv
water blisters and scales, which smarted and itched
intohc

race.

C.B. Hazeltine, Mr. Taliaferro and Ben and
Hex Hazeltine went to Crieliaven, Matini
'•us, last Friday in the naphtha launch
Novelty for a few days’ fishing. The weather
was unfavorable until
Monday afternoon,
when they went out to the fishing grounds

iu

complete torture

all the time: could sleep but ver\ t
known far and near, and scores of my
neighbors ;u
can testify to the condition 1 was
in, and had been in for
years, from Eczema. On tlie flth of May. Iso:,, I applied r
of the Dalton’s Sarsaparilla
Company for treatment, 1:
that your medicine had cured a Mr. Nichols ot Belmont m
disease.
I was told that I could be
cured, and at mice com:,:
use your medicine,
I took six bottles in all; got the last
the Utli day of Xovomber, lWTj. It cured me
completely. M
now as smooth as
any one’s, and J have not had a syngcCould see that I was getting better from tlie first bottle.
I
abundant testimony to prove my condition, and also
m>
air. satisfied that
your medicine will cure any case of Kozi n
not only grateful for my cure, but will
gladly answer any
and refer any one to many reliable persons who know ail
condition formerly and at tlie present time.
Certainly, a,
have been no worse case, nor a more complete cure.
MRS. REUBEN BRA!
was

case was

■

made a fair catch. The party arrived
home in the launch Tuesday.

and

The yacht Isis, owned by Mr. S. F. Jones
Philadelphia, was in port last Wednesday
and Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Jones on
board. Tlie family are summer residents at
Dark Harbor, Islesboro.
of

Capt. F. C. Pendleton's sloop yacht Elbe
le a cruise down the bay last week with

ma

a
party of young men from Islesboro on
board, They were out several days and had
an enjoyable trip.
The party consisted of
Capt. Pendleton, Frank and Charles Lowe,
Fred Davidson and Ed. Seymour Pendleton. They came to Belfast
Aug. 19th, and
remained over night, sailing Thursday afternoon for Hewes’ Point.

N. B.— Facts are stubborn things.
The above case and also tin
Adam Nichols referred to, were two of the most severe cases of 1
called
Salt
monly
Kheum). on record. Mr. Nichols was cured •brand remains cured.
Read direction sheet carefully. I)A1 TON

ECZEMA.

The sloop yacht Georgia, Capt. Judson
Torrey of Deer Isle, owner, took a party of
twenty from this city on a sail about the
bay last Thursday. Prof. Hubbard and wife,
Miss Sally Durham and Mr. C. W. Wescott
got up the party. Messrs. Alvin J. Torrey,
son of the owner, and Frank T.
Blodgett of
Fitchburg, Mass., were cruising in the yacht
with Capt. Torrey. They sailed for Castiue
Friday.

jj. s.

Dalton's Family Pills please Everybody and do not
....FOR SALE

SHIP

BY

ALL

NEWS.

Lost, last Saturday night,
store and ray house, a silver,
t
Elgin watch. No. 3,007.665
| as
suitably rewarded.
34
221 1'i»i»er High str.-

ARRIVED.

Aug. 20. Seh.s. Regalia, bandage, Portland;
Nevada. Morton, Rocklaud; Miantononiah, Rvan.
Boston ; Wm. E. Downes, Marshall, Boston ; Nora,
Babbidge, Islesboro.
Aug. 21. Solis. Emma M. Fox, Hopkins, Hobo
ken; Alida, Pattershall. Rockland.
Aug. 23. Solis. Geo. B. Ferguson. Rondo; via
Portland; P. M. Bonnie. Burgess, Ymalhaven;
Maria Webster, Turner, fishing excursion.
Aug. 24. Sell. Addie E. Snow, Piukhatn, Bos-

While the races of the Royal Albert Yacht
Club regatta were in progress at Southsea,

England, Aug. 18th, the German Emperor's
yacht Meteor came into collision with the
twenty rater Isolde dismasting her and
throwing her crew into the sea. Baron Von
/eilwitz, who was on board, was killed. All
the boats stopped immediately and began to
rescue the Isolde's crew, which was accom-

LOST
1 have

a g. Id
timer combined. The riud.-r
warded by returning it to

ton.

SAILED

Aug. 20. Sells. Alida, Pattershall, Ro.-klaml;
Babbidge, Islesbor >.
Aug. 22, Sells. Nevada, Morton, Eastport Fairy

recently lost

i.l

Nora,

Belfast. Aug. 19, is;**'.

Forest, Smith. Swan's Island.
Aug. 25. Sells. Miantononiah. Ryan, Boston
B. Ferguson. Ferguson, Bangor; Regalia,
Damage. Roekport; P. M Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalhaven.

plished. The races were abandoned. It
was probably more luck than
anything else

DEALERS.

A Watch Lo;

PORT OF BELFAST.

Belfast

;<}

Price

(

Geo.

that saved the Defender from a like fate
when she was run into by the Valkyrie.

COKRKl’TED WKEKL7 K< >K
rr<>’’"

>

Murker.

/'/

4<>„ 5*1 Ha\. }•
Apples, p lui,
4 <>
Hi-li*' j
dried, p it.
New York, Aug. IS. Ar. sell*, Ldward H. Blake. Beans,
l 4■ -/ 1
Laail
pew,
Farmers Now and Then.
Smith, Apalachicola Sarah 1). d Rawnin. Fret: !i,
1
do
~n
1 r><1 Lai. 1. s
medium,
Lmma S. Brigg*. Hal
Baltimore;
Lnnet,
Bangor;
*'."w eyes ] 4> 1 a 1 f>< 1 •Mi;!'
j
lowell; 1
sld, sells. Melissa Trask, Bangui .1 maWe tame across the other day severa
l»5 a 2»
|
tlia.ii C<>ne, Rolersou, Hyannis. 2". ar, s<-h. Hattie Bee
I. p it,
.V. 7 I'otat
original bills made out by a grocery firm H. Barbour. Banco! Jo.hu C. Smith, do. s 1 <t. *eh
1L •! I.,
! Addie K Snow. Bellas;: 21. ar. *011 Abraham Cheese,
s
!
||m ^traa
doing business in this city, iu 180b, 1811 Richardson Cardmer; 22, ar. sch* Humaroek, Chieket.p pit.It-.
12-/14 Tr; i!-.r
Cieufuegos. < wll Siviii-.
and 182b, against a farmer customer in a | Yea/.ie, Cuaiitanamo l; \\ 11.• j• k 11
Tail- v\
Hattie C. Luce. Heal. Brunswick, i-1«i. *< 11. 1 *uri
i Mick. p It,
215, ar. *"h. A. \V 1!’ 11 *. KfCPneighboring town. In these years we had ! tan. Sargent. Bangor;
\\
i
l
Ryder, Rockland; hark Mannte* Swan. Hig Fowl,
PO/12 ...
practically a currency exclusively silver. gins, .Montevideo: 2 1, ar. *<di* Mabel Hoop,- Gees* pp ft.,lb
W
1F)o]>io. Fernandina: I>a\id Fan.*’. .lone*! .r,,
Caul
j The undervaluing of gold in the coinage Willard Saul-miry, kaic.
Se:i\.\, Fa
law of 1702 had forced gold out of circu- River; sld. sch* Wm. 11. sumnei Fernandina. Be»*t. orned. 1 !t. 7
Lilia',
Humaroek, Philadelphia.
Butter, -.lit : 4 It t:t_ 1
).t; M.
lation, and we were practically on a silBoston. Aug. IS. Ar. sch. Hektw.nc. Ilariimai.
<
p
Hoi.. K\.ui, lai>:
Cracked <
(I; _!,
ver basis.
]
Silver then had not been de- Bangor; lb, ar, s-d;. .lamesKddv\
2". sld, Rai-iioiii, Lord,
i1. a
< "fll Mewt
t
t‘< '].
monetized by any of the European na- Itaviight. Washington; eld. ship Marv L <
Cilee-e, p It.
12-/14 l*. •!
I ing. N1 w York.
v -dt-m Seed, p' -'vvt, '. 2
ri;K.
tions. except England, and it was ‘'pri• odd di,
Philadelphia Aug 1 s Ar. *.-h 1>. H lb..
dr>. p it
Kv Mi
< raid.. rrimary" money over nearly the whole Coleord. Kennebec: 1‘.*. ar. h. Lizzi** I.am-.
p •.-.•»• <1 «•« 1
2". ar, *1 ii. .1. Hoimes Birdsal 1. r:
Clover See
I 2
p tl I 1
world.
In the hill hearing date of lt-ob son, Bangor;
idence; 21. ar. sch. Anna Pendleton. li m.i*
Flour P l-l.l. d 77-/4 77
we find these
M
changes:
lie
; Brunswick: 2b. ar. *»-h. 1 lorao. i;. Mm*c. N un 1
2
.1
Baltimore.
21.
Cld.
>eh
Aug
Mane'-e*',-}
Lard, pit
T-i 1" \V !.■'.
b lbs. Sugar.si .no
1.0
Haynes. Mathew*. Boston, ar. >1 h. Ib-ur\
1 gall -Molasses.
07
sen. Jr., Bath.
B. F< r.
v
Portland. Aug. 2>u Ar. *<di*
Boston Produ.
In the hill of the date of Is; 1 we find !
•
Ferguson. Rondout ; Maty L Palmer. Hask- b
these charges:
»
•"
B.
H'
A
Louishurg.
1
24.
I
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In the hill of 182b

We

inquired

of

a

grocer

yesterday

price of the above mentioned articles

the

now.

He said he was selling'lb pounds of sugar
for 81.00; that the price of molasses was
20, SO, and for the very best grade, 4.7
cents a gallon; that the very best flour today sold for 84.27, and that they were
paying now for potatoes 50 cents a bushel.
We want farmers who are sighing for the
good old times, and have an idea that free
silver will bring them back, to examine
these prices.
In 180b, 1811 and 182b not
exceeding 9 pounds ol sugar (and that undoubtedly brown sugar of a poor grade)
could be bought for a dollar, while now
19 pounds of white, granulated sugar can
be bought for that sum; in 180!) and 1811
molasses cost 07 cents per gallon, probably
of an inferior grade, while now the very
best commands only 45 cents, while
medium grades bring 20 and 30 cents; in
1820 flour, which did not probably compare in quality with the flour of the present day, brought 85 per barrel, while now
it can be purchased at 84.25. and in the
same year the farmer was
paying this
price liis own potatoes brought him about
32 cents per bushel.
Let the farmer remember when he examines these figures that in all these
years we had an exclusively silver currency, and that silver and gold were in
equal standing the world over as money;
then let him ask the next silver shouter
that conies along how it was, if silver is
such a panacea, that his ancestors did not
fare better under it in the early part of
the century.
[Portland Press.
State

Board

of

Trade.

The fall meeting of the state board of
trade will be held at Portland Sept. 17th
instead of at Gardiner, as was at first proposed. One of the projects which it is
thought could be better attended to liy

having the meeting in Portland

that
looking toward the establishment of a
naval station on the Maine coast, with
Portland as its headquarters.
Another
matter which the State board of trade will
talk over, and which it will probably
recommend strongly to the legislature, is
the making of a topographical survey of
the entire State in order to correct the
faults that now exist in the maps and for
the beneiit of the State government in the
examination of water powers and agricultural resources.
It is stated the maps of
the State are tilled with glaring errors
which are due directly to the lack of some
systematic method of survey.

Leavening Power.—Latest

U. S. Gov’t

Report

was

A

g

21.
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